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Dark Resurrection
Dorrick and TongSu have a mission working for the Kassikan
using Centorin instruments to investigate one of the darkest
incidents in Kassidor’s past.
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1. Tourist Trap
Rendrak watched a fitful breeze blow down the valley,
rattling a few dry leaves and chasing a skinny farfel back into
its hole. The rugged scree where the black gate used to stand
was almost as barren as Narrulla, only scattered sprigs of
nullbreak and queen’s rike covered the ground beyond the
abandoned stalls. Only a few crumbs of the 54th century
reproduction of the gates were still visible, the black paint
long washed off the crumbling fibro-cement. Of the original
25th century gates, even the buried flecks of rust had been
scrounged and refined and converted to spending iron long
before construction of the reproduction was first considered.
The pit where Mordor’s forces had fallen was still visible
under the footpaths and trinket booth foundations that had
nearly filled it in. Most booths had been abandoned for
centuries, but the stone piled when this had been a thriving
tourist destination was still visible under the rockwort. From
time to time the history of those days becomes interesting
again and a few tourists struggle out here and a few new stalls
get put up. That had last happened ten or twelve decades ago
but it had never been as popular as it had back in the 54th. A
few splinters of grey stick still stood on a couple stands from
those days, he spotted a tattered plastic poster. A moldering
pile of cheap and garish clothing and some bits of colored
plastic keys cowered in the cracks. Those could be no more
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than decades old and could only have come from the one
booth still open. Still, the edge of the pit was visible, a few
scraps of the broken bedrock still showed beside a path here
and there. What rock showed was now grown deep in shaggy
rockwort as grey as the rock itself. There were a few holes
beside some of the foundations. He knew they went a good
part of a mile deep because this had been a Saggoth chimney
a thousand centuries before the war.
Across the pit, between the slag hills, the whole plain of
Gorgoroth lay before him. Klagbos itself had been quiet since
the eruption that leveled the black tower and turned the tide in
the Wars of Magic. He was impressed by how small it all was,
he could see the mountains all the way around the plain. He
was also impressed by how barren the land looked. The
mountain itself was now the only really fertile ground. The
plains that he could see from here looked like there were
some scamp-herders huts here and there and, if they were
lucky, they might have a few sprigs of something edible
growing around their huts, watered by a wobbly wind-wheel.
On the far side of the pit there was one lone booth still
open. It looked like a Goblin running it, he had a big belly
and skinny legs and a chest smaller than a Megnor’s. There
was nothing deeper than this for many thousands of miles, so
he wondered how he became adapted to the thin air up here.
Rendrak began moving forward, almost climbing down
the path at the edge of what is now called Gate Hollow. It
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would take him a minute to get over to that Goblin. They had
seen each other, but it was not a convenient distance to chat.
It had taken him eleven weeks altogether to get here from
Eridor. Eridor was the biggest city in the Old Midlands and
the only place in the region that seems to be in the modern
age. There are few Eyes in this region and those that exist are
in the hands of rich and eccentric recluses who tend to live on
hilltops. Only large towns have connections and they charge
prices reminiscent of the time before the starship age.
Eridor is the closest big city to the site of the greatest war
in Elven history since The Fall. He had read so much history
and seen three re-makes of the movie. Rendrak does not
believe that the wizard who served as technical adviser to the
forces of the humans in that war lives on as one of the
founders of the Kassikan, but there are those who do.
He’d lived several centuries in Eridor before setting off on
this history tour. That city gave him plenty of opportunity to
ply his trade. He’d tried to deny his trade for centuries of life,
but time and again he had to learn the hard way. Every time
he tried something else, he wound up impoverished and
miserable, every time he used his talent, he had a wonderful
life.
His only talent was wooing women. His looks, his
strength, his humor and a genetic enhancement that gave him
an organ that adjusted to perfectly fit the woman he was with,
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as well as centuries of practice using it, made winning women
his gift. Befriending a woman with a young daughter would
often give him two rounds of sustenance. He tried to help his
women out where he could. Manual work in the garden was
within his grasp and at any work with an ax or shovel he
excelled.
Since he learned what he was, he never made a claim on
anything belonging to the woman. When it was time to go he
took the clothes he came with and as much change in his
pouch as when he arrived. But he would never have much of
a place of his own. Back in Zhlindu he’d had a very nice
room with private bath and a balconied window with an
alcove big enough to cook in. That was the only time he could
remember owning his own place, and that was ten centuries
back in the gloom of random memories.
It took him five weeks to get to the closest point in that
historical zone, Hobburg. There’s still a lot of Hobbits around
there and they still party like full size men. There was only
one restoration of a poured concrete underground farmhouse
from that age in town and it was full of chatty little girls full
of sob stories about how the craftsperson making the wares
they sold is doing so badly and is so in need of a sale. There
was a certain sing-song to their appeals, like it had become a
ceremony.
It had been awhile since the tourist trade was booming.
Interest in that time peaked a century before the starship age.
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By that time the wooden first reproduction of the black gates
was patched and shabby so the concrete one was built.
Twelve centuries later, it was only the very ‘stuck’ that were
still serving the tourist trade in these parts.
The rest of Hobburg isn’t very much different than any
other city in the Old Midlands. It’s a bigger town now of
course, in fact about four hundred thousand urban folk, and a
streetcar brought him five miles toward the Brandywine.
From there he got a coach into Giliath.
Now today, in Giliath, that parapet that was the landmark
of its age is eroded at least halfway down from its height at
the time of the war, and it is preserved in a walled park with
an admission fee. There is even a little pedestal where one
can tell there was once a plaque which no doubt had a few
words to say about what this badly eroded rock formation was
all about. That pedestal and plaque was probably put up in the
54th because today the plaque is long gone and the pedestal
weathered. That part of Giliath today is six floors deep in
stone-block business buildings with twenty floors of
residence grown on top of that. There are about three, maybe
four million people in the urban core of Giliath today.
Aragar’s bier is preserved, it is deep in the basements of
one of Giliath’s largest financial institutions today, but there
is a public stairway and it is marked and open for business
and lit, something you rarely see in a free public monument in
these parts. In the room where his badly weathered granite
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monument rests, there is a plaque that gives his facts and
figures as accurate as Rendrak ever knew.
Old Giliath is represented by another walled compound
with a large building of that time restored and used as a very
fine museum. The remainder of that ancient city is under the
roots of the six floors of residences that line the banks of the
Aundrin out this far from central Giliath. Much of the ruins
are now held together by archwood root and in use by the
poor.
While his mind was racing thru all the history he’d seen
recently, his body was climbing up out of the pit and onto the
gateway of the actual plain of Mordor. What had once been a
long ride to battle was now only a few miles on a gentle
country road from the end of the nearest streetcar line in
today’s city of Giliath. One of the best women he’d ever
known had once said she’d follow him into the depth’s of
Mordor. She was ten centuries in the depths of memory now,
he lost her to a starman at the start of the starship age. She
had followed him thru far more difficult paths than this hike a
mile above that streetcar into the pass of the Black Gate.
“Hearty-ho traveler,” the Goblin said, leaning forward on
what looked like a dangerously rickety stool toward what
looked like a dangerously rickety counter.
“Salutations,” he said as he got closer, they were still
seventy feet apart.
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“Welcome to the Black Gates, the toll is iron.”
Rendrak laughed as heartily as he could at the lame joke.
“Well now, the toll is negotiable,” the Goblin said
somewhat gruffly.
“You’re supposed to have something to sell,” Rendrak
was still laughing, “but it looks like all your merchandise fell
out the back of your booth a decade or two ago.
“I sell admission to the black gate.”
“I think I can open it myself, though it does appear to be
in a sad state of repair.”
“I wouldn’t do that,” he said.
By now Rendrak was up to him and stopped with his arms
folded across his chest. Rendrak is a big man with big arms
and shoulders. He has a streamlined face and great billows of
sun-blond hair and beard. Were it not for the Instinct he
would lean casually on this shed and knock it over. He just
said, “Hmf,” not quite a chuckle.
“The Dark Lord only sleeps, even now. Forty centuries
and more he’s lain in repose, til an airship comes to raise
him.” A skinny crooked finger uncoiled in the direction of the
small village on a hill between here and Klegbos.
He thought it was an often-patched inflatable dome on the
far side of that village, but now that he looked carefully, he
could see that it swayed in the breeze and did not quite reach
the ground. “Are you with that balloon?” Rendrak asked.
“The Dark Lord’s servant is with them,” he said. “To
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know one word more is iron.”
Rendrak snorted and started striding away, “Your act
might be worth a penny or two,” he said over his shoulder,
“but an iron; I’ll keep my pennies and tell my own tales.”
“A tragic tale it will be, my good man, a tragic tale it will
be.”
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2. Storm Tossed
Dorrick had been in this balloon over a year by now. They
floated in a pale pink sky, the native data system would soon
be going off line. This lighter than air plant that is the fastest
means of transportation on this world can’t swim fast enough
to keep up with the sun, even though it takes eighty four and a
half hours to go around this sky. On the other hand, it swum
steady enough for the Centorin-built comm unit to find a
geosynchronous satellite the gateship had left here nine years
ago, and get him a view of the weather over the southeastern
corner of the Korst basin, two thousand miles from their
current position.
The GPN had been delayed along the coast of Korst by
flooding that had submerged roads. That caused them to
transship by canal raft. Then the flooding burst dams and the
canal boats also came to a stop. He could see weather maps of
that area now. The satellites had finally worked their way into
position around the planet so Centorin devices would now
work anywhere but the tops of the poles. There was some
progress in integrating the data systems of the two planets,
but for now he still kept a device for each. Both devices told
him the weather wasn’t getting any better over there,
monsoon storms crashed in waves boiling out of the hundred
and thirty degree floating swamp of the Ttharmine.
The admin back at Kex that sent this GPN to take a look
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at one of this world’s historical sites was going to want
something done about the delay, they didn’t understand this
world. No Centorin could understand this world without
spending a decade here and getting it rubbed in his face. His
first assignment here had been very eye-opening. The journey
thru the stargate was the tiniest small step on the journey to
Borlunth. The journey to the edge of the city where the
stargate is located took nearly as long as a journey to
anywhere on the Centorin side of that stargate, and that city
has a tube system, one with more public stations than the tube
system that covered most of all other human planets but
Kinunde. In travel time, he had become the most distant
Centorin in the universe.
Where they are now is only half as far from the gate as
they had been at Trenst. They are so close now that the
shipment of the GPN, moving on a fast carriage overland,
sparing no expense, was scheduled to get here in only three
local years. Now it was a year behind schedule. They were
supposed to meet the GPN at an ancient battle site, one that
went back to the era when this planet still had some high
energy technology. There was an important sorcerer from the
Kassikan traveling with it, and two more technicians from
Centorin. He could just imagine what those techs were
thinking about their introduction to the interior of Kassidor.
Centorin media was now familiar with Kassidor City and the
few thousand square miles on its tube system. But since they
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lost their camera-woman, there was no more net-feed from
distant parts of this planet. Those techs were now stranded on
foot, six thousand miles from the nearest electrical outlet,
light switch, roll of toilet paper or person who had ever heard
a word of Centish in their lives, no matter how many
thousand Earth years that life might have been. The person
from the Kassikan HAD to be more prepared for that than
they were.
He was sure TongSu and her balloon were tired of this
endless flight. They had been in the air a year since Knidola.
For thousands of miles the Pewpspway, North Pewpspway
and Goblin Coast regions were full of evidence that early
efforts at genetic manipulation had experienced more failures
than successes, and many of the failures had migrated to
those regions and interbred. He was pretty sure the Old
Midlands region of the planet was a better place to be. It was
a very historic region of this planet, especially for the Elves.
This was their classic battlefield of good and evil, the land of
two of the greatest evil wizards in Elvish history.
But he was going to have to tell her they couldn’t park
here and study that history quite yet. They could probably
stop for a day’s rest in Eridor, but there was no sense sitting
waiting here another year for the instrument when they could
help it along. He put away the device and came to the forward
net to tell her. She was scanning the ground ahead of them,
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probably looking for a nice opening to put down, they
couldn’t fly thru the dark at the altitude they were at. They
were still a hundred miles from any human settlement over
open prairie. She’d want daylight to find a spot as far from a
theirops as possible.
He sat beside her, she expected him to be cuddly in her
presence. In this society it is impolite to be in the company of
a friend of the opposite sex and not be in contact with them.
“The GPN is still a year away from the site where we need to
use it,” he told her.
“Why’s that?” she asked.
“It’s bogged down in bad weather. There’s floods, dams
have let go, roads are washed out and canals are drained so
big delicate crates are moving at a crawl. They posted a long
story with lots of whiny detail but that sums it up.”
She gave him a wry smile that showed him how tired her
balloon was. “Now this is where I come in and say if the
actual storms have stopped, it sounds like they are in need of
air rescue.”
“I was hoping you’d say that.”
After a cold but quiet dark of camping, there was an
uneventful week in the air over interesting historical scenery.
He knew little of it, the expert was stuck with the GPN. They
followed the Aundrin to its source and turned North at the
Misty Mountains and made excellent time at their altitude
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limit with a powerful jetstream on their tail. They spent the
next dark in a city of two million with much better
entertainment than the towns of the previous year.
The people were desirable enough that they each spent
both sleeps with other company, he with the same girl. There
was nothing exceptional about her in this city, but here all
females were pretty once again, like the mainstream societies
of this planet, so it really didn’t matter. An ordinary girl was a
treat, as they all are if you give them an evening, a day and
two sleeps.
The people from the upper Pewpspawy to the Pirate Coast
were so unappealing that they kept to a local year of
monogamy since they left Knidola. That much monogamy
was something most natives, including TongSu, thought was
unhealthy. There was an engineered youth virus that made
that a fact.
It wasn’t til well into Morningday of the next week when
they had to deal with the swamp itself. “Lemme see that
atlas,” TongSu said when it began to become very obvious
that they were in or near swamp. He handed it to her. They
were hours from any local data service and the Centorin
system had beautiful satellite views and quite a few of the
cities over five million labeled, but little else. It showed that
the northernmost arm of the Ttharmine itself reached only a
hundred seventy five miles north of their current position.
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The wind was blowing just about due west and at this
altitude, it was maintaining almost twenty knots. They would
have to fly under this wind and be very vulnerable to dactyls
if it was blowing on the way back. A mile above the swamp,
they had no choice but to continue in this direction. They
could maintain altitude and fly with it and, if this held up, he
thought they could make it to the Korstian lowlands in the
light of this week.
The paper atlas was more useful because towns were
marked, roads and coach routes were marked, canals were
shown, and everything was named. Her finger traced the
route the wind was carrying them over the swamp. “Make
sure that crossbow’s working,” she said, “we’re going to be
within sight of the Tharmine in another hundred miles.”
Dorrick went off and did that. They hadn’t seen a dactyl,
at least one big enough to worry about, since they left the
East Basin. They hadn’t done anything more than look at the
crossbows since then. The swamp was to their left. To their
right, the Battle of the Brothers lowland. It had been a gulf at
the time of the battle it was named for. That battle had
occurred in the ancient past, the late 11th century, over eight
thousand years ago. The lowland was settled in the distance,
but from here they could see well over a hundred miles. A
dense archwood jungle covered the ground beneath them.
She flew a little north of west, but saved her strength. The
balloon’s skin would be getting thin with all this high altitude,
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they didn’t want her cells to start rupturing now. The more
altitude they gained, the stronger the wind and they were now
covering ground more than twice as fast as the balloon could
swim. They were taking an express route, but there was
nowhere to put down ahead.
Along here, it was not obvious where the swamp started,
the land was a lot flatter in the distance to the left, the south,
and had some slopes to the north. There were archwoods on
the swamp here, ones with jagged yellowish fronds were
more common when afloat while the ones with a dusting of
electric blue flowers on their fronds were more common on
solid ground. There were a lot less floating vines in the tidal
zones, those went for miles in some places because the tides
in the Ttharmine are extreme, over four hundred feet in some
places.
“I’m glad there’s so few roosts,” TongSu said.
“I’m watching anyway,” he replied. There were a few
paths and a few swamp settlements in this area. This was the
coolest shore of the Ttharmine, often falling below a hundred
degrees on the ground. Still this was much hotter than the
Myassa where the dactyls seem to darken the sky at times. Of
course the air is a lot thicker there, it’s a lot more work for a
dactyl to lift in this air.
Dorrick was watching, but as he saw nothing, he had time
to take up the atlas. “I don’t see anywhere we’re going to find
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lunch.”
“We took those dewdrops, we should eat them before they
go bad.”
“I ate mine last week.”
“Then chew some waybread,” she said.
“We should have stopped for lunch in that town on the
rim.”
“Way too early,” she said. “If you get the dewdrops out,
I’ll share,” she said.
They carried on over the jungle. There might have been
times the jungle below them was floating, most of the time it
wasn’t. A gaggle of little greentails with gliders that spread
hardly over sixty feet, flew along four thousand feet below
them for awhile. They made no move to come up and bother
them however. The Kassikan would not allow Centorin’s to
bring firepower thru the tube that would make those no threat
at all. With the manual crossbows in use in this world, if you
miss, one of those animals could down this floater and dine
on the splattered humans for days. They only had two arrows
left for one crossbow and three for the big one. Since the East
Basin trip, they had lost the really big crossbow, but they had
no intention of getting into hostile country again.
“We’re going to have a much harder time getting back if
these winds hold,” she voiced her big worry to Dorrick.
“I’m sure we will, we’ll have to sneak up behind hills.
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We’d have to go down the far side of the Misty Mountains
almost into Eridor city and come up the Aundrin.”
“How do we get across here?” she asked.
“We might have to go around the Lowland of the
Bothers.”
“Add an extra thousand miles,” she sighed.
“We don’t know if we’re just lucky to catch these winds,
maybe they will be blowing toward the east when we go
home.”
She chuckled a little. “This is the tide of the atmosphere
we’re riding. Kortrax tries to drag the whole atmosphere once
around the world every week. It’s only the friction with the
ground that prevents him doing it.” The usual method was to
stay low and work your way behind mountains, Dorrick knew
that from the years he’d spent with her.
“This atlas runs out by the middle of the afterlunch,”
Dorrick said. It was a thick book devoted to the Old
Midlands. You needed that much detail to do any good. They
bought that all the way back in Knidola, but there was no
corresponding atlas of the Korst for sale in Knidola. Those
regions are many years apart for the average native. “I’ll see
if I can raise a signal from a Korstian city...”
“Might as well wait til we get there.”
“Once we get there, we could be a ways off course,” he
said, “even if it is a small basin.”
“What does the Centorin system show? We can get a
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general idea from that.”
Dorrick was able to look up the Korst Basin, and at first
he wasn’t sure what he was looking at, it looked like the Old
Midlands was almost a part of it, the whole Old Midlands was
an area in the southeast corner of the map of Korst. TongSu
was shocked when she saw the size of it. She’d barely heard
of it and thought it was probably another minor basin, there
were only four hundred and something million inhabitants. It
was one of the ten largest regions in area, almost half as large
as the Highlands. Half of the Korst was dry and much of it
was cold. Everything they were interested in was a tiny area
in the middle of the southeast face of this immense land.
There were three inland sub-basins of the Korst that were
each as large as the Old Midlands, counting their wilds and
deserts.
“The last town we were in doesn’t even show on here,”
she told him.
“I noticed that. This one here, Simril, should have data
service.” She pointed to the closest named point to their
location. That was farther into the Korst than they were from
the border.
TongSu looked at the map and he read along with her.
Simril was a dot in the middle of a large agricultural belt
about three hundred miles into what most consider the Korst
basin. The key on the map said that size of dot was between
five and ten million. There were a dozen dots that size on that
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map, plus DuustYugol in the Brothers Lowlands, but most
people consider that part of the Old Midlands because of the
culture. Korst was the tenth or eleventh most affluent basin
depending on whether or not you consider the Gengee to be a
separate basin. It was a leader in shaftwood cultivation and
cold water fisheries. Three quarters of the population is in the
lowlands. Their culture is distinct yet allied with that of the
highland sub-basins of the Korst.
“This basin extends all the way to the pole,” he said, “or
at least to the edge of the tundra, but most of the northern
boundary of the Korst is icecap. I can finally say I have
touched basins that border both poles.”
“Yep, I think you’ve been to all but about six basins in the
eastern hemisphere, as well as one from the west.”
“This says there’s fifty five million in a city on a lake
here.”
“Yeah,” she said. “Korsto, but we can’t get there, it’s at
least a thousand feet above our ceiling to get to the downhill
fringes.”
“How do we know that is not worthy of high ranking on
world media also?”
“Oh I’m sure it is,” she said, “and I’m sure we’ll see or
hear a tape or something while we’re waiting over here that
will blow us away, one way or the other. I have to admit in
Borlunth I was sometimes blown away by the tackiness of
stuff that passed as culture.”
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“That vid we saw of whipped animal pulls was bad,”
Dorrick said.
“I have to agree,” TongSu said.
They got lost thru the early after-lunch, reminiscing about
where they’d been during the last local decade. They had the
presence of mind to look up every now and then to scan for
dactyls. It was during one of those scans that Dorrick said,
“You know I don’t like the fact that the horizon in front of us
is white.” All he could see ahead was a wall of cloud. It was
just a tiny line now but it extended all along the horizon. The
Korstian lowlands sloped gently up til they were as high as
they were now, nearly a mile above the surface of the
Ttharmine. Korsto’s highlands and the city itself is two miles
above the Ttharmine but two thousand miles beyond. It was
half a mile above the Yakhan and a thousand miles beyond
their reach.
He could see what was happening. This wind across the
lowlands and the Ttharmine itself was moist enough that
lifting over the lowlands was enough to cause condensation,
and storms, all along the uplift. It’s just about three thousand
miles long, they were less than a thousand miles from the
end, where there might be passage thru those storms.
Dorrick was really worried about this one. TongSu started
driving north for all they were worth but all they could see
was a rapidly approaching wall of weather that seemed to be
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infinite to the northeast and southwest. To the northeast it was
lower but closer. They were hoping for that. To the south was
the Ttharmine and even more tropical moisture to build into
these storms. To the north was higher ground, less heat and
less total moisture. That was the theory.
“So,” he asked TongSu when it was only a few more
miles to the wall of clouds, “what happens to us when we get
into there?”
“Wind shear and lightning are what we have to worry
about. If the wind takes all of us the same place at the same
time, we have some chance. If it wants to take the nose of the
balloon one way and the tail the other, she breaks up and we
go down hard.”
“Then we should try to find a place to land before we get
into that.”
“I agree,” she said. “The only drawback I see to that is
there is nothing below us but dense jungle in almost
featureless terrain.”
“Can we snag a tree with an anchor?”
She thought. “We might, we’ll have to dangle a hook, but
what does that give us?”
“Time to think?” he said.
“That’s all I can see.” They were going lower anyway and
he noticed they moved west a little slower as they came
down. “It looks like this is working,” TongSu said. “If we
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aren’t getting taken toward it as fast and we are going north
as fast, we might get out of it.
“We can’t see as far.”
“Nothing to see but storm clouds anyway,” she said. “I get
real tired, real quick, looking at those.”
“I raised a signal,” Dorrick said, “from a town about a
hundred seventy miles closer than Simral.”
“What can you get?”
“Thru to anywhere.” He found a way to pick up their last
message. “Where they’re stuck is...” it was hard to use a scale
of miles on this eyepiece, “a hundred forty one miles this side
of Simral. Simral is fifty miles from the nearest flood damage
and people there are keeping up with it in a weekly news
update. The town I’m getting, Hokitaida, is cut off by land
and canal but with enough farms close by that there is no
danger to the city.” He poked and scrolled. “Hokitaida’s urban
population is a hundred eighty thousand. They have received
almost four thousand refugees.”
“And where is the cargo?” she asked.
“Thirty six miles beyond Hokitaida.”
“And where is the storm front?” she asked.
“It is pouring in Hokitaida and the weather data there says
it will pour until further notice, at least the next half year.”
Dorrick poked some more. After a decade he was finally
beginning to catch on to the ‘native’ communication device, a
pocket-eye to those who had been here for the last ten
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centuries. The personal communication device had been
available here for thirteen hundred Earth years, only a few
hundred years less than Earth. He was able to get a local map
to come up that showed where they were, where the GPN was
and what roads and canals were out. “But look at this, we can
get to here,” he pointed, “and they have a good road to get to
here also,” he said. “I’ll need to get a message to them to
meet us here.”
She looked to where he was pointing and the low ridge of
farmland that must be the land with passable roads. “We’ll
just have to put down and ride. What you’re saying is come
down somewhere on this ridge just before the storm front. I
think we want someone who has saddle kedas for hire.”
Meanwhile he noticed TongSu was taking them up again.
“What are you doing?”
“Now that we have a plan, we want to find the best keda
farm on this ridge. We might as well head right for it so let’s
get enough altitude to take a good look around.”
“Okay,” he said, “sure,” though it took the hydrogen-filled
overgrown plankton even faster toward the flashes in those
clouds.
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3. Korst Landing
If she didn’t find a place to put down safely, they were
headed for their third major crash since she’d known Dorrick.
If there were roads around that weren’t washed out, they
would be on the highest ground around. She would have to
pick that by the looks of the trees, and they were unfamiliar
species of archwood in the area. If there was any high ground
around, it might be cleared, and if it was, the tops of the
archwoods on the low ground could be higher.
From a little higher in the sky, she could see clearings,
and could see that they formed a dotted line. That line lead off
into the storm, but she could make it to that line before she
was pulled into the storm, especially if she went back down.
She was so glad she had these remote hormone bulbs
installed. She used to have to climb back to the cargo net and
put eyedroppers full of up and down hormone into her girl’s
root tray until she found this rig on the far end of all the
lands. Now she could squeeze a bulb in the pleasure of the
fore-net without taking her hands off the steering bulb.
From lower down and looking closely thru the trees she
could see that there was a ‘ridge’ a few dozen feet high in a
plain that was almost mathematically flat. Most of that was
under about two feet of water, but as the vegetation was a
hundred feet thick, that didn’t mean much to most life. People
had posted footage of people abandoning the first floor in
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some areas. There were some shots of hastily erected chains
of bridges thru windows and stuff like that.
Actually, in the distance it might be well over a thousand
feet high, but none of that showed from here. Less than fifty
miles away it was under clouds and only these barely
detectable traces of elevation showed. The rise was a sea of
vedn prairie, well tended, with a lace of tracks across it and
clumps of trees marking clans or villages. The northwest end
of this ridge was buried in the clouds, but there was a farm
with a decent herd of keda within view. TongSu came down
low and hovered. The kedas grouped and looked up at her, a
few people came out.
“We need to rent some balloon parking and some saddle
kedas,” TongSu yelled out. “Is this a good place to do that?”
“Hell yeah!” the guy who had come out said. “You’ll
want that balloon sheltered over here over in the blessin court
in case them storms come back.” She was directly above him
now and saw right where he was pointing, “You don’t want
no balloon up on no lightning pole round here.”
“I appreciate that,” she yelled, she could see the blessin
posts he was pointing at now as her balloon labored to move
that way against the breeze. The ribbonleaves in the court
were worn like they played often. She was careful to avoid
those tall poles on the way down, they played with the
crossbar fifteen feet off the ground. This was a nice big field
and she was able to come down with her nose toward the
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posts at midfield, leaving the playing field and outfield open,
but covering half of the spectators.
Three more guys came out to take the ropes. She was
down from the net to see to the final tying down. As she was
doing it the guy who had answered her caught up with her.
“Glefronac, Glefron if you will, of Haivron farms. You see we
got secure fast’nings for your balloon, and as soon as you’re
ready, our stable awaits. I can only assume you have business
on the far side of the summer storm front?”
“So we are not the first?”
“We may park four balloons here before the weather
turns. There is no way forward. With the floods last year, lots
of canals and bridges are still closed so air is the only way in
and out of Hokitaida and business has been plenty good.”
“That’s why we had to get this close by air,” TongSu said.
“Are you sure you don’t mind us parking on the court?”
“The league’s over for the year, we don’t start up again til
Imnotn and the storms’ll break by then. The court’s more
about something to do for the slow season when there’s no
business to be had.”
She had a bit of trouble understanding him. He had a far
different accent than the clipped guttural tones of Orc and
Goblin country, his speech was soft and languid like the
Yakhan but with a big vowel shift and no pretense at
grammar. “So the weather is seasonal here?” TongSu asked
him.
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“Well yeah, don’t storm but in summer or them weeks
that pretend to be.”
They were deeper here than they had been the last year,
but less than a mile below the lake, hardly deeper than the
farm. The archwoods said frost was rare and mild. The
ground could not freeze at all if an archwood survives. “So
come fall the storms will disappear?” she asked to be sure she
understood.
“Oh yeah, say where you guys from anyway?”
Dorrick was getting the tail rope by now. They were
pretty close to the weather, the clouds weren’t really ‘in the
distance’ any more and stray breezes made the balloon sway.
“I’m originally from the Yakhan,” TongSu said, “but right
now we’ve got a place in Bordzvek. We were spending a few
years in Knidola when we got a mission over here. We really
haven’t stopped much since Knidola.” She stood up, the nose
rope was done, she went to get the net stakes.
“Where’s ‘at?” he asked.
TongSu threw him the left net stake while she said,
“Halfway to Trenst.”
He took a wide stare. Trenst was many years from here,
even with a floater. The look on his face said he might be
someone who was not sure he believed in Trenst. It wasn’t
unfamiliarity with a net stake for he was tying that expertly
while his face questioned her. He didn’t say anything more
about the staking or Trenst, instead he asked, “Where you
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going?” he asked.
“We have to pick up an instrument and a wizard from the
Kassikan and take them to Mordor,” TongSu told him. She
didn’t expect he’d believe in that either.
TongSu could tell the man knew what wizards and the
Kassikan were, though his face said he might not believe in
them either. Most people since Knidola didn’t. “And where’s
‘at?” was all he asked.
He probably hadn’t studied Elven history any more than
grammar. The All Lands Atlas said there were seventeen
languages in use in the Korst and this might not be his native
tongue. “Out in the Eridor basin,” she told him. She hadn’t
studied Elven history either, it was Dorrick from thirteen
light-years away who was interested in that. “It’s a desolate
highland that’s famous from the Wars of Magic,” she said,
hoping that was all the history he needed to go into.
“What?”
“Eridor basin,” she repeated.
“Yeah, that’s the far side of the Ttharmine. Are you
getting in from there?” he asked, pointedly eyeing up the
crossbow in the net. While he was at it, he looked her over
more carefully.
“Nah,” she said, “we went around to the north by the
Yugol delta. We saw a few dactyls way below but they never
came up at us. I can fly a mile above the Ttharmine, I can fly
a hundred and fifty feet above the lake.”
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“Lake Korsto?” he asked.
“No, The Lake, Dorcaikin Toz, the Highland Seas, the cap
of the front pole.”
“Ah, I know of Dorcaikin Toz. That lake.” As the largest
work of man on any planet, it’s existence was known to half
the people of all lands and believed by more than a quarter. In
the Korst they are closer to the lake than the length of the
lake.
“Yeah,” she had her side of the net staked by now also.
Lake Korsto is over half a mile above my ceiling, I’d want
another mile to get over the city.”
“It’s a tall city,” the guy said. “I been there, it’s nothing
like Simral and that’s already too big city for me.” He was
leading them toward the house already.
TongSu hung back to look at her balloon. Dorrick caught
up with them, carrying both bags. “Grown or crystal?” he
asked Glefron while she took her bag from him.
“Shaftwood, immense shaftwood, the fragrance of their
leaves is everywhere,” Glefron resumed walking toward the
house. “Simral’s all archwood.”
“Any tubes?” Dorrick asked.
“Yeah, downtown, down river and lakefront, but nothing
in any neighborhood I could afford. I went downtown on a
streetcar with the simple folk when I was there.”
“How are the simple folk there?” TongSu asked.
“All bookish and ‘eewy’ I thought. There’s damn little
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meat and what there is, is shitslug. I never fell in love with a
girl there, if that’s what you mean.” He had put his hand on
her back to lead them thru the door by now.
“We’re more interested in how the city fits into the overall
socio-economic context of the planet and galaxy,” Dorrick
said.
“Sher,” he answered. “You might like it there.”
“I can’t get that high,” TongSu said.
“We’ve got some white yaag that will get you higher than
Korsto, right here at the house.”
“Sounds like a deal,” TongSu said, which got a look out
of him which got a smile out of TongSu which got a grin out
of him.
“We still got a couple hour to Noonmeal, if you have time
to take it with us.”
“There is no immediate emergency,” TongSu said but
looked nervously at Dorrick. “They’d be delayed a year more
without us and we’ve only had some trail rations and a little
fruit for lunch.
“You ain’t needn to take right off overland for your goal
then? You might sit out the upcoming sleep and participate in
a bit of jollifiction?”
“As long as there’s no addictive...” Dorrick said.
“Or mind erasing...” TongSu added.
“...drugs involved,” Dorrick started to finish.
“We’re into it,” TongSu finished finishing.
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As noon deepened, the clouds moved closer, and by the
time noonmeal approached they were under a driving rain
that made any attempt at travel too miserable to contemplate.
They spent the noon at this ranch, she would have to call it,
for they raised kedas for the saddle as it turned out. While
waiting for noonmeal Dorrick went to the barn with a cute
little blond-haired girl to play with a young keda only three
feet long.
She met with Glefron and a couple other family members
about the business arrangements. They were practiced at this,
there was a straightforward document to sign and there was
enough time left for him to give her a tour of the ranch before
noonmeal was brought out. There was something of this
house that reminded her of Kalekmeel, but then any house
would get like that. There was certainly a different accent
here than the other lands she’d seen so far, but the girl’s
speech was grammatically correct. This culture, like most,
grew its housing. The style was more compact and
rectangular than the primitive open-tented construction still in
use for most of the last six thousand miles. These people
stayed low to the ground with only sleeping lofts. This was a
much more affluent people, at least this family, but there were
quality manufactured goods, a fine windwheel pumped their
water and a large methane digester provided gas thruout the
ranch and looked like it had done so since the 50's. The
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lanterns had to be lit, unlike Bordzvek where there were
pushbuttons in the wall, but still, they were built-in and
plumbed. There was no vid screen in the house, but Glefron
said there was one at the local taps.
Dinner in the household was noisy with people shouting
at once over the length of the table. They had a resident cook
and he did not do dishes, just his own kitchen. There were
seven, unmatched, guest plates in the house and you
borrowed them clean and brought them back likewise. And
after dinner and the nearly-ceremonial individual
dishwashing, quite a few of the people living there cranked
up an old lift-weight pneumatic sound system and kicked the
rug to shreds. The white yaag was really clear, not white, but
it was as effective as Glefron said and she was party blotto by
the second cup.
This was the south of the Korst and these people were
proud to tell you that. ‘It may be stormy but it don’t freeze’
was their mantra. The south held three quarters of the basin’s
population. The Korst, like Lumpral, was full of sub basins
and the south lowlands was the most populous of them. This
was the upper part of the mid lowlands. This was called
lowlands, but it was only a couple thousand feet below sea
level, not over five and a half miles like Borlunth had been. It
was low for Korst however.
The family was a shifting arrangement of who was living
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in what room and some of them spent an inordinate amount
of time with that, especially the skinny girl in the tight blue
sleeve. It seemed that the room stayed with the girl in this
house and she was petitioning to get a better one the whole
evening. TongSu just had a feeling that she would be one of
the last to leave the table. About the normal two thirds of
couples slipped away with what appeared to be their usual
partner at some point in the evening.
But she and Dorrick, with Glefron and Toemassee, the girl
from the barn, who turned out to be his steady partner, went
up to one of the front suites and had a really pleasant and
relaxed four way.
Dorrick was already out of the bed by the time she woke
up, he was just coming back into the room. It felt like a pretty
good Noonsleep, though the loft was equipped with shutters
that made it almost completely dark inside. Toemassee
hushed them from waking up Glefron, and took them to the
kitchen wing of the house. She couldn’t help noticing
Toemassee got a lot more body contact with Dorrick than she
did.
She couldn’t blame him, she had been all over Glefron
from the start. She was still terribly pent up from a whole
year of flying thru lands where she would just as soon avoid
social contact. She didn’t want to renew any gene with any
that one of those people might have. Glefron looked more
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Nordic than Elf or Dwarf, and he probably wouldn’t help her
brain at all, but he was a different human being. He was also
someone who hadn’t heard everything she had to say a
thousand times before.
Afternoonday breakfast was much more sedate. People
stayed in groups at ends of the table and came at different
times. The girl in the blue sleeve was now in just a wrapskirt,
and was just leaving for the scullery when they came in. It
was cook-your-own at breakfast, but Toemassee showed off
with hearty omelets that woke Glefron.
All through their breakfast, rain pounded down and she
hoped there wouldn’t be hail. All thru it Dorrick was
distracted hoping for a reply from the team with the GPN. He
was hoping they had moved thru the sleep and were just
about to arrive at this farm. In fact he gazed in that direction
continually. All there was out there was rain-soaked
ribbonleaves and drops splattering the puddles in the gravel
of the lane that lead thru this farm and on toward town.
When a message finally came, Dorrick was told he had to
come get them. It was absolutely no surprise to TongSu when
Toemassee declared there wasn’t room for her on the wagon,
especially on the way back. She could ride along beside if she
wanted. She didn’t. Every time they got involved in
something there was a woman after Dorrick. If she would
have known how popular coming thru a stargate made one,
she might have held herself back a little more. Then she
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remembered it was her fault as much as his.
So Dorrick and Toemassee went to meet the wizard while
TongSu and Glefron spent a rainy Afternoonday grinding his
meat to a stub. They spent Dusksleep in another room with
another couple and Nightday worrying when Dorrick would
be back. Kalakmeel House was the last time they stayed with
a family like this, she hoped this wouldn’t lead to that much
trouble, so she decided to spend Dawnsleep alone in one of
their small guest rooms.
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4. Wizard Rescue
By the time Afternoonday breakfast was over, Dorrick
finally got a message back from the guys with the GPN.
- We see the route you have shown on the map, we
were just down that way looking for a land route to the
east. We had just gone to considerable trouble and
expense to get transportation across the Illiweemee
River with conditions as they are. That transfer was to
happen this Morningday. We have canceled that
crossing because of your message. The bad news is,
once we arranged water transportation, but before we
picked up your message, we let our wagon and team go
and are now sitting here in the village of
MurposeWeesterie next to a large crate on a dock
overlooking a swift river. We thought you would be
another week crossing the Old Midlands and stop in
DuustYugol for the coming dark.
Now that the team that brought us has left, I have
inquired and found there doesn’t seem to be a team and
wagon for hire in this village. I can send someone to the
nearest town to hire one, but the nearest large town is
said to be thirty six miles from here but the road is out.
Please advise,
Kiethying -
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By the same time he could also see that the rain that had
begun before Noonsleep was not going to let up for
Afternoonday, he replied to them.
- I see your position and believe there is an open road
thru that town to get to you. We will be there by
Duskmeal if all goes well, by dark at the latest. We will
arrange transport.
-

It was fifty one miles altogether. With a keda, getting
there in a day is easy.
He knew he would find Toemahsee in the barn. He went
that way, TongSu ducked under her floater to stay a little
drier. “I see you have a freight wagon?”
“Yes, we pick up so many supplies that it’s just easier
having our own.”
“Can we hire that?”
“Well, there’s a problem, we train kedas to the saddle and
not to the driver. I have a couple who pull, but only for me or
Yawwllie.”
“And you haven’t got the time?”
“Yawwllie certainly doesn’t, but I can spare a week. We’d
have to get commercial rates.”
“At least,” he said.
“And thanks for not talking about the last time we were
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out here,” she said. She apparently didn’t want Glefron to
know they’d already had a little interlude while waiting for
noonmeal to be ready.
“Liaisons are never discussed in Centorin culture so I’ll
never bring it up. Thanks for letting us play, we both enjoyed
it, I enjoyed you a lot. But when can we get started?”
“How far are we going?” she asked.
“MurposeWeesterie, it’s fifty one miles...”
“Oh I know of it,” she said. “There and back’s a sleepover
from this time of day. We have to camp unless you trust we
can both meet someone with room; and in a village that small
I won’t chance it. I’ve got a drape for that wagon and a
springflate, I’ll bring them. Give me an hour.”
“I’ll tell TongSu...”
“How much do we have to bring back?” she asked.
“The crate, three more people, quite a bit of duffle.”
“We might not have room for another. WigglingFour
might balk at the weight. We’ll lead a couple kedas for saddle
to take some of the people.”
He knew it was her intent that she, not TongSu be with
him for the sleep. It would be fun spending Dusksleep with
this woman in that wagon. Toemassee had a certain daintiness
that TongSu lacked. She smelled fresher and moved with
more care and grace. She was not quite a slight woman, but
she was slender and delicate compared to TongSu. It was a
boost to his ego to be with a girl who’s strength was no match
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for his.
He still discussed that with TongSu. “After a year among
the Orcs and Goblins, I’m glad to have a couple days to
socialize here.” It would only be Dusksleep anyway.
Tomahsee wore a hooded slicker against the rain and had
the drape up on the wagon already. It was an arched tent
something like the covered wagons of the old west on Earth,
but this was bright blue with a border of larorlie vine in
bloom printed on it.
Back in Navokensville, a lifetime ago, a hooded slicker
was the winter uniform. He hadn’t seen one since, til now.
Tomahsee went back in the house and borrowed one for him,
it was still too cold to sit in the rain wet. He felt sorry for the
kedas, but they were exercising.
The land was pretty, even in the rain. The roads were wide
and bordered with ribbonleaves. Archwoods spread over
many roads. Homes were substantial and quite a few were
grown from shaftwood. Large households were common and
most had grazing animals keeping the pasture between road
and house neat.
It was hardly an hour til they came to the local town and
their keda had to stop and chat with all the kedas that were
parked there. “Don’t worry,” Toemassee said, “he doesn’t
know anyone in all the other villages we pass, we’ll get thru
them all in less than an hour.” The saddle kedas waited
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patiently, not participating in the conversations like they
didn’t know the others. Dorrick gave the forward sign, and all
he got was one eye to drop out of the conversation and turn
his way, cinched shut with lashes in a puff. That’s keda speak
for ‘You might as well shut the fuck up because I’m not
listening to a thing you say.’ He didn’t consider this very
well-trained behavior in a keda, but there had been several
large conclaves in the Korst basin and there was a good
chance this one was ancient. Toemassee knew each keda
WigglingForth spoke with, its lineage and personality and in
most cases knew who their humans were. Dorrick had a firm
picture of what was going on in her mind by the end of the
hour it took WigglingFour to make his way thru the local
village and out onto the main road again.
It was a muddy affair, but never too deep, people dumped
gravel when it got annoying, and foot traffic kept to a row of
stepping stones beside the bad spots. There were family
places bordering the road once again. Most small holds were
close to the family manors it seemed, like it had been back at
Haivron Farms, once you were out of the villages.
“So what is WigglingFour’s history?” Dorrick dared ask,
knowing he was going to receive a four hundred page saga
about the conclaves of this basin and Saggoth social structure.
Instead she said, “He was the first cub I ever raised,” with
a glow on her face that no mother of a human could out40

shine. Kedas take at least a local century to mature so that put
a lower limit of one century on her age. “He was such a tough
thing, right from the start. The family kept telling me to put
him up for sale but I knew we wouldn’t get anything for him.
We had a real big fight one day. I told him we would eat him
if he didn’t do his part. He threatened to kill me and I told
him that would seal his own death. He thought about it a long
time, almost a year, but he wasn’t getting out or getting any
food or water until he was in harness. It hasn’t been easy
since, he’s trashed a wagon twice on me bolting, the last time
was in the 104th. I marched him at crossbow point back into
that room for a week for that one. Since then he seems to
have matured a little.”
“You must have learned quite a few words of their
language.”
“I can understand just about all of it,” she said, “but can
get across only the basics with my hands. All he’s been
talking about is bragging about how far you’ve come.”
“How does he know that?”
“Your smell,” she said. “He can smell the Ttharmine on
you, he claims you’re from the far side.”
“We are,” Dorrick was amazed. At least the keda hadn’t
told his buddies he was from Navorkensville by way of Kex,
two continents on Earth and the whole list of basins they had
visited on this planet. “Does he know of Centorin?”
“No, any objects in the sky are unknowable Gods to a
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keda. They understand only a tourist-level map, what they can
scratch in the sand.”
“It is very profound that they can understand the
symbolism of a map scratched in the sand.”
“They can, they can learn to read, did you know that?”
“I know they can never be trained to understand spoken
language.”
“Their hearing isn’t good enough,” she said, “but their
vision is good enough to understand our written language and
it fits into their lives as an ‘abstract’ language in that the
motions change meaning in context.”
“What is their language like?” he asked.
“Complex, the language spoken by kedas in this part of
the south lowlands does eye allocation, so there are about
fourteen pages of rules to determine which eyes have the
subject and verb and which are simply descriptive. This is
also a posed language in that the symbols are static and the
motion is only changing to the next symbol, as a opposed to a
dynamic...”
She turned out to be quite an expert on keda
communication, their language families and where they were
distributed on the planet and how they evolved. It was
certainly more than he wanted to know, but it gave her
something to talk about. She was physically pleasant, a cute
but slender sun-blond, it would take close inspection of her
ears to tell if she favored Elf or Nordic. If she went back to
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the 40's there was some chance she was pretty pure one or the
other, if she was born after the 50th, it was likely she was
some of each. She was more cute than beautiful, but a joy to
listen to, watch and caress. She refused to let him let go of
her, which made him think she favored the Elf side of her
lineage.
When it was his turn to talk, he could talk about his
travels, and she was interested in that. He could tell her of the
planets Centorin and Earth and many basins. Trenst was her
favorite to hear about, she knew about the Yakhan and the
Highlands because of the data system. Centorin and Bordzvek
sounded a lot like the Yakhan and the Highlands to her, Earth
sounded a lot like Lumpral but without the Instinct, repelling
her. The deeps of Trenst and Borlunth were exotic, but
Borlunth was too backward for her.
She was eager for an after lunch quickie and they climbed
into the wagon and put the shades down before leaving the
public park. The rain was still hammering down, so there
weren’t many casual strollers lingering to hear them panting
anyway.
The town of Hokitaida was large enough to get lost in,
over a mile of the freight road was indoors. It took Toemassee
three tries to find the right road out. After that they had six
more hours of sitting on this hard-ass wagon bumping along
roads paved with the rocks local farmers pulled out of their
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fields. That was, if this independent-minded keda didn’t find
something else he’d rather do.
As they rolled on into the afterlunch, there were even
larger manors and no more villages. The rain turned to mist
and grey rags of cloud scudded under lead-grey layers above.
It wasn’t brightly lit and the wind was a bit raw for this time
of the week. Still, this was an improvement and Toemassee
was even more spirited. She seemed to spend most of the next
couple hours talking about something called LandAuction,
but it seemed to be more of a special holiday than an actual
auction for farmland because there was a great feast with
special foods and people were coming who she hadn’t seen in
decades. He learned that she wasn’t born til the 102nd so she
was one of those younger people on this planet, one who is
not older than the first dome on Centorin.
“So what will you do when this job is over?” she asked.
“Don’t know,” Dorrick admitted. “My map says we’ll be
working near a city called Giliath which is said to have some
historical interest. I’ll see if I can get U.K. to let us shine the
GPN on a few more sites while we’ve got it all the way out
here. If not that, we’ll have to find some other work. We get
by.”
“You and TongSu?” she asked.
“And the balloon. ‘TongSu’s Girl’ is her official name. It’s
a girl, individuals of the species she flies are one sex or the
other and her girl has gone to seed twice since we left the
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Yakhan.”
“Does that effect the floater much?” she asked.
He had to let a few chuckles out before he could say, “It
puts down roots and grows a new bag from scratch. The
tattered old one breaks free with the seeds drifting from it in
clouds of little puffs.”
“What did you do?”
“Stopped flying for awhile. Both times we were in cities
with tube systems but we were hours by boat or carriage from
the nearest station on a farm.”
“So you’re not a stranger to life on land.”
“We live on a beautiful farm south of Bordzvek, not kedas
but plenty of commercial vegetables. I’ve lived most of my
life on land, I’ve lived in the air a few years of that last
decade and a half.”
“How well do you get along?” Toemassee asked.
“Well enough to fly out together once the instrument’s
picked up and the weather lets us.” He wondered what she
was getting at. If she was trying to get between them
permanently, not just for the ride, she had less chance than a
swimmer of crossing the Ttharmine. He noticed he already
thought enough like a native to think of it in those terms and
not ‘less chance than a Weenie on the South Branch’ which
was slang in his youth.
“You’ve been together a decade and a half?” she asked.
“As they measure them everywhere I’ve been on this
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planet.”
She giggled, “Well of course a decade’s the same
everywhere on the planet.”
“Most places I’ve been on this planet it takes an
astronomer to measure the season and in Borlunth there’s no
guaranteed agreement on what week it is even among
businessmen.”
She laughed more. He had the feeling he was telling her
about things that existed only in the media, in make-believe.
“Every calendar I’ve seen in my life is accurate except ones
people have saved for the pictures on them.” He didn’t
continue that so she asked, “So it’s a decade?”
“And twenty four if you’re counting. I need to keep track
for business reasons. I need to know the Centorin date to
conduct Centorin business. I just look it up on the phone
though.” He held the device, actually manufactured in a
Centorin factory, out and showed her the exterior display
which constantly had the date and time in Kex blinking in its
leather-covered titanium case.
“Ah,” she said, “you have a Centish device?”
He showed it to her. She could drop it under the wheels of
the wagon but the chance was remote, especially when he
saw that she held it liked a sacred object. She should, it was
now four years beyond its design life. “Go ahead, open it up
and check it out.”
“I consider myself educated just knowing that there are
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scholars who believe such a language exists.”
“You can see it with your own eyes if you open it up.”
She opened it, it took over a second to boot. The nativebuilt hardware is on if exposed to light and never exhibits any
such thing as boot time, like it has nothing more in it than a
magnifying glass. Even so she twitched mightily when she
saw it. “The screen is so bright!” she said, holding it farther
from her face. “And it has audio!”
“That’s standard, most Centish people use them for voice
connection all the time.”
“Can you ask questions?” she asked.
“Not like on the Eye’s, no, but you can look stuff up.” The
standard interface to the native network was to sit at a
terminal and type questions. A voice channel here actually
worked by automating the sending of audio files to a single
button. The keyboard actually went to the diagnostic system
help query parser. It would arrange the data in the system in
the order most pertinent to answering your question and begin
presenting it to your terminal. Instead of clicking on links,
you type in a new question regarding something you read.
The diagnostic parser for your session will interrupt itself and
begin presenting the answer to the new question to the
terminal. There is a ‘return to previous question’ key that
works for as many levels as Dorrick can test. She would find
nothing like that on this comm, it powered up with a standard
application chooser and she would get lost from there.
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“It’s all in Centish?” she asked.
“Those are application icons he said. Here, press this.
That is Centorin text.”
“So your people use a hieroglyphic language and a sound
language.”
“Yes,” Dorrick answered truthfully.
“Are you going to return there some day?” she asked,
handing the phone back. He could tell what she was thinking,
how do I know that isn’t some language from one of the
highland sub-basins?
He didn’t answer her, instead he asked, “Have you ever
seen a different language?”
“I have not,” she said, “but I consider myself literate in
my own.”
It was a very long ride on that wagon, but the rain let up
to a drizzle once they were finally out of the last traces of
Hokitaida. The saddle kedas stopped to munch a few
ribbonleaves on the side of the road now and then and after,
ran at a twine to catch up. They were ‘lead’ in the sense that
they were told to follow, they were not tied, Dorrick knew if
they were Earth-native horses they would be on a rope, even a
great percentage of dogs had to be lead on leashes most
places. Toemassee did come back to the subject of TongSu
now and then, but wasn’t able to get much more out of him
than the fact that they could enjoy all the sex they wanted in
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just about any way she wanted and it wasn’t going to effect
his relationship with TongSu in the least.
There was another spell when she talked of the pleasures
of the land with him. He’d had that, and they still owned that
place outside of Bordzvek where they intended to return. By
the time they finally saw the town of Murpose-Weestri it was
nearing dark and Toemassee was just about sulking. If she
wanted to think having some fun was going to lead to
something more, then she could stop having the fun, he
wasn’t going to lie to her.
When they finally found the place it was down a side road
that lead to a small river. The road lead to the village court,
the swollen river and the crate were on the far side of the
court. There were a few people around, the rooms were two to
four stories around the court, a few people came out and
looked but didn’t protest bringing a wagon across a town
court. Dorrick knew of the days of horses on Earth from
history texts. Kedas are unlike horses in that they are more
easily toilet trained than humans and so are less objectionable
than horses in village courts.
To reach this dock the river swung back around the town
fields. There was a crate sitting here that they were going to
need tackle to lift onto the wagon. There were a half dozen
trunks that would need two men each to lift. Half of them
were of Centorin manufacture but stripped of metal parts, the
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other were well-finished wooden strongboxes with thick
ceramic hinges, clasps and handles, each engraved with an
ornate and colorful Kassikan logo, the symbol that had been
known as a ‘peace sign’ on Earth since the year began with a
‘1’ but had been the symbol of that institution since it was
founded as the ‘Wizard’s Keep’ in 1429bc. Dorrick was sure
they would contain instruments from the Kassikan. Dorrick
was afraid this keda was not going to make a go at this load.
It was all still sitting on the dock. Dorrick knew all these
cases were waterproof, certainly more than the sapling and
canvas barn that was used as the cargo shed at this dock.
There was a window in the door of that barn that was
obviously used as the dock office. The window closed as the
door opened. The man who emerged was as tall as a Centorin,
with long, straight and shiny snow-white hair and beard,
except for a charcoal grey stripe in the beard from his lower
lip and chin. His nose was almost as long and pointed as a
Goblin’s, but his ears were tall and Elven and protruded from
his thin white hair. He wore a long sturdy robe and pointed
hat. “Keithying, of the Kassikan,” he said in a voice very
deep and clear.
Dorrick had met one of the ancients once before, a
thousand miles beyond Trenst. Dorrick knew immediately
that this person was another who had survived from their
ancient times. The fact that he had some of the cues that old
people used to have, white hair, gaunt skin and long beards
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had something to do with it, but it was more in his manner
and action. He was a man who was the man he is today before
the Instinct, before the Alpha Male had been eliminated from
this society. Even from thirteen light years away, Dorrick
knew the name also. He was pretty sure this man was one of
the sixty six hundred year old founders of the Kassikan.
*
“Dorrick O’She, on assignment from the University of
Kex,” he said in response to the imposing figure. He held up
his hand native fashion and the ancient wizard took it and
laced fingers. Dorrick was afraid he would have the strength
of a machine, but instead seemed merely healthy for his size.
“Well met sir, well met.” His voice was deep and forceful.
“I have two or your countrymen here with me, this barn isn’t
much, but it will shield us from the pour for the moment.
Please come in. He gripped Toemassee’s hand also in spite of
her protests about the kedas, and pulled them both thru the
door.
The barn was more of a shed, there were piles of tackle on
the floor and shelves and more hanging from the ceiling.
There were two men with them, both Centorin and not quite
comfortable in native attire. One was a big strapping kid with
big arms and chin, thick blond hair that was once in a taper
but had grown out in the months since he left the stargate. His
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name was Ellis Codbanger and preferred just Ellis. The other
man was as short as a native but portly. His name was
Helburton Wahly and he preferred to be called Wahly. They
had to stand in a circle to stay in here among the clutter.
Toemassee worked herself between Dorrick and Ellis.
Mr. Wahly gave him a full and formal report on the status
of the instrument and its supporting gear. Keithying was
standing between the two tech’s with his hands folded in front
of him. He was dressed is a well fitted knee and elbow length
worker with a thick-lined nightcoat over it. Wahly reported to
Dorrick, but his eyes kept sliding to Keithying. Toemasse put
her arms around the waists of both the men she was standing
with while they all listened to Wahly’s report. Dorrick knew
little of the science behind this instrument, he knew it could
render 3D images thru solid ground, but that was about it.
“Sounds like everything’s in order and you’re on top of
it,” Dorrick said.
“Our delays were beyond his control,” Keithying said.
Wahly looked relieved, “The conditions, sir,” Wahly
waved his hands.
“I’ve been here nine years now, you’re still in
civilization,” Dorrick said, making Wahly’s eyes bug.
“We had to make arrangements for dinner,” Ellis said.
“The only public place here is just a tap. There’s only two
rooms for rent.”
“The cook just needed advance notice,” Keithying said.
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“I’m sure we’ll eat,” Dorrick said. “There are larger
villages within a few miles.”
“We have to find a field for the kedas,” Toemassee said.
“WigglingFour needs someplace he can get into a scrape.”
“I thought you said he was good in the dark?” Dorrick
said.
“I said we have saddle kedas that are good in the dark, but
WigglingFour isn’t one of them. He never goes about in the
dark. He’ll start fussing before it gets much darker.”
“Why don’t we try and get him back to Hokitaida, we
could get there not long after dark.”
“Not a chance,” she said. “The next field he passes, he’s
digging in.”
“So we’re stuck here?” Ellis said, looking at her.
“It won’t be that bad, you said they have a couple rooms
to rent?” She none too subtly rubbed against him as she said
that. Only his eye’s responded. “If you’re Centorin, you
probably need to learn to relax,” she said and rubbed some
perky little female curves on him.
“He’s learned all about that kind of relaxation on this
journey,” Keithying told her. Dorrick could well imagine a
good looking guy like him turned loose on the native social
scene. He probably had more than one girl call at his door in
each inn they stopped at. The most polite thing she might say
at that door would be, ‘Would you like some company?’ and
average is, ‘Anyone horny in there?’
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“If there’s a public tap, perhaps we should move this
meeting there,” Dorrick suggested.
“I have to tend to WigglingFour and the others,”
Toemasse said.
“I think I saw a sign for public pasture,” Ellis said, “a few
houses before the village right on this side street.”
They parked the wagon at the crate. Dorrick, Wahly and
Keithying loaded the trunks onto the front end of the wagon
while Ellis and Toemassee went off to bed down the kedas.
They headed to the village tap to get out of the rain as soon as
they were done. It really wasn’t that much out of the rain. The
tap fronted the village court, which was open to the sky.
There was three feet covered between that rail and the court,
and there were some stools along the wall near it. There were
nice tables out in the court with high-backed benches on each
side. Not even a fish would want to use them now. Dorrick
thought it was up to him to buy, since he was Centorin.
Keithying sat with them but said very little. He tossed
down the first cup in a couple casual waves, then went off to
see how their Duskmeal was progressing. Dorrick sat thru a
pretty long lecture from Wahly about the trials and
tribulations of this primitive planet. He jabbered on in Centish
and Dorrick found he was no longer as comfortable with that
language as he once was. It had been nine years, a decade and
a half here, since he had used it for more than a few phone
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conversations. He was still fluent in business Centish, but
sitting and drinking slang had escaped him already. He’d
heard more of several other languages since he’d come thru
the stargate, most of them previously unknown to Centorin
science.
He got Wahly to catch him up on pop culture from the
home world for awhile, but he had to admit he found it at
least as boring as pop culture anywhere. It kept Wahly
occupied and off of his complaints about the planet. And he’s
only seen the civilized parts, he hadn’t battled a major
carnivore two days from the nearest help or camped thru forty
hours of dark with super-strong tribesmen with a highly
ceremonial culture and highly hallucinogenic tea. He hadn’t
become addicted to any hallucinogens and judging by what
he was drinking today, he wasn’t getting wasted on yaag since
he’d had only one ale and had barely put a dent in it.
Wahly had enough trouble with the rubber tea. That’s the
closest thing to coffee on this planet and it’s generally
available in Elven lands. As poor a substitute for gourmet
coffee as rubber tea is, once you get beyond the Ttharmine,
fewer have heard of rubber tea than have on Centorin. Even
in Trenst, this planet’s second largest known city, there is no
rubber tea. Rubber tea is the literal translation from
Kassidorian, it tastes a lot like coffee, an amoretto or kahlua
coffee, and has a good quantity of something very close to
caffeine in it if your sweeten it with lvinch. Most caffeine in
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most basins of this planet was done as ‘boost,’ a chalky,
spherical tablet the size of the local money, under a tenth of
an inch in diameter, which is nothing more than a dried and
peeled lvinch berry, picked before the seed developed. In
most basins of this planet, if you wanted a caffeinated drink,
you dropped a tab in whatever you were drinking. They were
strong, one was enough to get Dorrick wired.
The site they would be working at was several week’s
flight from the nearest rubber tea. “How much of it do you
have left?” Dorrick thought he’d better interrupt him.
“The halfway decent stuff from the gatehead? Maybe
three socks. Everywhere else it has that flowery taste.”
“I’d like to find a way to break this to you gently...”
“What?” He had Wahly’s undivided attention now.
“You better buy all rubber tea you can find on our way
thru Hokitaida if there is any there because once we get
airborne, we’re going to be weeks of travel into lands where
no one will have ever heard of rubber tea.”
“What?” Wahly looked like he just took a jab in the gut.
“When TongSu and I flew out of Kassidor Yakhan, in a
local year we were beyond all rumor of rubber tea. I’ve been
flying thru basin after basin on this planet for eight more
Earth years and I haven’t seen it since the Old Lands. I know
they don’t sell it in Eridor and where we’re going is a week’s
flight beyond Eridor.” He was anticipating they would have to
work their way low against the wind and be grounded every
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dark on the way back to the work site. It could take them two
weeks longer to get back. “When was the last time you
bought some?” he asked.
“They said the city was called Simril.”
“Was it easy to find?”
“Simril, yeah, it’s huge, all roads...”
“No, rubber tea?”
“Yeah? Every spice-market has many sellers, but they
were all the flowery stuff.”
“Good,” Dorrick said. “They probably have it in
Hokitaida. I’m telling you, get enough to last you thru the
mission.”
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5. Morningday at the Ranch
There were four guestrooms at this ranch, and they might
be possessed by male or female, or slept in by any male
members of the house who were between women at the
moment. That was how TongSu met Emsen that Dawnsleep.
He was so wasted he forgot the room was occupied and came
stumbling in and lay down beside her and didn’t even wake
her up. She woke up for Morningday in the first grey and
found this blond guy curled in a quilt beside her.
She was totally disoriented and figured she’d forgotten
bringing him to bed with her, the household did spend most of
the dark drinking and arguing with Jlardy about Toemassee’s
room. She couldn’t think of a name and she’d forgotten the
names of guys she’d banged very few times before. She was
glad to see he had no Orc or Goblin in him, that was her first
worry. He smelled of yaag, but she did too, she’d drowned
her sorrows as Nightday ended and could have forgotten.
When he woke up with a start she was even more
confused. The first thing she thought was he was sorry at
wakeup that he bedded her. She wasn’t, he wasn’t half bad. A
little bit flabby maybe, but with good features and size.
“What are you doing here?” he asked.
“I’ve got nowhere to go. We saw Glefron about the room,
I guessed he was the manager here,” TongSu told him.
“This room’s taken?” he said. “No one told me.”
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“You’ve been sleeping here?”
“Just crashing, my stuff’s in the latrine of barn three.”
“So I didn’t...” TongSu was still confused.
“I didn’t know you were here, I’m sorry, I’ll get right
back to the...”
“Nah, nah, nah, you’re fine. Take it easy, I won’t even
make you fuck me,” she said with a chuckle.
“You’re an exotic beauty. Someone flew you in?” he
asked. That was their business after all.
“I flew us in, it’s MY girl, TongSu’s Girl, that got us
here.”
“Your balloon? You have business in Hokitaida?”
“The guy I’m with does. He went with Toemassee and the
wagon to pick up a Centorin instrument and a guy from the
Kassikan.”
“Toemassee? The one who’s throwing Glefron out.”
“Yes, that Toemassee,” she admitted.
They bathed each other and had each other and bathed
each other again before they went to breakfast. They were
pretty languid from the fallout of the drinking they each did
separately Nightday evening. They laughed about what they
were each thinking when they woke up together. There was
no duty cook in the kitchen for Morningday breakfast so
TongSu decided it was time for her to do something to earn
her keep and whipped up a quick grain-sprout diddle that
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everyone liked. There was no commercial diddle sauce here
so she had to grind the soth by hand, but only the poibem
flour wasn’t available in their kitchen but ponna is a good
enough substitute. She’d forgotten how much bother making
the sauce from scratch was.
She tagged along with Emsen on a little keda tending ride.
They have just short of fifty acres, but it goes along a flooded
riverbank for over half a mile and there was a pretty spot
covered in sun-moss where they stopped for awhile. After
part of a Morningday together she decided that this member
of the clan was more likely to get her to stay awhile than
Glefron.
They lay naked in the sunshine, enjoying the river view
from the edge of this field which was still a few feet above
the water. Lacy-wings fluttered over the water searching for
minnims and the day lumins were singing in all the thumor.
“You sure are strong for one so beautiful,” he said.
“Thanks, hope you liked it.”
“You’ve been quite active since you arrived at the ranch.”
“We flew for a year over Orc and Goblin country,” she
said. “I’ve been catching up on my social life. Before that we
had some very stimulating social life in Knidola.” She wasn’t
going to tell him about the naked girl boat band part of it.
“I’ll tell you I’m excited about the social life we just had.”
“Don’t think it’s anything more,” she said. “When that
freight gets here and the weather permits, we’re off to the
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vale of Mordor for a historical dig.”
“You’re a historical scholar?”
“No, I’m a pilot, Dorrick is my spouse, he’s the guy who
went with Toemassee to pick up the history scholar and the
Centorin instrument.”
“A lot of people who fly are on strange missions. What’s a
Centorin Instrument anyway?”
“It has a name, ‘GeePeeEn’ and it comes in a large crate.
It sees thru the ground. You now know exactly as much about
it as I do.”
He just lay there with the view. He was caressing her hip a
little. “When do you expect them back?”
“Last Nightday.”
“WigglingFour won’t do Nightday, not at all. Toemassee
won’t even ask him, I doubt if they’ll make it thru Hokitaida
before lunch. Noonmeal is about the soonest I’d expect them
back. Don’t put it past Toemasse to try to talk him into
Noonsleep in a Hokitaida inn.”
“What does she care about Dorrick?” TongSu asked.
“She’s just got this thing about Centorin.”
“Why?”
“It’s a style thing for all I know,” Emsen said. “You
should see the magazines she reads.”
“Oh I did, never slept in that room but I have seen it.” Her
magazines were all about the sexual capers of celebrities. In
some ways Centorins were celebrities since they came from a
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distant star. A pause went by so she asked, “Didn’t she want
to have any idea what Dorrick is like?”
“Oh she saw all your episodes.”
“Do you mean that old Wild World video series we used
to post?”
“They are shown here as shorts in the cinemas.”
“She doesn’t know Dorrick from those,” TongSu said. “A
lot of that was pretty fake, especially the theirops scene. We
really went thru that, but there was no one filming then. The
re-enactment they filmed, is edited. I’ve never been near a
real theirops since except in the East Basin.”
“She won’t tell if he doesn’t,” Emsen said.
“He’s quicker to admit it was fake. He complained about
it, that they were giving people a false notion of Kassidor. It
was really only a few basins that went out on that feed.”
“I think Toemassee thinks you went to all the different
planets on the stargate.”
When they got back to the house for lunch there was a
shouting match going on around Jlardy, who was pushing thru
the hall with an armful of clothing. “You all know all I do
around here, you all know those kedas train her as much as
she trains them.” From the other hubbub TongSu deduced that
Jlardy was doing the moving herself. TongSu and Emsen
went out to the gardens and had fruit and salad for lunch.
From out there they could tell there was shouting going on,
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but they couldn’t tell what was being said.
One thing she had decided for sure, if she was losing
Dorrick here, she wasn’t going to stay. She’d stay only til the
weather let her return to Bordzvek or continue on to the
Yakhan. It had been a decade and then some since she’d last
been in the Highlands. Only Prvest and Bordzvek had been as
civilized as the Yakhan. This was close to the Highlands
materially, but the interpersonal relationships were too tense
for her in this house. In the Yakhan everyone was cool about
it, what’s a little sex among friends after all? There was little
of the spitefulness she found here.
Her girl was grateful for a long sunny and warm day to
just lay at tether and use up all the water she was heavy with.
TongSu made sure she raised every part of her belly off the
ground a couple times during the day, this would be a very
inconvenient time and place for her to set root.
When they called her to Noonmeal, she didn’t really feel
like going. There was no reason Dorrick shouldn’t be back
yet. She even imagined Toemassee taking off with him
overland to the study site. It was Glefron who’d come out to
tell her. He saw how melancholy she was and took her hand.
“I’m in the same situation as you, except I won’t have a
room.”
“If the weather’s like this I’m lifting as soon as we can get
loaded, even if it’s Noonsleep, even if we hear their keda’s
claws just now.”
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“What if Dorrick won’t leave her?” Glefron asked about
Dorrick.
“It’s his mission, I’m just the pilot, but if the guy they sent
from the Kassikan is a big-wig, he’ll be calling the shots. If I
can convince him to take advantage of this weather, we’d like
our noonmeal to go.”
“I don’t think it matters,” Glefron said. “They aren’t back
yet and noonmeal is on the table now.” He pulled her gently,
first by the hand, then with his arm around her waist. As she
got closer to the kitchen, she was glad she came, someone
had caught a wallis and they had it slow-cooked with a herb
stuffing.
“Do you always eat like this?” she asked. There was
certainly nothing to complain about with the cuisine of this
basin.
His answer was drowned out by the clatter of keda claws
on gravel and the rumble of wagon wheels behind.
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6. Hokitaida Traffic
Dorrick and Keithying were on the saddle kedas they had
lead. Ellis and Toemassee drove the wagon. With some
protest, WigglingFour had allowed Wahly in the back with the
cargo. Dorrick was still a little sore from wrestling the GPN
into the wagon the day before. After wasting most of
Nightday looking for some, they were sure there was no
tackle in Murpose-Weestrie. He could tell Keithying had also
pulled his back from the way he sat his keda. Dorrick had
once known a woman with horses and was glad the keda was
a much smoother ride, more like a prowling tiger.
For Dusksleep, it had been Keithying and Wahly that had
taken the rooms and Dorrick would have unrolled the
springflate on top of the crates, but Toemassee and Ellis were
already there, so he wound up sharing a room with Wahly,
who pestered him to find a couple native girls to come join
them.
Nightday evening he’d found a bed for the night. It cost
him a round of sex. She was pretty enough and pleasant
enough that he really didn’t mind. She looked to be a third
Wood Elf, a third Troll and a third Nordic, as buff as TongSu
but not as big with golden blond hair that was wild and
tangled. His back had made him less than studly, but she
understood and took up the slack, got off anyway and let him
get a good night’s sleep. She and Toemassee cooked breakfast
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for everyone at her place, which was a cozy village
farmhouse. Toemassee had obviously spent the sleep with
Ellis and it wasn’t a secret.
He was glad she was no longer so focused on him, he
wanted to get away without hurting her. He worried that Ellis
would wind up hurting her worse, but at least it wouldn’t be
him doing it. He felt like a heel for thinking that way.
“So tell me,” Dorrick asked, as much to break the
introspection and take their minds off their aches as anything,
“just what are we looking for with this GPN?”
He nodded to indicate that he heard, but seemed lost in
thought. These wizards have immense computing complexes
grown into their minds, he could be quite deep in that. He
looked to Dorrick as if he was measuring his soul for another
long minute. “The last of Feanor’s crystals,” Keithying
eventually answered. “The shards of Melcor’s have been
found and there has been little progress in reassembling that.
The fate of the Dark Lord’s crystal was always presumed to
be under the lava of Klegbos, but some of us believe it was
never moved from the black tower and lies under the village
of Barat to this day.”
“What are these crystals?”
He didn’t answer right away. Dorrick could tell that he
was measuring his response. The relationship between the
Centorin government and the Kassikan was cordial but tense.
The relationship between the University of Kex and the
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Kassikan was somewhat better, but still not without its thorns.
“The Kassikan is centered in a great crystal that is kept in a
room deep within the basements. At one time, before the
starship age, it was the only central data server this whole
world knew.” That was over fifteen hundred standard years
ago. “There were three of those servers that survived The
Fall. The one in the helmet room is the only one in service
today. The photovoltaic servers that we build today are not
capable of as deep thoughts as the ancient devices.”
The local electronics, what they called photovoltaics, had
more memory and faster clocks than anything legal in the
Centorin Empire. There were debates in the senate to allow
Centorin devices to catch up but the hard-line mortalists were
holding their ground and killing every bill so far. It didn’t
matter if Centorin electronics could catch up with Kassidor’s,
it was their biology that they were ahead in. The whole
ecosystem of Kassidor is designed to provide for humans.
The wilds are protected by hellacious monsters and the
world’s most powerful people have modified their own minds
to the point that they have resources equal to Centorin’s data
network available in their head.
But because Centorin had vast resources of metals and
nuclear energy, Centorin was able to build devices like the
GPN because that required high energy physics that the
Kassikan had never pursued. Dorrick had not been surprised
when he learned that the big crate was a thermonuclear
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generator and the GPN itself was in the biggest of the trunks,
the computing and display gear were in the next.
“So there could be another of those things buried out here
somewhere in the Eridor basin?” Dorrick asked.
“We know the site,” Kiethying said. “We have a man
there already who’s done quite a bit of preliminary digging. It
is the site of the Black Tower, the Dark Lord’s fortress in the
last days of the Wars of Magic.”
“There’s so much history here, I only know the
overview,” Dorrick admitted.
“Well; he was heir to Melgor Mongoth, eternal dictator of
Angban. That fort was once an important maritime and aerial
power located in what is now prairie to the northeast of
modern Eridor. It ruled the land between Heilikon and Duust
Yugol and all the Melcor Plains.”
“But he lived in Mordor?” Dorrick asked.
“At the end. He got started in Morgoth’s military at a
complex buried deep in Utumno conclave. Then he held an
advisory post in Numindor during its decline. Mordor was an
unimportant and backward land when he took the throne, but
it had some of the last working mines and an important
source of geothermal energy so it was the largest industrial
power south of Dzintiss in those days.”
“And how did you convince U.K. to take an interest in
this bit of history?” Dorrick asked him.
“It seems that the story of that war and the keybearer’s
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part in it had an outstanding translator and narrator in your
language. It must have made its way to your people during
the starship age. That must be how they already knew about
it.”
Their kedas each kept an eye looking back at
WigglingFour and the wagon. They each turned a couple
more eyes and saw that WigglingFour was waving his eyes
and falling behind. They encountered a delay here because
there was a tiny gradient in the road and the keda was
complaining about the load. By this time Dorrick was pretty
sure that the keda, and not Toemassee, was really in charge of
the situation. She was his translator. Both Wahly and Ellis got
off and jogged along side for awhile, but Wahly made about a
hundred feet in this gravity and dropped back to a shamble.
Dorrick was willing to put him on his Keda and jog with them
to the top of the grade, it was less than a mile and a half, but
Wahly was afraid of the keda also and not about to get on its
back. He had some right to be, kedas are at least as intelligent
as a chimpanzee. They believe they are living in their
civilization and humans are their domestic animals, kept to
handle the light work and the details and Toemassee
obviously shared and reenforced that belief.
“If we had a hitch for it, we could team the three of them
and all sit in the wagon,” Keithying said.
“Neither EndsDown or CircleFive will tolerate a harness,”
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Toemassee replied.
Dorrick wished they were back to the balloon now while
the weather was clear. The front was many miles to the west
by now, but he was afraid it would be coming back toward
them in the later part of the week.
Instead they went along at the speed Wahly plodded. For
the kedas, human speed is like a low gear and they don’t
really like it. Keithying and EndsDown went on ahead. He
wasn’t sure if that was Keithying’s plan or not, but he didn’t
argue with the animal.
When they were back on level ground Toemassee was
able to get WiggilingFour to accept the humans back in the
wagon. Once again they rode ahead of the wagon. The kedas
were in triangle formation. EndsDown and CircleFive, who
Dorrick rode, had to be in step with each other not to tangle
their legs, as close as they were in formation. WigglingFour
held his snout over their last hips, they held their tails away
from him.
“So you were telling me about how you convinced U.K.
this site is important.”
“Because neither university has the technology to create
angels, or ghosts of a human soul. It was done by the Angels
of the starship age,” Keithying told him. “There are a few
hundred thousand of them haunting Narrulla’s Tear to this
day, but they no longer have the means to create them.”
“You think you can rediscover how to create angels?”
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Dorrick asked.
“There is a chance,” he said, “and your people’s GPN
offers us a better chance at finding the crystal than any
devices I have been able to fabricate in any lab of ours.”
“So there were some technology transfer issues
involved?” Dorrick asked, “What did it cost the Kassikan?”
Keithying was quick and proud with his answer, “An
equal share in all discoveries made from the crystal, if we
find it, and a promise to allow the crystal to be analyzed
intact in the labs of U.K. before any discussion is begun by
either side about destructive testing.”
“Sounds like you’re being very fair. But I’ve got a
question, if you find that crystal, how were you planning to
get it to the Yakhan?”
“I was thinking of speaking with TongSu about an air
cargo contract. I know I can’t begin to approach the fees
Centorins can pay, but there are other intangibles in a
relationship that I might use in the contract.”
The man was needling him because he probably knew
that Dorrick seldom got contracts in Centorin money any
more. He might not know Dorrick got a significant amount of
metal thru before the ban. “Ah,” Dorrick said, and knew what
he was talking about. TongSu had a fortune she could never
use up that he also got thru before the ban, her weight in
aluminum. One hundred and fifty seven well arranged pounds
in this gravity. Dorrick knew it was only his size that attracted
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TongSu. She was a bodybuilder but streamlined. There were
sexual enhancements available here that left mortal men out
of the game and that was where Dorrick was vulnerable.
They didn’t get to talk much more, the tedium began.
They had an early lunch on the outskirts of Hokitaida. Ellis
had adapted well enough to the local social system to be
playing with Toemassee as openly as a native man would. She
was proud of her tiny opening and had him run his fingers
over it often. Meanwhile Wahly devoured seconds. He and
Keithying discussed Centorin history, especially the early
history and how the Alphas of the great houses gained their
positions.
The city of Hokitaida is built like a maze on the cargo
levels, and the separate cargo levels are almost a mile across.
Besides stopping for a twenty pound bag of rubber tea (as big
as a hundred pound bag of beans), they got off the right road
only once this time. Traffic was so clogged and the route so
circuitous that they came out into open air on the road that
lead to the ranch almost three hours after lunch. There was
still a decent chance of getting there before the last of
noonmeal was over. The road was straighter and wider on this
side of town and the kedas walked beside each other easily
without inconveniencing pedestrians and the soaring upper
branches of the homes gave speckled shade all across the
roadway. This way was small ribbonleaves except for the
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wagon ruts. There was a little traffic, a few farm-loads headed
to Hokitaida to be sold on Afternoonday.
“Only thirteen hundred miles to Mordor from here,”
Dorrick told Keithying after figuring it out with his comm. It
was embarrassing how big a Centorin comm was compared to
a local pocket eye.
“Yes, we were four fifths of the way there when this latest
round of flooding happened.”
“Have you ever been to the Eridor basin before?” Dorrick
asked.
“Yes,” Keithying answered, “on more than one occasion.
Not recently however.”
“When was it?” Dorrick asked, curious and a little
surprised that he dared ask it.
There was a long pause before he answered. His eyes
bored into Dorrick, he set his chin and said, “I was last in this
basin during the time we go to study.” That was 5721 years
ago. “These eyes have seen the crystal that held the Dark
Lord’s soul.”
“How do you know it wasn’t just transmitted, like a voice
connection today?”
“You see, like your Angels of the starship age, the Dark
Lord was dead seven hundred Earth years when all this
happened. He lived on only in that crystal, and if we can find
that crystal, I intend to find out how he did it.”
“So you have dealt with him before?” Dorrick asked.
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“Yes,” he said slowly, “but this time I intend to be much
more careful.”
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7. In the Air at Last
TongSu helped the locals talk them all into Noonmeal, but
they spent the evening loading her girl up while fireworks
erupted once Toemassee found out Jlardy had tried to usurp
her room. She’d had some fun here, but she wouldn’t miss
this place. They were heavy with the five of them and even
more gear. She was afraid she was going to have to leave the
kayak but once the one called Wahly took a shit, they cleared
the blessin posts and made gentle headway northeast toward
Duust-Yugol.
Dorrick was the only one in the fore-net. She was glad to
hear he’d been able to beat back Toemassee’s advances, not
so for Ellis. She couldn’t lift with one more aboard and Ellis
volunteered to stay behind and find alternate transportation.
No doubt that would be as soon as Toemassee was done with
him. It was Wahly who really knew the machine, Ellis was
just there to provide muscle. She and Dorrick could each take
that job.
It was good to have him back and she made him play with
her as soon as they were far enough above the ground for
casual privacy. She listened to him lament how Toemassee
had moved in and been rebuffed right at the start, and Dorrick
had spent Dusksleep alone and Dawnsleep with a cute but
whiny waif. They spent Noonsleep together in that net,
beating gently into the sky of the southeast Korst with a good
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chance of making Duust-Yugol before she had to put down.
That luck held thru the sleep and well into the after-lunch
of Afternoonday. Then suddenly the air was unstable, a tall
cloud grew almost directly above her, turning dark and
drawing her way off course.
She had no choice but to put down, these winds were
already too scary. It was getting close to the point where she
couldn’t make headway. She didn’t want to be on a mooring
in this, she wanted to be in a sheltered field, one that would
be safe from the wind. The land was nothing but dense forest,
what counted for ‘farms’ around here were fruit trees and
whatever vegetable vines they could support. They were well
into the plots around Duust-Yugol already, she could even see
the towers in the distance. Less than a hundred miles away,
they were still in sunlight.
The only open space was a village kickball field and she
wasn’t sure she could really fit in that. It was nice and
sheltered though, she might not pick up too many wounds.
TongSu was more worried about the wounds she might pick
up on the way down. It was tough to get there in this wind,
gusts kept shoving her this way and that and just as she was
finally able to drop into place, a big gust drove her tails back
into the upper branches of the houses on that side. “Owww,”
she grunted.
She could already hear voices raised, running footsteps on
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stairways, shouts. “A whopping big floater,” was a snatch she
caught. The house branches and even a few vines from porch
rails got into the netting on the side the wind took them to
next.
They were settling at about one floor per second.
“Bump!” she yelled and braced her feet for the impact. It
wasn’t brutal, but it was jarring, like jumping off a four foot
high stage. She should have come down more gently, but she
wanted to get out of that wind NOW.
Keithying howled from somewhere in the aft net. He was
still studying the documentation on the GPN, determined to
know all of it by the time they were to the site. He had
already pressed thru most of it, she was afraid he would be
disappointed that the trip would be longer than the reading
material.
The big girl came to rest with her chin on the shrubbery
along that end of this plaza, about twelve feet off the ground
and not actually blocking the streets. Her tail fins were in the
doorways of a couple small shops that lined this street.
The first three guys who ran up were small, pale, with
dark curly hair. “Are you all right?” “What happened?” “That
was some crash,” they said as they slid to a stop in front of
her. She was almost a foot taller than they, they wouldn’t have
to bend over to kiss her nipples and she hadn’t had time to put
a top on.
“I’m just fine,” she said “and, if I do say so myself that
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was a well-executed emergency landing under less-thanfavorable conditions.”
Keithying came flumping out from under her girl’s belly
holding the back of his head. “I’m not all-right,” he
complained. “I was laying in the net with one of the manuals
for the equipment and still wondering what you meant by
yelling ‘bump’ when I hit the ground.”
“Uuuu,” TongSu said. “I’m really sorry, but didn’t you see
what was happening?”
“To be honest I was quite absorbed in the reading,” he
said.
“So is your skull stove-in?” TongSu asked.
“Probably not. I think I have a mild concussion. Perhaps
we should re-think ground transport,” he said.
“It’s survival here,” she said, “with the dams gone and the
roads washed out...”
“I say it’s not that bad here,” one of the locals said. A few
more were appearing. A few were over five feet but Keithying
and Dorrick were the only people here taller than her. “The
dam at Yohorng’s holding, the spillway is at five sixths as of
this Morningday. It’s being watched and there are flow
reductions upstream.”
“The road’s open to the city,” another volunteered.
She hoped they were out of the area where there were
islands of functioning humanity hanging on in areas of a few
hundred to a few thousand square miles. There were major
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cities with hundreds of thousands stranded and no way to get
food into them. The only good news was, no city that was
affected was so big that the people couldn’t walk and paddle
to the farmers in a week or less. If it wasn’t for that, and the
fact that it had happened four weeks ago and the hardest hit
cities were already abandoned, she would feel duty bound to
use her balloon to help.
“Do you need medical help?” one of the little guys asked
Keithying. “There’s a guy who does a clinic...”
He squinted and winced. “I think not, I have some
medical training myself, I’ll stay as quiet as I can.” He stared
at TongSu when he said that. She wasn’t making a good
impression on this bigwig from the Kassikan.
Dorrick walked up with the GPN in its wheeled case. That
case would be the budgets of many an ancient empire, solid
aluminum covered up with black tape. “How’d that do?”
TongSu asked.
“Wrapping it in the bedding for the day was a good idea.”
“I’m sorry I bristled about it,” she said. “I mean, I’m
really sorry. I should expect trouble in any place with a major
storm problem for the second year in a row.”
Then the sky opened up and a pounding rain began to
land on everyone who wasn’t well under the balloon. As the
skin got wet, the water comes deeper and deeper under the
balloon. The ever-growing crowd was basically just asking,
“What happened?”
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“Tell ‘em about it over here,” one of the bigger guys said,
“the best taps around here.”
“Yeah,” she said, noting that it was close enough to keep
an eye on her balloon.
The whole crowd followed them and they had to shout
their story. She was looking at the local architecture as they
walked. At the very bottom were the roots. The average
home’s quarter-acre was usually covered with the trunks and
roots, generations of dead leaves, some mushroom plots, a
composting cage and a few seldom-used vermin traps. Above
that, where the trunks first branched, were the houses with
porches on the sides and a patio above. Beyond that, the
agricultural shoots reached twenty floors. Branches were bred
to grow in spiral staircases that one climbs to pick the tree’s
fruit with long bucket hooks. Where the trunk forks, urns held
the roots of vegetable vines that grew up the trees. In the
higher forks, smaller pots held more sun-loving vegetable
vines. Most households had multiple trees, some had only one
and a patch of ground plants.
Dorrick saw where her attention was centered, “Another
unique environment.”
“It’s different. There’s tree farmers in the Yakhan area,
and some up along the interconnects, but nothing like this
here.” The main pedestrian streets were in the branches of the
third floor. It looked like it went on for miles across this flat
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valley floor. “However, it’s raining too hard for me to stop
and study it.”
“I’m sure you could study any one of these houses you
want from the inside,” Dorrick said, noticing that many of the
men around were taking notice of her.
“Yeah?” she looked at him again. “Maybe, but I’ve had
enough variety for awhile, if that’s what you’re thinking.”
The neighborhood taps were on a rail pegged to the knees
of the roots, a courtyard was paved very flat around the toes
of the roots. A big tent kept off the pour streaming thru the
leaves above them. They were soon set up on a long table
with tall mugs and warned that a roast and soup would be
available for duskmeal in little more than an hour. They were
warned they might want to reserve some, there were only six
portions left of what the innsman was cooking tonight.
TongSu had to keep watch on her blimp and had to go out
twice to back people away. It was good that it was warm here,
but there was still quite a crowd of curious people around
them that Dorrick, Wahly and Keithying were trying to
answer. She could see there were lots of Hobbits in the area,
she didn’t think that applied to the whole region or even the
city of Duust-Yugol but probably most of this tree-farming
neighborhood. The few who were really interested in the
historical saga gravitated to Kiethying who told them... “It
was right in this area that the events that laid the foundations
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for all the wars in Elven history occurred. In that time this
area was cold and a party of Elven explorers and settlers was
stranded...”
“Actually this area was under sixty feet of water at the
time,” Ardoc said.
“Yeah, it was almost twice as wet as it is now,” some
other guy who was listening said.
“Only what is now cropland and city was under water at
the time,” Kiethying said. “It looks like this court was once a
quay on the Korst shore, the rack-stands have been made into
benches. This bay was wide but there were many famous
islands...” The ancient wizard was going on about his tale.
The story was quite long, but in it he revealed that it was in
the fight on this shore that the three crystals that remained
from the Energy Age were separated, and it was one of those
crystals they were going after today.
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8. At the Research Site
Dorrick rode shotgun on three more weeks of flight into
Mordor, dodging one more serious storm and a long detour
around the Misty Mountains that left them in the city of
Eridor for another dark. That was the first time since the
ranch that TongSu suggested variety in their sex life. In the
chill of Dawnsleep four people wound up entwined in that net
hanging three hundred and fifty feet above the pedestrian
streets of Eridor and having a too-good-for-publication time
until it wasn’t as dark as it used to be.
From there it was the light of a week to finally arrive at
the study site. Keithying prattled on about the historic sites
they were seeing, Dorrick couldn’t keep up with it, even with
his Centorin phone set on record. “That’s got to be Hobburg,”
he rumbled, pulling at his beard. They sailed over a city about
the size of Hokitaida but in a more bucolic land and built in a
much more random pattern. They hadn’t flown over tree
farms for weeks. “You’ll soon come to a river,” he told
TongSu. “Follow it down to the Aundrin, and come back up
that over central Giliath. The Black Gates will be on your
right just after you leave Giliath’s urban zone. You’ll be over
your ceiling any other route.”
“Thanks,” she said, “there’s a lot of rugged country out
here.”
“And you haven’t seen the north face of this mountain
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chain,” he said.
“We saw the valley of the kedas on the way up,” she said.
Mountain passes were something TongSu tried to avoid,
especially when heavily loaded.
Kortrax was low when they flew over a farm-dock river
town of a couple million with a few rows of apartment trees
along the river, a bunch of them near the base of a slender
ridge of rock that speared into the urban plain.
“The Isseldorf has fallen,” Keithying mused as he gazed
on the ridge of boulders.
They could just reach the place they had to go when the
barometer was favorable. They would have altitude to spare
without this load, but that generator was a quarter ton with its
crate. It was a desolate mountain valley with a few herdsmen
raising scamp on rockwort. There was a dormant volcano
over the next ridge with enough hot springs on its summit to
water lavish crops on its thick volcanic soil.
There was one other feature on this mountain-ringed
hardwort plain, a small village on the top of a small hill,
watered with a few windwheels. Its only outstanding feature
was probably more visible from above than ground level. It
was built on a hill of black crystal shards holding collections
of soil these herdsmen had scrounged from the plains around
them. The village itself bloomed on the crest of that hill of
rubble. They would have to be careful where they parked,
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erosion could have kept sharp edges on these shards even
across the gulf of time they had lain here.
Sheltered among the fragments, gardens of striking
verdancy bloomed. The hill became steep as the fragments
piled up and cut stone steps brought one from level to level.
Some of the stones in the steps were fresh but most were
worn deep. The peak of the hill was now crowned with a wide
spreading archwood with up to six floors of homes grown in
it. A couple floors of new stone tied the great shards of black
crystal together atop the hill.
They found a sheltered field where there weren’t any
shards pointing at them. They had to just about buy the guy’s
farm to get him to permit them to park there. The eight
coppers they gave him were the proceeds of ten years crops.
He knew TongSu had to let her balloon rest with the topstraps off for a good long time, several weeks at least. TongSu
pulled the top straps off her balloon before the rest of them
had temporarily secured the cargo. They made her promise to
check for roots every dawn and dusk. They had already seen
that they were in Goblin country again and wouldn’t let that
request slide. Sunken chests and long pointed noses, deflated
breasts, brittle hair, none of them wanted to be stuck here
longer than they had to be. It was two days to downtown
Giliath on foot. As they walked into the village, he saw a bigjawed Troll was just lighting a small candle in the lantern
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lighting the ‘Welcome to Barat’ sign.
They climbed two flights of stairs to the village square.
The troll chattered on about who had what for sale and who
the best whores were in town. Dorrick didn’t care about that
but was more interested in the village court they came up
into. It was open to the sky thru a small opening in the
archwood clump that topped this hill. There was a residential
bridge three floors above that joined the front porches up
there. It was such a typical Elvish country village he
wondered what it was doing here. There were a half dozen
businesses around the square, and the room with the taps was
prominent. There was a clothing shop and a garden supply, a
hunting guide and a little one-room museum now deep in dust
and closed.
They made arrangements to stay in rooms owned by the
same guy who owned the taps, the place he advertised as the
Barat Inn. That was painted on a pillow case stretched over a
rough-cut board. The rooms were four floors up, they could
take either of two of the three public stairways in the village
to get to the plank-way the rooms were on. There were some
nice residences in between and more on the other two sides of
the village. The smaller homes trailed down the slopes with
their gardens walled-in by eroded shards of the ancient tower
below.
The rooms were generous but plain, and out on limbs of
the village. They looked into the branches and stairways of
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the town center and there was no balcony, but the rooms
themselves were more open than most balconies. Their room
reached around the corner so they could lean out and get a
glimpse of Klegbos, now covered with bountiful orchards and
lush gardens watered by the hot springs that still trickled from
its peak. Its name was so incongruous now, especially in these
sear plains, it should now be called Mount Flowers.
Once they were settled, there were only a few hours of
daylight left, but it didn’t seem like there was going to be a
wide choice of entertainment in this village this dusk, so they
might as well go down and find the research site before
duskmeal got started. Keithying was telling Wahly they
should probably get the instruments down to the site before
dark. He knew he should probably be included in that,
TongSu had probably done her physical work for the day
getting the floater stripped.
He was scheduled for an attack this Nightday, and it was
one he had to beat. He would need her for that. After that he
would have another untroubled year until the next one, the
one he had to take to establish an Earth year as his loon cycle.
He hadn’t been as careful as he should have with the drugs on
this planet.
Keithing met him at the branch where their rooms met.
“You coming along?” he asked TongSu.
“Nah, you know I’m not much of a history scholar. I’ll
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wait for you by those kegs we saw down in the plaza.”
“I may be a couple hours.”
“If you don’t find me by the time it gets too late in
duskmeal I’ll eat anyway.”
“I won’t be that late,” he said. “But I know to go on
without you if I don’t see you there when I get back.”
He was about to remind her that he was due for an attack,
but she said, “What I saw around here so far don’t give me
any more horns than what we saw all thru the Old East.”
Orcs and Goblins and their like never were known for
their beauty. “It’s the same for me,” Dorrick said. He got tired
of looking at women with wide jaws and big teeth, long
pointy noses and round bellies with prominent navels in the
last year. Sturdy, shapely breasts had been rare once they
were a couple thousand miles beyond Knidola. The people in
the city of Eridor were normal, but this valley might be an
enclave of what the Goblins and Orcs had become.
It was six floors down to the village gates, though he now
noticed some little back stairways that lead from back paths
to the surrounding houses, up to the residential ring. It was
the same village structure he had seen since he first left the
megalopolitan area where the gate is, but elevated by the
rubble of the Black Tower. The site of the first grown Elven
village is less than a day’s flight from here and he hoped to
get a chance to see that once this job was done.
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The gate to the excavation was down a small path around
and thru the rubble at the base of the ancient tower. He
noticed that this crystal had eroded a lot more than any he had
seen on this world so far. Most of their crystal building had
been built since the Earth year was a positive number. This
was about two and a half thousand Earth years older than that.
The technology might not have been as advanced as it was in
the time of Christ. This technology here today is as capable as
that of Centorin in everything but speed and much lower in
price because they use a bacteria and sugar water to produce
the carbon fiber.
As they descended deeper into the ruins, he was glad to
see that the locals had knocked all the sharp edges off the
shards. One didn’t have to worry about casually brushing
against it and getting laid open like a slaughtered beast. That
was good because the path was narrow beside the leaning
trellis of a nearby garden. Once over to the right path it was
back up another half-flight of cracked stone steps to the site
entrance.
It was blocked up with cut stone but under an enormous
shard of black crystal that extended out of the ground forty
feet and spanned the whole gateway to the excavation site. It
looked like the stone was much older than all the stuff done
the last time there was a tourist interest in the place. He had to
remember the time frame, it might look like this tourist
industry was a little past its prime, like maybe a century. No,
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things moved a little slower on this end of the stargate,
interest had peaked here about eighteen hundred Earth years
ago. This stone was older than that, probably from the time of
Christ. The great crystal shards were over eighteen hundred
years older than that, and the man who was leading him to
this door was older than that.
There was a thick door over the portal with a thick glass
window in it, smoky with a net of carbon fiber. It seemed they
didn’t take to casual visitors here at this dig. There was no
lock on the hasp, and no keyhole visible, but the door was
securely locked. There was no sign that anyone was around,
he wished there were spiders on this planet to show him how
long this door had remained closed, but vines were a better
indicator here. Here on this planet, but not here on the plains
of Mordor, because there were few vines growing this far
down the slope of these ruins, just those on the trellises of the
gardens where water was pumped from below with pedalpumps and windwheels.
Keithying reached forward and gave it a few wiggles just
in case but found it was strongly barred from within. Dorrick
wondered how the Kassikan intended him to carry out any
work here when they couldn’t gain access to the site. Of
course if this was the only gate, they would never get the
GPN in either.
Then the door was snatched from Keithying’s hand and a
deep voice said, “You could try the speaking tube.” He
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pointed at a hole in the stonework that looked more like
erosion had put it there.
The guy was all shoulders and arms with a very small
head above it, very small legs, his thighs and upper arms were
just about the same size, his ass was not close to the size of
his shoulders. If that wasn’t enough, he had fangs, Dorrick’s
eyes were not lying to him, this guy’s canines were three
times as long as his other teeth, and sharp. This guy made
Dorrick think that whoever brought humans here during the
ice age must have brought a few other prehistoric creatures
also.
Wahly yelped when he saw him but Keithying smiled
warmly. It was the fanged man who was the most shocked
however. When he saw who was standing there he cringed,
“Forgive me sir,” he said. “I thought it would be another year,
there were reports of devastating flooding...”
“You are forgiven, Gaskai,” Keithying said, and put his
hand on the back of his head. “We were rescued by air. The
gear is here and I would like to bring it inside before dark if
we could.”
“We’ll never get it thru this door,” Dorrick said.
“I’ll take it down once I get the instruments,” Gaskai said.
Dorrick looked, the three or four hundred pound stone
blocks that framed it were loose, as were the foot-thick
timbers. He wondered what TongSu was going to think of this
guy.
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They all went up to the farm where the floater was.
Gaskai knew the man, who seemed somewhat wary of him.
Gaskai took the largest of the Kassikan’s crates in one hand,
the second largest in the other and was reaching for the third.
The smallest of the Kassikan’s crates was a cube about a foot
and a half on a side. Gaskai was going to also take that in his
left hand when Keithying intercepted him. “I’d prefer to take
that one myself,” he said and held it to his chest.
Gaskai bowed his head and said, “Whatever you desire, of
course,” and walked off with the two crates he had. Crates
that he and Wahly each took an end to move.
He and Wahly each took an end of the crate the GPN was
in. By the time they carefully worked it down to the entrance,
being careful not to gouge the tape and let the aluminum in
the case show, Gaskai was there and had the lintel stone set
aside and the big timbers of the door removed. All the crates
they had down here so far would now fit thru, but the
generator would not. The rest of them started carrying the
crates thru while Gaskai moved the dozen or so threehundred-pound blocks beside the doorway. Then the three of
them took one end of the generator while Gaskai took the
other. When it was downhill and most of the weight was on
his shoulders, they actually heard him grunt. Gaskai put the
blocks back up while Dorrick and Wahly took two more trips
to get the display station and cable cases down, again being
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careful not to gouge a hole in the tape. Aluminum is so
valuable here that the first person so inclined would dump the
million-credit instrument out to get away with the aluminum
case. Gaskai waited for them, then put the timbers back up
and the door back on its hinges. He then walked the lintel
stone back over it and laid it down, blocking the last hole to
the great crystal shard. In itself it was a great block that was
probably heavier than the generator. He groaned like a
wounded thongga getting it into place.
“You look pretty startled,” he said to Dorrick, as he
caught his breath after.
“Well you are...” Dorrick didn’t know what to say. “I lift
hard and can’t begin to imagine the strength I just witnessed.”
“Yeah, I know what you mean,” he chuckled deeply in his
throat. “I am Yrokwoi. But let me welcome you. It’s not often
I get a distinguished scholar here,” he indicated Keithying
who presented him with a folder of paper. “Most who come
here are just tourists,” he continued telling Dorrick, “not that
we see many of them lately either.”
“It doesn’t look like you see enough to keep business
going,” Wahly commented. He was the furthest one from
Gaskai, and staring at him.
“Not really, but the village hangs on. A few of the locals
don’t cook, a few come here on other business and we all
drink. There is something about the soil on the plains of
Gorgoroth that won’t take crops no matter how much water
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and fertilizer you use. This says you’re Centorin?” he asked,
looking at his page.
“That’s correct,” Dorrick answered. Wahly got more
nervous. He was sweatier than Gaskai from the exertion of
carrying one end of a crate three times, his sweat took on
more tang.
“Impressive journey,” Gaskai rumbled.
“The journeys I’ve made since I came out of the stargate
are a million times longer and a million times wilder. I am
sure that the journey from the stargate is the greatest Wahly
has ever been on. All of the Centorin universe seems about as
big as the tubes of Kassidor Yakhan.”
“I saw you come in by air.”
“We were rescued from the floods, but even by air it’s
taken five of your weeks since they reached us in the Korst,”
Wahly said with a bit of annoyance.
“One usually allows a year from Simral,” Gaskai told
him.
After being here about eight Earth years, Dorrick felt how
long a year was, about two months, eighteen weeks,
sometimes nineteen. He felt it painfully in the withdrawal
attack he would have tomorrow.
“I hope what we learn is worth it,” Wahly said.
“What we’ll learn is not to trust the weather along the
Korstian escarpment,” Keithying said, trying to draw
Gaskai’s attention away from Wahly, who was clearly
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nervous enough to make Gaskai suspicious. “Do you know
what we’re going to do with the GPN?” he asked Gaskai.
“I’m not exactly sure what a GPN is, sir.”
Keithying pointed to Dorrick for the answer. “Geological
Perceptual Nucleometer,” he said, quite confident of his
translation of the device’s name into Kassidorian. “It makes a
3-D map of the geology in front of its imaging probe.”
“All I was told is it is going to tell us what’s buried in the
middle of the pancakes.”
“As in pancaked floors?” Dorrick asked.
“Precisely,” Keithying said. He pointed to the stairway
that lead down from the little desk in the alcove where he had
been sitting. “Let me show you what we have.” Keithying
lead the way. He said he hadn’t been here since that time, so
that meant he had seen this collapsed tower when it was fresh.
“The ruins of the tower itself are below ground, we knew
any attempt at excavating the surface of the rubble was
impossible because herdsmen and villagers have rebuilt atop
the rubble since the 30th century,” that was the 1700's to the
early 1500's, bc. on Earth. The surface of the ruins was the
present village of Barat. It was common knowledge in the
village that the Kassikan had a little dig down here, but it
wasn’t very active and generated little traffic these days.
“Ah,” Keithying said as he entered a large space. “This
was the marshaling room where the Dark Lord’s chosen
saddled up.”
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Gaskai was narrating to his boss as he followed along.
“The first thing we did was run a crystal frame up thru the
outer rubble pile just outside the original foundation wall of
the tower. We’ve welded in most of the bigger shards to
immobilize them. The whole surface now rests on that and
some crystal pillars we bored down into the bedrock below
this room.”
“This is somewhat lower and wider than it is normally
pictured,” Dorrick said. It was an expansive room. It covered
almost as much area as the village on the hill, eighty to a
hundred feet above. Its ceiling was high, but the vault was
wide and squat. There were many openings in the ceiling with
platforms hanging below them. There was a large one with a
two story platform and a band-shell around that. “Was that the
Dark Lord’s platform?” Dorrick asked.
“He could not take physical form at the time,” Keithying
said, “and hadn’t since his corporal form was slain by Isildor
in this same land three centuries before at the time of The
Fall. He lived on only in the crystal we seek.” His ‘three
centuries’ was seven hundred Earth years. “Its architecture
wasn’t really built with eye-catching photo angles in mind
like the movie sets. The tower was laid out as a scale model
of an inverted Utumno,” Keithying added.
Dorrick had read up on this history on their way here
from Knidola. He was surprised by how small this land was,
not much bigger than the holy land in area, and fought over
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almost as much in their legends. But the nations of their
history that enacted their drama here were the size of preindustrial kingdoms in Europe. They just occurred during the
time of the middle kingdom of Egypt using technology from
the Victorian era or better.
“Above this we have seventy to a hundred and twenty feet
of rubble, most of it the pancaked crystal floors of this
tower.” Keithying spread his arms and face to the ceiling.
“Everything in it that could decompose had done so by
the time the peasant village above us was built,” Gaskai said,
“so it is stabilized debris. It is a difficult task cutting thru it,
we would like to know where the interesting parts are before
we start melting our way in.”
“I have to tell you something about the GPN,” Wahly
said. “If we aim it up into those floors, everyone in that
village will be exposed to lethal radiation and die over the
next few months. I would set it up in the village plaza.”
“Unless there are residences under it,” Dorrick said. Quite
often a village plaza on a hilltop would have some residences
excavated out under it with doors and windows on a back
street down the hill. Quite often only the residents of those
residences knew they were there.
“There’s no residences here, just some sediment and fill,”
Gaskai said. “There’s one shard at the top of the pancakes
underlying it all, that fill just levels it, except on one side
where the floors are broken off and slope down. They had to
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fill a little more over there so the plaza slopes a bit more there
than the other three corners.”
“Do you have tunnels up to the bottom of the plaza?”
Wahly asked. ‘Not that we could get the GPN generator up
there anyway,’ Dorrick thought. “It would be nice if we could
keep it safe from the prying fingers of the public.”
“We have tunnels up to that level from several corners of
the old foundation.” Gaskai answered, “They are quite
claustrophobic.”
“I wouldn’t even bother looking,” Dorrick told Wahly as
his eyes roamed the room. “Is there anything under this?” he
asked.
“There are a few passageways, all known routes to the
Saggothan levels collapsed in the eruption,” Gaskai said.
“Some excavations have penetrated a hundred feet into three
of them and found nothing.”
“There were rumors of many deep levels beneath the
tower,” Keithying said, “but no entries to them have been
found.”
“We will want to set it up down here in that case and look
at what is beneath here. This gap,” Wahly said, sweeping his
arms at the marshaling room, “will reflect everything, we
wouldn’t see a thing below this from up in the plaza.
“OK,” Keithying said. “How long will it take to set it up
and test it?”
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9. Encounter
TongSu found it easy to get into the monogamy habit with
a Centorin around. He would never suggest being with
someone else for the sleep. It was over a decade now that
they had been together and in the last year she’d had only two
interludes in Heilikon and those amusements at the keda
ranch. She had to remind herself to get circulating from time
to time. In truth, since she left Knidola, her interest in
circulation had been low, partly because of the population of
the country they roamed. The Pewpspway was bad enough
but she was ready for that, she had seen it before on their way
to Borlunth.
Going up thru the old southeast had been worse. It was
true that the result of imperfect control of genetic
modifications that was practiced in the 25th century could now
be repaired, but few there seemed to take advantage of that
fact. They grew and hunted food now, but probably couldn’t
stand each other’s look and smell to congregate in towns large
enough to have trade. They camped for over two thousand
miles when they made their way around the east side of the
uGhiyek Table.
It was a little better now that they were here. It looked
like tourist money must have lifted this area up a few
centuries ago, but had dropped it back down since. This inn
had two rooms let besides the two they took, and they were to
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burned-out relatives of the owner who had been here a
century or more each. Six more rooms stood empty, four
floors up from this public room.
But the village plaza was pleasant and the locals seemed
ready to party. After Dorrick went down to check out the
ruins, she bathed and put on something thin and clinging to
venture down to the public taps. It was something she’d
bought in Bordzvek, but in that town they are almost as
modest about their bodies as Centorin and it was considered
seduction wear if there weren’t a couple layers over it. It was
a wrap made of gauze and laced on the side. It left about two
inches of skin showing with her girth, but plenty of skin helps
the guys understand what she’s after. It was just long enough
that she could be polite while sitting if she kept her legs
together and down but it didn’t have the draw string at the
bottom like she usually had to assist in keeping it decorous,
so she wasn’t sure how this was going to behave. It was nice
and thin, it was easy to see her nibs thru it and since she
considered them two of her best features, she liked that. She
made sure it didn’t squeeze her so she hung. She re-arranged
the laces a bit to let her chest reach out another inch and sag
down an inch less.
The stairway of the inn is also one of the three public
stairways in the village center. At the bottom of the stairway a
generous vestibule lead to a large room that opened on one
whole end of the public square. There were three barrels
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pouring and four more in reserve. She guessed it wasn’t likely
that they would change a barrel this evening unless one was
really low. They were big fifty gallon things that it took two
guys to roll. She watched a light yellow and a sharp green
come out, went to the tap between them and got a cup of a
nice thick gold to start with.
There were two couples, one at a table and one leaning on
a wall. The ones at the table were going to either give a show
or get a room any minute, the other seemed to be arguing
quietly about their finances, but they didn’t look like they had
much to argue about. There were three guys here at the bar,
they were all looking at her and the one who was,
unfortunately, the ugliest, looked to have a little drool starting
at the corner of his mouth. The other two were a bit short and
small, with rounder bellies than she really liked to see. Their
noses were a bit pointed and their hair was pretty greasy. It
was black of course, and straight and chopped at the eye line
in front, neck in back. Other than that they were kinda cute in
a half-Goblin way. They were better looking than most of the
guys in the seventy five hundred interminable miles they
crossed since leaving the Knidola Basin.
“You’re not from around here,” the least offensive looking
one of them said. The other two had chests that could best be
described as ‘sunken’ but this guy did not have that. His eyes
didn’t have extra folds around them either.
“Nope,” she answered. “I’m from Bordzvek.” She moved
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over toward them. She was on the side of the guy who spoke,
she did not go around them.
They introduced themselves and she gave her name. “So
what brings you here?” the ugliest one, who was in the
middle, asked.
“That floater hanging above this village.”
He grunted more than chuckled, the other two each gave
it one ‘ha.’ “But why?”
“Driving a starman around.” she answered.
“Wa?” “Wa?” “Wa?” or words to that effect, at once.
“He doesn’t want me telling anyone but you can tell as
soon as you see him. He’s got a great big chest and real long
legs.”
“Sounds a little like Amstiss,” the guy in the middle said,
“and he’s one of the ugliest guys in town...”
“Unless you count Gaskai,” the guy on her side said.
“Some chicks dig him,” the ugly one said.
“Bnobith is uglier anyway,” the far one said, “especially
since he got that sore.”
“He should get that looked at,” the one on her side said.
“He’s got us looking at it most Nightdays,” the one on the
far side said.
“Don’t remind me,” said the one in the middle.
“Let’s hike to town this dark,” the far one said.
“Let’s do it during daylight,” the near one said.
“We still have the dusk and Nightday to go thru anyway,”
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TongSu said. She turned to the other guy, “So how’s that
green?”
“The best in town,” he said, causing the other guys to
snort.
The one on the far side spoke, “It’s the only green
between lowland and Klegbos.”
She figured as much. The guy on this side held his cup out
to her. She took a good gulp. “There’s no fumes,” was the
first thing she said.
“That’s Hobbit and Dwarf brew,” the one on the far side
said, “that puts off fumes.”
“We know how to make it here,” the one who had walked
around her said, “but I don’t like that fume rush, it’s blast and
gone in a few seconds, I like a high that stays with you.”
“I love the fume rush,” she said without turning toward
him.
“I’ve had it in the city,” the one she was originally closest
to said. “I think it’s fun.”
“Is there any other fun around here?” she asked as a way
to see what these guys considered fun.
“The screen in the table room and sex is the only other
fun around here,” the guy behind her said. He reached out and
caressed her bottom as he said that. She did her best to ignore
it this time. If he did not understand that his attentions were
not being returned, she might have to do something more. If
he was the only one she could attract, she had a dildo in her
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luggage that she would rather take to her bed. The guy she
was facing, the guy she moved closer to, was now the only
one here with a chance to win out over that dildo. Just the size
of the pores on the end of the nose of the guy behind her
would rule him out. They guy in front of her had larger pores
on the end of his nose than Dorrick, who had larger than
average, but not so bad that he was ruled out. She was afraid
the guy behind her might need to wear a lumpil for his
parasites.
He kept feeling her and she moved away, stepped out
away from the rail and stared at him.
“Bluuls, I don’t think she want’s any of you,” the guy she
had been facing said.
“I heard the starmen are monogamous,” the one on the far
side said.
“They’re re-trainable,” TongSu said.
The one named Bluuls moved so he was on the far side
again, so TongSu could lean on the rail again, in contact
beside the guy who was still closest to her. “So you do him?”
Bluuls asked.
“Got a fetish about it?” she asked.
“He doesn’t see many cultured women,” the other one
said.
“What is the social norm here?” she asked.
“All twenty three of the woman among us are known to
us all since long before stargates,” Bluul answered, “since
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before starships in some cases.
“It’s always just a matter of working out this sleep’s price
via bawdy jokes,” the guy on her side said.
“If you laugh, you bought it,” the guy in the middle said.
Bluul moved off down the bar, ordered straight alcohol.
“So you don’t get a lot of tourists here?”
“There was an expedition a little over a decade ago that
really was just tourists,” the close one said. “They weren’t
doing any real science. There’s been some wilderness trekkers
and a few nomadic bands. A couple guys from a scampherding tribe still have a place up on the fifth floor. They’re
gay as helium balloons but very respectable.”
“Yeah?” TongSu said. Silence, “So not a lot of tourist
traffic?”
“It’s the old-timers like Elsay over there,” he pointed to
where someone named Elsay probably usually sat or used to
sit, but not to where anyone was actually sitting. He didn’t
look up to take this fact into his narrative either. “They
remember when we would get five or six people at a time in
here and they’d reminisce about how they’d studied under
professor Mythrandir at the Kassikan.”
“But you never saw that?” She was able to lean forward
so the back of the hand that held his cup with pressed against
her breast. She watched him as it happened to see how he
looked to her. She could, she decided, go farther with this
guy, but she really wasn’t eager to. Still the hormonal
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entertainment was welcome.
He smiled, but said, “No, I was born in the hundred and
first, I can remember when someone would wander thru every
few years. The last decades, a few tourists a decade. I mean
real tourists, not visitors here on current business, we get a
few of those a day.
“So how far back does this village go?” she asked.
“Deep in the Troubled Times,” she was told.
“How much do you know about the history that was
here?” she asked him.
By now the conversation was pretty much between her
and Estern, except that the other guy chipped in that, “I’ve
got the book of the whole thing.”
“So you know what was on this spot?” she asked.
“The Black Tower,” he answered sounding like that was a
kindergarten question to him.
“You might want to talk to the Centorin and the guy from
the Kassikan,” she said.
“You’re really with a guy from Centorin?” the other guy
asked.
“Not every sleep,” she said in return.
Estern finally moved his hand against her a little.
“But what’s he doing here?” the other guy asked.
“He first came thru the stargate to work for the same
university back there, but that was on the Borlunth job.”
“How was Borlunth?” Estern asked.
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“Raunchy,” she answered. They seemed to want more
detail. “From the decor of the ruins to the bed manners of the
leading scientists and the sports and sportswear, or lack
thereof, in between.”
“Like?”
“Uh, read her books, she even has pictures,” TongSu said.
“Don’t make me describe it.”
“Are you sexually uptight,” Estern asked.
She looked at him. “I don’t know what’s considered
uptight here but if I have to give or take bids for money under
the onslaught of rude jokes, I’m uptight. It I have to take pain
deadening drugs to participate in the activity, I’m uptight. But
I do come from the Yakhan where one tends to try and keep
one’s main partner to under three quarters of one’s sex life
and one or more group encounters per year is considered
normally social. In the Yakhan, I’m not considered uptight.”
Just then a new guy came in. He was a dark blond with a
long, slightly frizzy pony tail, thick beard and laughing blue
eyes. He was built like the guy on the cover of a bodiceripper. He scanned the room and his eyes soon came to rest
on her. In this room, if they didn’t, there was something
wrong with his eyes. They exchanged smiles. He filled his
cup and started walking her way, the guys around her went
silent. He walked by them til he was on the other side of her.
“Something tells me you’re with that airship?” he asked,
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ignoring the locals completely when Estern answered for her
and the other announced that he had watched them pull in.
“Yes,” she said, “TongSu, of Bordzvek.” She extended her
hand and he gripped it firmly and laced fingers with her. She
showed him a bit of strength and his eyes got big, but smiled.
“Rendrak, born in the land of Yarolan in the lower Dos
basin. So we’ve each come far.”
“What brings you out here?” she asked.
“The history,” he said. “I’d been living in Eridor the last
couple centuries and never made it out to look at the
battlefields til now. And you?”
“The history,” she said. “Are you here as part of the GPN
experiment?”
“I can do some scientific work,” he said, “and I could use
some work. It’s taken most of my savings and over half a year
to get here.”
“We may need some help carrying the gear in, I
understand the generator assembly weighs close to three
hundred pounds and it’s in a big heavy crate.”
“I’m not afraid of heavy work.”
“But you’re here studying the history?” TongSu asked.
“Yes, this village is on the site of the Black Tower, the
legendary fortress of the Dark Lord in the Wars of Magic. The
black crystal ruins I see eroding in the highland sun looks like
it dates from that era. I’m sure if we...”
“Dorrick, he’s from Centorin,” TongSu told him. “He has
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a meter. It has a little antenna. You touch the antenna to the
whatever and it tells you what year it was made. It reads out
in Centorin years but he also has a calculator to translate it.
These ruins are from about the turn of the twenty second
century, rebuilt about the start of the twenty fifth.”
“He knows that from a meter?”
“Just tapped it to a couple fragments here and there on our
way in,” she said.
“You need dozens of lab tests, years of transport to a city
and back...”
“Not any more,” Estern said.
“Rendrak, this is Estern and ah...”
“Kgauldthth.”
“Of the village.” No wonder she couldn’t remember the
other guy’s name, she thought he was only suppressing a
sneeze when he introduced himself the first time.
“A pleasure,” Rendrak said. “I guess things must be pretty
quiet around here these days.”
Bluul had moved over to them again. He was deep into a
way-too-big glass of lantern fuel. “There’s bitch wrestling on
Nightdays on the back room screen.”
“As well as concerts broadcast out of Giliath,” Estern
said. “Almost anything you can find in Giliath shows up on
his screen sooner or later.”
“Some of the pleasures of Giliath don’t translate thru a
screen,” Rendrak said, no doubt thinking of womanflesh free
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of a large helping of Orc blood.
“That’s why I’m all for going down this Nightday,”
Kgauldthth said.
“Who’s buying?” Estern asked.
“I already left all but the dregs of my pouch there in
Giliath,” Rendrak said.
They were each working their arm farther around each
other’s waist as they stood there. When he leaned and turned
to address them she could press on the bottom of his rib cage.
Neither of them flinched away from that. She got to use the
‘hand holding the cup’ trick on him once also while Estern
and Kgauldthth argued about hiking to Giliath.
“Shall we take a walk?” she asked. She could see he
meant ‘yes’ and turned to the other guys, “It was nice meeting
you,” she said and offered her arm to Rendrak. He was tall
enough to be able to get something out of that, almost as tall
as Dorrick, who’s elbow rode her point perfectly. “Let me
show you where we’re staying.” She lead him out to the court
and to the stairs to the residential level of town. Now she
wished she had paid more attention to all the history study
going on around her. “I can’t tell you much about the science,
but I can show you where the dig is.” She’d seen enough that
she should be very knowledgeable. The problem was, until
now, she had no reason to care.
“Were they bothering you?” he asked.
“They were entertaining me until you got here,” she said.
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“I hope you like lek,” she said. “I can smell one cooking.”
“I can get it down,” he said. “It doesn’t look like they
have entertainment in this town.”
“There’s a vid screen in the table room,” TongSu told
him. “This is high culture evening, they’re going to be
showing a production by the Eisen Theater tonight, something
by Miralax.”
“You must be quite cultured,” he said.
“Don’t get the wrong idea, for me knowing that’s more
like a warning. I like an energetic music show or any highstakes team sport. I got to like pointstone while I was in
Borlunth.”
“You were in Borlunth?” he asked.
“Yeah, it’s over a decade since we left, but I was there.”
They were up to the pedestrian level, where they should be
able to talk more and walk less. She found a convenient place
to lean against the rail where she could look down on the
village plaza and the front of the tap room.
“Have you ever been in the Dos basin?” he asked.
“No.”
“Zhlindu?”
“Yeah,” she said, “I was there in the 105th.”
“I was last there in the 100th,” he admitted. “So you flew
in for the history?”
“Yeah,” she said, “I guess I would have to say the guy I
work for got a job from the Kassikan and the University of
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Kex back on Centorin to use some Centorin instruments on
this ruin.”
“What ruin is that?”
“This ruin, Dorrick knows the name...”
“The Black Tower?” Rendrak asked.
“Didn’t you call it that a little while ago?” She wanted to
prompt him to take more interest in her body and less in
ancient history, but this guy was probably used to all he ever
wanted whenever he wanted it, and how. She didn’t let it
worry her, her size and strength would not be a disadvantage
here with him. He would get around to her sooner or later.
“How long have you been here?” he asked.
“We tied up about two hours before sunset,” she said. She
was finally in a position where she could press her breast to
his arm. They both paused so he could notice.
“You have a very nice body,” he said. “I enjoy standing
close to you.”
“I enjoy it also,” she said and passed them across him. He
turned his hand over and grabbed her and she put her hand
over his, closed her eyes and smiled. “There’s no one here,
lets slide my top open.”
She let out the top laces, he quickly got his hand inside
but not before letting his eyes take a nice long drink. “Would
you like a quick one right here?” he asked.
Her hand went to his crotch, he was stirring.“No, there’ll
be someone along and I’m not a public performer, but I’m
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staying only three floors up if you want one before
duskmeal?” She wouldn’t lose any time in scoring this guy if
she could. She still hadn’t made up for the trip from Knidola
and this guy was healthy, not that Dorrick wasn’t, but one
needs variety to stay in top trim.
“Before or after, at your preference beautiful TongSu.”
“How about both?” she asked while taking his hard one in
her hand and leading him to the room where they were
staying.
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10. Roast Lek
As soon as they had the GPN uncrated and set up,
Keithying dismissed Gaskai and asked him to have dinner
sent down. Dorrick delegated the technical details to Wahly
and told Gaskai he would get to the dining room himself.
Keithying and Wahly looked like they were settling in for an
evening of fun with the GPN when he left.
When he got back to the public room he didn’t find
TongSu, but he did meet a girl who had more than a little
resemblance to Gaskai. He should say she spotted him as he
came in the room. She was almost his height with a thick
tease of rough black hair, thighs bulging with well defined
muscle, and thin but sharp fangs. Even so she was
unquestionably the most beautiful woman he’d seen, besides
TongSu, since they got to this village. She had a splendid
pointed chest, narrow waist and round hips. Her nose was
straight but not pointed, her skin was dusky but smooth and
supple.
“You’re looking for someone?” she asked, taking his arm.
Her points were exceptionally firm and it wasn’t from her
clothing. She looked a lot like a girl he had met in the
Pewpspway, but this girl was much prettier and not nearly
falling down from intoxication. Except for the fangs she
reminded him of the Torilite girl he’d met on the way to
Borlunth.
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“I’m from the expedition. Do you know Gaskai?” he
asked.
“I’m his cousin Gzattek, we’re polite. Are you here
alone?”
No one hid their interests anywhere in this society. “It
looks like I might be,” he said. “Are you?” he asked to be
polite.
“Dining alone in a public place is so lonely don’t you
think?” She had fallen in and was walking with him toward
the kitchen. The plushest, and only, public house in this
village is a chow line where you come up to the cook to be
served.
“I do, especially in a strange place.”
“You are from out of town,” she said. It was obvious she
knew, everyone surely knew everyone here.
“We’re here about the dig,” Dorrick told her. “We flew in
earlier today.”
“We?” she asked.
“I have a partner and pilot,” he said. “There’s a scientist
from the Kassikan with us and a technician from Centorin. I
don’t see any of them in here.” They were at the kitchen by
then.
His worst fear of lek was that it would be so tough his
knife would be repelled and everyone would laugh. But that
was Borlunth custom, here everyone cut their serving with the
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house knife, and bit pieces off that with their teeth. It parted
easily and was quite juicy, if pale in color. The smell, from up
close, was a little more inviting than the hint from a distance.
It was certainly more inviting than the live animal. When
cooked properly it isn’t that bad at all. They had quite a
selection of boiled roots and leaves to go with it. The lek was
the only thing from sumoid life, there was not a leaf of lon or
even rinko in sight. There was nothing with purple in it on the
table at all but the white in the meat of the lek.
They brought back generous portions and took a table not
far from the kegs. She sat across from him, but had undone
another button on the tight blouse she wore. She really didn’t
look bad, except for the fangs, and as long as she didn’t bite,
he’d overlook them to get a strong body with quite a
pronounced woman’s shape.
“You have some interesting racial characteristics,” she
said. “Where are you from?”
“Navorkensville,” he said. There were times when he
tried to downplay its location, but thought it wouldn’t be
worth the bother today when he saw her blank look. “It’s on
the planet Centorin.”
She brayed like a donkey for a laugh, baring her fangs.
“You don’t need to use lines like that around here buddy,” she
said, “look around you at what you’ve got for competition.”
“So you’re on the hunt?”
“Yeah, if you’re available, I’m claiming.”
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Let’s not waste time, he thought. She was obviously
strong, like TongSu, and were it not for the Instinct he might
not have dared. She did smell more like a women than any
creature between here and the Knidola, and that was a good
thing. She smelled more like TongSu actually. “If my partner
does not return, you’re on.”
“What kind of inglethor-livered promise is that?” she
asked.
“She is my partner for a decade,” he said. “We enjoy
others, but we are as close to spouses as I have ever been.”
“Good for her,” she said. “You are a lucky score.”
“You don’t know me.”
“I can tell by your flesh. Long legs comes with
thoughtfulness and consideration, as well as a reluctance to
start something new.”
This was a popular superstition here, even though people
could buy a pill for long legs at any pharmacy for the last
three and a half thousand Earth years. Everyone who believed
in it thought that fact made it all the more true. “Very astute,”
he said. “I like to think the first is true, I know the second is
most of the time.”
“So if she doesn’t come over-rule your own volition,” she
was able to eat and talk at the same time very well. She was
quite efficient at putting away that lek, and she was damn
close to pure carnivore in her dining. “We’re on. Have you
got a place to stay here in the village?” she asked.
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“A matted-in bed three floors up from here,” Dorrick told
her.
“My home isn’t much farther and on this level.”
It was then that TongSu showed up with a guy who
appeared to be a shining Nordic prince from the golden age of
Elevnos. She was melted around him, he knew right then he
had his most serious sexual competition since Ression back at
Kalekmeel house. TongSu’s eyes were crossed and her toes
were curled.
In looks, Dorrick was a skinny and tumorous lek
compared to this guy. He wondered if TongSu had lead him
back here just to gloat, but as those thoughts crossed his
mind, she crossed to him and wrapped in his arms in greeting.
“Hi, this is Rendrak,” she said, “he’s looking for work.”
“Ah,” Dorrick said, “and this is Gzattek. Any
recommendations for work?” Dorrick asked them.
“A trial spot couldn’t hurt,” she said.
After little discussion, Dorrick agreed to her toy. It would
be easier in the long run. He looked like he had enough sense
to not do any harm and if he could learn to take a message he
would be a big help in a society where more than half of all
business messages were still delivered on foot. The
percentage was probably even higher than that here. “We may
have some heavy work here, I notice you work out.”
“I often find heavy work, that’s all I really do to work out.
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The rest is an accident of birth.”
Dorrick believed that about as much as he believed the
land consortiums claims that they were benevolent samaritans
that would never jump a claim and needed the massive
firepower on their ‘exploration’ ships in case they ran into
hostile natives. This guy had everything and had it done with
a consultant so the complete package would be integrated.
This guy was the super-Nordic reference, the blue eyes of a
winter sky, the just-noticeable cleft to the chin, the strong
waves in his hair. This was artificial. He just hoped it wasn’t
trouble, TongSu had a talent for finding variety that made life
exciting.
They slid in at the table with them, TongSu on his side,
leaving Rendrak with Gzattek. “So you came out here looking
for work on this project?” Dorrick asked.
“Not really, I’ve been following the trail of the War of
Magic since Eridor,” Rendrak said. “I got this far when my
funds ran out.”
“Not much to buy here anyway,” Dorrick said, “but we
might have some muscle work, if you’re here for the history.
Are you a scholar?”
“I’ve known one,” he said. “I’m interested and I’ve read
but I’ve no formal courses or certificates.”
“Do you know excavation technique?” Dorrick asked.
“You mean the 3D positioning?” Rendrak asked. “With
the strings and all that? I understand the concept, but I won’t
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say I’m experienced at it.”
“You can dig a hole?” TongSu asked.
“With a shovel I can,” Rendrak said.
“So how’d you hear about this expedition?” Dorrick
asked.
“I was at the Black Gate and the Goblin said, ‘There’s an
airship here with the Dark Lord’s servant.’ It was TongSu
who told me you were going to use GPN gear to probe the
Black Tower and I admitted I don’t know how to operate it,
but I can enter readings to a log, even by standard keyboard if
you’ve got one?”
“I have to admit I’m not sure some of the people here are
literate,” Dorrick said quietly, worried what Gzattek would
think.
She was tending to the lek while they talked business, she
tried not to spray food in laughter when he said that. “About a
third of the folks in this room can read, at least some.”
Slightly better than the fraction in the area they had spent
a year traversing.
“Oh I’m literate, I read,” Rendrak said. “I often wind up
with bookish women.”
Dorrick didn’t say anything, but that lowered his stress
level. TongSu was not a bookish woman. The only books she
owned were a laymen’s medical reference for the floater they
lived on, a growing collection of atlases from the basins
they’d been thru, and whatever girlie lust magazines she
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could find the last place they were.
“What about movies?” Gzattek asked. “Do they count?”
“As entertainment?” Rendrak asked.
“As culture?” she asked.
“A few do, I don’t even find all of them entertaining. The
photography, the acting, the writing and especially the sound
track are a lot better in the Zhlindu basin than the Old
Midlands.”
“The Yondure basin has better movies than this one,”
Gzattek said.
“I’m originally from the Yakhan,” TongSu said, “and I
think I’ll put the acting, writing and photography there at
least on a par with Zhlindu, but I’ll admit I’ve only seen...”
she stopped and thought, “five movies that I know were made
in Zhlindu, or at least that basin.”
“What were they?” Rendrak asked.
She named them.
“Linkenstrath is the only one I’ve seen. That’s a classic, it
was done in the 54th,” he said, “but the events happened in the
35th when the Isle of Zhlindu still had three rollicking sea
towns on it and the Instinct was ten centuries in the future.”
“It was no documentary, the one I saw, it was a Sword and
Sorceror legend of Dwarves and Trolls with magic rays and
trained dactyls.”
“Yeah, that was a documentary,” Rendrak said. “I met the
daughter of the wizard who brought that sunsword to
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Plauwlie. Nopstrle restored a big section of that wizard’s
castle to use as the set.”
“Yeah,” Gzattek said, obviously calling it shit with her
eyes and attitude.
They proceeded to talk about movies, and Rendrak’s
supposed encounter with famous people and places for
awhile. Dorrick used the time to finish more of the meal.
Once they were discussing that TongSu turned to him and
asked, “So you’ve taken Keithying to the site?”
“He’s still there, with Wahly, testing out the GPN.”
“Aren’t they coming up to supper?” she asked.
“Keithying had some sent down,” Dorrick said. “I don’t
expect him.”
“Sounds like it’s party time for the rest of us,” TongSu
said.
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11. In the Grip
The sky was barely starry before Gzattek dragged Dorrick
home, maybe a cup before he really wanted to go. TongSu
was ready to take Rendrak back to the room when Wahly
puffed up the front stairs and into the courtyard. He might not
have recognized her at first and was going to go right on by
up to his room.
When he did see her, he asked, “Has Dorrick already gone
to sleep?” His Common Tongue wasn’t as sharp as split
firewood so she didn’t expect him to engage in idle chat. He
could also see that she and Rendrak were pretty involved with
each other, so he was probably cautious at interrupting that.
TongSu enjoyed playing with his misconceptions. “I
believe he’s gone to bed, but I doubt that he’s asleep.”
“I’ve got some news he might be interested in,” he started
for the stairs.
She toyed with the idea of letting him climb up three
floors and find Dorrick was not there and then, maybe, climb
back down again. He really needed the exercise. He
complained about the gravity here, even though it was only
ten percent higher than his home world. “He’s not up there,”
she told him as he reached the third step. “That fanged babe
took him home, it looked like she lives on the village rim.”
“Oh; well.” He seemed to be afraid of people with fangs,
and no doubt he knew what they would be doing. “It can wait.
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When you see Dorrick,” he said to TongSu, “you can tell him
we already have the crystal on scope.”
“What crystal?”Rendrak asked, “not the Dark Lord’s?”
“Are you with the Kassikan?” Wahly asked, suspiciously.
“He’s a student from Eridor who’s applied to sign onto the
expedition as a laborer,” TongSu answered.
“Whatever crystal Keithying’s looking for,” Wahly said.
“It’s in a tunnel far below us, not in the pancakes.”
“In the collapsed keda conclave?” Rendrak asked.
“Guys, I can set up and service the GPN and tell you what
the display’s mean. As far as the history end of it, I’ve learned
that Keithying’s looking for one of the three ancient photonic
servers, and it belonged to a guy with a name like Melgoth or
some eldritch wizardy thing like that. He did say it was last
seen in 1894bc. And I thought kedas were the animals pulling
the carts?”
“They are,” Rendrak told him, “but up until humans
arrived they lived in great tunnel and cave complexes under
the mountains. These mountains are honeycombed with their
tunnels.”
“Oh wow,” Wahly said, “is that like where they
encountered the giant spider?”
“Spider?” TongSu asked. “The keybearer encountered a
carrion-star in a keda tunnel under one of the lesser towers of
Mordor, but there are no spiders on this planet,” TongSu said.
“And I thought spiders were about this big,” she showed a
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quarter inch between her fingers, “while a carrion-star weighs
as much as a ton.”
He took some time trying to digest that, probably failed.
“Well anyway, the crystal’s in a tunnel a quarter mile down
and it’s going to take some probing around to find a way into
it, but we should be able to find that tomorrow during the
dark day.”
“OK, I’ll tell him. There’s more cups in these kegs if
you’re interested.”
“Thanks guys for the invite, but I’m too pooped. The bed
sways way too much as it is, but at least it’s soft,” and with
that he was gone.
She and Rendrak were the last remaining at the kegs by
now, the kegman was doing his books but could be
summoned with a cord. She was getting a lot of good tit on
him now, and leaned close to him and rubbed her butt on his
groin. He was getting ready for more. Since he was accepting
the contact with his arm, she asked, “Do you mind if I open
this dress?”
“I certainly don’t object.”
She undid the hooks and pressed them directly on his arm,
enjoying the hairs across her nibs. “Now that feels much
better.” She really got to like being topless during the twenty
years they spent in basins where it was common. She
regretted there was little opportunity in Bordzvek except
around the house, while the Knidola beach scene had been a
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center of public nudity second only to the beaches of the
Yakhan.
“It certainly does,” he said about how it felt.
She moved her leg between his and felt a response. “I’m
ready to go upstairs once we’re done with this cup.”
“Drink up,” was his response.
She didn’t know who was still in Dusksleep, she hadn’t
heard anyone else in their compartments yet. She felt a little
sorry for Dorrick, having to spend the sleep with that fanged
woman, but she had an excellent body and was fit enough to
be a vigorous sexual encounter. The room where she and
Rendrak stayed was little more than three platforms and tents
in the branches of this tree, all the limbs on this side were
festooned with them. This one held nothing but the bed in a
break of this hangleaf, it was a few steps from the platform
with the floor and the clothes racks, which were on a platform
in a separate tent on a lower break of that limb. The rails were
three foot lengths of rope pulled moderately tight. The rails to
the trunk were similar but a little longer. The leaves were the
walls of their room.
As it got closer to Nightday she managed to raise another
boner out of Rendrak. Well, if he wants to be this sexy he
better figure on paying the price. No red-blooded woman was
going to leave a guy like him with a full sack was she?
Once they were done with quite a satisfying romp,
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TongSu got out of bed and stood on the ‘floor’ platform. If
she wasn’t a floaterrier she might have been dismayed by the
rooms swaying with the wind. Rendrak was. She went down
to the bathroom, it was two trunks down this side of the
hangleaf clump over two short but rickety rope bridges lit
only by the candelantern at the stairway and a sliver of
Narrulla in the west. There were a few more candles lit in the
village by now. There was a candle in the bathroom, one of
three bathrooms in this village. This one had four stalls and a
sink that had a hanging hose and a drain with no stopper. It
was reasonably clean. There were two guys in the shower
who were both ugly but complimented her body. She couldn’t
bring herself to linger with them however.
By the time she got back, Rendrak was up and they went
out to the stairway and down to the public room. Reeloi had
his third daughter, Tahkin, down here for Nightday breakfast.
It seemed there would be four customers today, she and
Rendrak, Gzattek and Dorrick. She guessed Keithying and
Wahly had been at the site late and would miss breakfast.
Gzattek and Dorrick were already down here at a table far
from the lantern. Dorrick was sitting with his back to the
room.
When she sat down across from him she could see why.
“You’re already in it,” she said. It was not a question. “Will
you be able to eat anything?”
“Not a chance,” he squeaked. “She’s making me some
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tea.”
“Would you get us something?” she asked Rendrak.
“I already have an order in,” Gzattek said.
“It set in early,” TongSu said. She took his hand.
“It’s all to do with the number of Kenduuls on the
calendars between.” It was hard for him to talk and he had to
stop for a spell. “The year is not an even number of weeks.”
“You were with him when it set in?” she asked Gzattek.
“Yes, I thought my demands were giving him a heart
attack.”
“It’s loon withdrawal.”
“He told me,” she said. “I did what I could, but I know
nothing about it.”
“She’s been great,” he told TongSu, as Gzattek went for
her breakfast, “and it was hardly more than an hour ago.”
She noticed Rendrak was charming Tahkin while he was
at the grill. She was almost cute in a wide-faced way and her
nibs were prominent in her tight and gauzy homespun top.
She was so locked into him however that her stove might set
the village burning before she would notice.
In spite of that Rendrak was soon back with a hearty
breakfast of steamed scamp eggs with tongueberry glaze. The
scamp eggs were very well done, she must have listened for
the hatchling stirring before she put it in the pot. They were
double cooked and fell right off the bone, the stuffings were
fragrant and well seasoned.
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“I think she was trying to impress you,” she told Rendrak.
“She certainly has,” he said. “This kitchen is a half step
up from camp and these are almost camp ingredients. How’s
your cooking?”
TongSu bellowed with laughter. “I do the eating side of
the cooking thing,” she said. “I made breakfast once, weeks
ago. The closest I come to cooking is growing the garden.
Peeling these shells off is more work than I usually do on my
food.” At home she ate most of her food in the garden while
sampling for ripeness and flavor.
Dorrick meanwhile had all he could do to reach his tea
and get it to his lips. He shouldn’t have bought such a heavy
stein. It was something he picked up when they went thru the
Prvest basin. He was finally sick of using house cups by then
and they make some beautiful steins there. It was also way
too showy and high-tech for a place like this, it would have
been more at home in Zhlindu. But with all of that, it was
heavy and when he was in this condition she knew that any
muscle use at all seared.
As soon as they were done eating, it was imperative to get
Dorrick up to bed. They immediately saw it was too late, it
looked like lightning shot thru him every time he tied to
move.
“Looks like it’s time to put those muscles to good use,”
she told Rendrak. “Take his feet.”
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“Don’t be silly,” Dorrick wheezed.
“Don’t you,” she said, and wrapped her arms around him,
put his shoulders on her chest and his head over her shoulder.
“We’ll just carry him right up to the bed,” she told Rendrak.
It seemed that his apparent strength wasn’t all show, they
were able to carry him straight up the four flights of stairs to
their bed. The stairs zigzagged between two rows of limbs up
the side of the trunk. Gzattek followed. Dorrick lay almost
limp but was strained with agony. This would be the worst
one. It was his fifth missed dose and the last one to lighten up
on his step to ten years. He had been aggressive with it all
along, during the years he spent in Trenst he was under
treatment getting it down to yearly in a strict six by six. That
was with advanced medical help, but still an incredible feat to
get down to a yearly cycle by the time they left the Trenst
basin. Now he was stepping down to ten years with no more
medical help than a woman who loves him caressing his hair
and mopping off the sweat as he needed it.
Gzattek and Rendrak began talking about the last remake
of the wars of magic movie they had seen, as well as the
movie from the Zhlindu basin they had both seen. TongSu
wiped the sweat off Dorrick. They had been silent awhile, just
listening to them discuss films. Rendrak and Gzattek had
moved down to the floor space after awhile, but it was still
easy enough to converse with them. They could also converse
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with each other and leave TongSu with Dorrick.
“We’re going to my place,” Gzattek said a few minutes
later. “It’s just a few steps down this way so if there’s
anything we can do, just holler.”
“I will,” TongSu said. “Til then I’m going to just hang
with Dorrick for awhile. Keep in mind what you’ve seen here.
Loon is the most addictive substance known to man,” she said
to Rendrak. She was pretty used to sitting with Dorrick in this
state when they were in Trenst and he was working his way
down. She was glad it was getting less frequent, but sorry it
was getting more difficult. “Wish I could help with this,” she
told Dorrick once the others were gone.
He flashed a grimace and the tiniest nod.
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12. Crystal Shadows
Withdrawal hit early when he wasn’t ready, in fact he was
having a fine Nightday wake-up ride when the attack came.
Gzattek hovered and worried she had done this to him as he
staggered gasping from the bed, clutching his chest. He could
only gasp til he was up and dressed and leaning on the door.
Once he had his things together and a few deep belly breaths,
he was able to tell her. “Loon withdrawal. Should have...
warned you.” One of the symptoms of missing a high number
of cycles is the feeling that thick tentacles are constricting
your chest, making it hard to breathe. Every breath feels like
you’re pulling all the muscles in your rib cage. He was
suffering from that now and had to stop for a few more belly
breaths. “Thought it would be... later.”
Her home was only a few doors from the public square,
her garden was in a shard above her, she had a ladder thru a
crack in it. The sleeping platform stayed dry but she did not
have a kitchen of her own. She had most of her meals at
Reeloi’s or as a guest in larger homes. By the time he made it
to the village court, she had to help him. Even as the coils of
loon constricted around him, he was grateful for the feel of
her body. He was able to apologize for not finishing her. She
waved it off, “I’ve had less than that from guys who brag of
their ability. You gave me several excellent orgasms this
sleep, thank you.” She helped him toward one of the booths
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under a roof overhang near Reeloi’s cook rail.
Wahly was there as he crawled into a booth. He came
right over and slid in next to Dorrick, staring at Gzattek. In
Centish he asked, “What happened to you? Did she...” he
started to ask in a whisper, but the booth was far from the
noise Tahkin was making in the kitchen and he could tell
Gzattek was as much a part of the conversation as any of
them, if she knew any Centish. He was sure she had never
heard Centish before and probably never suspected another
language existed.
“It’s loon withdrawal,” Dorrick grunted, using
Kassidorian. “Be careful of any green goo in a fingernail jar if
someone suggests getting high on it.”
Wahly’s eye’s got big, “It sounds like you’re in deep
here,” he said with as much sympathy as he could muster. He
might have patted his hand if he was the demonstrative type.
He seemed to mean deep in the whole Kassidor experience,
more like he was accusing him of going native. “But
Keithying found the crystal he’s looking for.”
Dorrick just nodded and tried to keep belly breathing.
“What can I get you for breakfast?” Gzattek asked.
He could barely get his cup out of his overnight bag and
onto the table. “Just tea,” he wheezed.
“Have you seen Keithying?” Wahly asked in Centish as
Gzattek went to the kitchen rail.
Dorrick shook his head.
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Wahly continued in Centish, he was clearly only going to
use Kassidorian when he had to. “He’s probably been down
there all night, I mean ‘sleep’. I better bring breakfast down,
he wants to probe for a passageway today. Hang in there guy,
I’ll let Keithying know I told you but you’re having some
kind of withdrawal.”
“Loon,” Dorrick managed to gasp, “he’ll understand.”
Dorrick was confident that a founder of the Kassikan would
have that knowledge in his head, could probably write down
the chemical formula on a napkin in a roadhouse. Except
roadhouses didn’t have paper napkins on this planet.
Wahly was soon on his way and Gzattek returned as soon
as he reached the kitchen rail. “What can I do for you?” she
asked.
“Don’t make me move,” a few belly gasps, “don’t give
me loon. Don’t take loon, wind up like this.”
“I thought the word ‘loon’ was slang for ‘hallucinate’?”
It is, but, “Is also green gooey drug... take with
fingernail.. Trenst basin. Most addictive known to man.”
“It’s not a Centorin thing?” she asked.
“Centorin only heard... my reporting.”
“It’s not jell is it? I’ve done that.” That was also green and
gooey and came in a finger jar and was taken with a
fingernail.
“Similar,” he squeaked. “Can’t talk.”
“I’m so sorry for you,” she said. “Don’t talk, just rest. I’ll
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get your tea as soon as it’s ready.
It was one of his worst withdrawals ever. He had to be
carried to the bed after breakfast. He was locked in steel jaws
thru breakfast and lunch. He was not able to speak for most of
the before-lunch. TongSu sat with him, Gzattek drew Rendrak
off. It was TongSu once again who was seeing him thru this.
That he didn’t appreciate TongSu enough was a fact of life. In
the ways of this world she was his ‘keh,’ soulmate, spouse,
life partner. With some effort, he was able to utter a few
sentences to her in appreciation and squeeze her hand feebly.
She told him not to mention it and kissed his forehead. He
sent her down to lunch. While he was alone on this bed
swaying gently in the upper limbs of this village, he finally
began to feel the grip of withdrawal loosen.
It was halfway thru the afterlunch by the time he was able
to make his way down to the site, with TongSu’s help. He
found Rendrak was down there also, helping move the
instrument around.
“He can talk now,” TongSu told them, and helped him
into a chair next to Wahly. Keithying was pondering various
plots from the GPN. He was occasionally scooping from a
pouch of trail ration and munching that. The breakfast Wahly
brought down was devoured, but Dorrick would bet Wahly
was the one who ate it.
Keithying turned to Dorrick as he settled into place.
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“Good to see you up and about, that loon is nasty stuff. I’ve
tried to convince Brancetrabble to have his labs take a harder
look at that stuff.”
“He put a block on me about that,” Dorrick said. “I was
investigating loon when we reached his castle, I know I found
something that lead me there, but I came away knowing only
what’s public knowledge.”
“Oh he’s a devious one at times,” Keithying said and
made a face that said a lot more than Dorrick would ever
know. It said the hotheads in the Centorin senate better not
think of sending the military here. He remembered thinking
about the Dark Lord’s Eye on the Black Tower when they had
floated into Brancetrabble’s castle. He knew Brancetrabble
was quite content to have the Centorin stargate three years
away by air.
Though Dorrick couldn’t remember what they’d learned
at that fabulous castle on the Kendre plateau of the Trenst
basin, he was convinced that Brancetrabble was certainly as
powerful as the Kassikan and might have had more to do with
making the planet what it was than they did. He was allowed
to remember the man’s many positive accomplishments,
positive by the norms of most basins of this world. “So
you’ve found the crystal,” Dorrick asked.
“Yes, it is less than five hundred feet beneath our feet,”
Keithying said, “in what was once the lower drainage level of
the Mordor Conclave. He’s crystallized in quite a chamber
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around it and it looks like its walls were strong enough to
withstand the eruption. All we have to do now is find the
route down to it that requires the least drilling.”
“It’s good that you don’t have to look thru the pancaked
layers,” Dorrick observed. “I can just imagine all this gear in
the village court.” There were cables everywhere. The
antenna and emitter had to be a good distance apart.
“I think we would have evacuated the village and aimed
up from where we were,” Keithying said. The rays emitted by
the GPN would literally cook any life as large as human life.
Microbes were too small in comparison to the wavelength to
be bothered.
“How would you manage that?” Wahly asked.
“Warn them of the danger,” Keithying answered. “Some
believe that Centorins don’t catch the Instinct, I might have to
use that ruse.”
For the next couple hours Dorrick watched them build up
a three-d model of the voids below them. Rendrak and
TongSu moved the heavy stuff around, Wahly played with
some screens and Keithying looked at the final read-out and
had Rendrak and TongSu move the instruments.
The emitter, with its heavy protective shield was the
toughest and Rendrak was not able to keep it up all
afterlunch. He and TongSu traded off after that and definitely
felt some competition. Dorrick felt bad that he couldn’t spell
them, but sitting and listening to Wahly’s narration of how he
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was building up the image Keithying was studying was all he
could manage right now.
Finally they reached a point where Keithying announced,
“We have a minimal route, but it is going to involve some
drilling. We have to wait for the dawn before we can do that.”
The native system used solar collectors to concentrate
sunlight to melt the crystal. They conducted it thru fiberoptics
Dorrick was over it by darkmeal, which was actually
scamp steaks. After that they were entertained by one of the
most outlandish ‘musical’ acts he had ever seen. The
percussion section was a couple of big Trolls. There was a
guy with two big wooden skin-headed drums who pounded
on them with thighbones, always with a steady mechanical
beat. The other guy was shaking strings full of glass shards.
There was a skinny half Orc, half Goblin guy plucking
mightily on a long-necked, single-string thing with a lek-hide
body, and big gourds for speakers. He leaned into it to control
the pitch. A big-bellied bull Goblin with greasy black hair and
pointed beard was out front, ‘singing’ like his vocal cords
were nothing but tattered rags. It was pretty funny. Especially
when he found out that the most famous band in Mordor had
made the trek over from Klegbos this Nightday to play
especially for them.
There were four of them from the expedition, counting
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Rendrak, who most of the locals seemed to think they had
known since childhood. Keithying had dismissed them all til
dawn, but he was still somewhere underground. Dorrick
hoped Keithying was eating and sleeping.
Since Wahly really had a hard time with the native
language, he latched on to Dorrick like a drowning man.
Rendrak and TongSu had been wrapped around each other
since they were still at the dig. Gzattek was not at the public
taps this evening, Rendrak had left her at her place. Dorrick
would have gone there and asked to make up for last sleep, he
found he could get past the fangs and find much more
interesting parts of her body, but Wahly loved playing
celebrity with the musicians and kept it up til late.
Dorrick was a little put out with Wahly for keeping him so
late so when Wahly said, “So we might have this crystal up in
a couple days and I can start heading out of here. Maybe you
could even fly...”
Dorrick answered with, “Oh I’d think now that U.K. spent
all this time and money getting the device out here, they’ll
want to look around at lots of other historic sites, this area is
full of them. Since you’re already here and have Kassidor
experience, I’m sure they’ll want you to continue on as the
instrument’s operator and technician. I’ll be glad to give you
a recommendation.”
Wahly looked stricken. “I was only told of this one
mission.”
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13. Lured by Lust
She wasn’t too worried about Dorrick. He and the other
Centorin were gabbing away in Centish. It was mostly about
the machine they were using and technical stuff she couldn’t
understand, especially in Centish. Some of the technical terms
were the same in both languages, but for the most part, she
was not able to keep up with their conversation. Dorrick had
taught her some Centish so she was able to thrill Wahly by
exchanging a few pleasantries in his language, but Centish
had conjugations of the verb instead of tense particles and
was irregular in the MOST COMMON verbs and hard for her
to remember.
Rendrak had never heard Centish, he was glad it wasn’t a
hearing problem that he was experiencing. “The only old
tongue I’ve ever heard is Monastic and I’m pretty sure they’re
not speaking Monastic.”
“It’s Centish. There’s a whole family tree of languages
originating at YingolNeerie. Centish is the only one I know
any of.”
“Who speaks it?”
“Most everyone on Centorin I hear, most on Rendellyn
and Vorster, and an increasing percentage of the population of
Naiho and Earth.”
“What are they?” he asked.
“Planets, stops on the Centorin stargate system,” she
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answered.
“I’ve been in Eridor awhile. There’s no general belief in
stargates in the Old Midlands, even now. How do I know
they’re not from somewhere in the Lumpral basin? There’s
plenty of languages I’ve never heard or heard of over there.”
“I flew parts for the tunneling machine that put the
stargate in,” TongSu said. “In the Highlands most people
believe in stargates and plenty of Centorin people and
products are available. Their pocket-eyes are clunky but they
work in the dark, so some of the richest buy them.”
They were leaning against each other swaying to the
mechanical beat of the band. They had their arms around each
other’s waist. Once dinner was over, Keithying left. She
watched him leave, he turned toward the site and not toward
his room. Wahly continued to carry on in Centish, she saw
that Dorrick watched her ass as she swayed.
She already knew she wanted the sleep with Rendrak
again. She had held Dorrick thru his attack, but she knew he
was over it now, he was fine, but he probably wouldn’t be
able-bodied this Dawnsleep. If he minded what she was doing
he could say something about the great things Rendrak’s hand
was doing with her ass as she swayed. He didn’t, he tried to
pretend he was paying attention to Wahly. She could tell his
Centish was stale after almost a decade and a half out of the
stargate. He spoke with a Kassidorian accent. She could see
Wahly was just about drooling watching what Rendrak was
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doing with her ass. She wouldn’t show them her lips however,
even from behind, and Wahly tried to look.
Rendrak picked up a word from where their last
conversation ended. “There’s nothing clunky about your
flesh. What do you do, to stay so fine?”
“For the last year I’ve been working out in the nets,
mostly with Dorrick. We’ve been on the floater that long. The
lands of the Torilites, Pwepspway, North Pewpspway and Old
South, all different, all tedious. There was nowhere we settled
long enough to do any ground exercise. So whatever I could
do in the nets.”
“I do cargo work,” he said.
She knew he had enhancements, she doubted they were
limited to his penis, but she noted that as an indication he
might stretch the truth. “We were pretty busy with that
instrument down there. You can’t tell me you don’t believe in
stargates after what we did today.”
“TongSu, I’ve met people who don’t believe the tall tales
of the highlands of Wescarp are real, in this 110th century. The
people in the countryside here don’t see hard evidence, they
see a few screens. There are movies synthesized from basins
as real looking as any of those other fables, with animated
characters that look more real than real ones on the screen.
Unless they’ve walked there and seen it, it is just images on a
screen or in an eye.”
She understood what he meant, she had encountered it in
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Borlunth and some of the basins in between. They were back
in lands like that. “What do you believe?” she asked.
He looked at her honestly and sincerely said, “I believe in
stargates and in science. I believe in the Kassikan, that it
exists because I’ve known a woman who studied there, ages
in the past. I also believe there is ignorance, and ignorance
has a willful power we must always be wary of. I would be
wary of the will of ignorance in these parts.”
“I hear you,” she said. “What’s up with Keithying?” she
asked.
“He is a founder of the Kassikan,” Rendrak said. “He’s
been munching that trail mix since my race was young.”
“The Nordics?” TongSu asked rhetorically. She was
giving his ass a work over as she asked that. His muscles
were in a tight and effective arrangement. He was built for
action but not for sustained work. He would not make as good
a farmhand as Dorrick, but a much better athlete.
“A Nordic is nothing more than a blond Troll, a Dwarf is
a short and red version of us. A Southern Man is what I am,
from the deep of Yarolin in the Dos basin.”
“I’ve heard most of the Dos basin is Elf,” TongSu said.
She could get into how she wished to get there sometime, but
didn’t.
“Til you get four miles down from the lake,” he said. He
turned to rub his boner on her and grinned when she looked
up.
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“I take it you’d like to get that wet?” she asked.
“At your convenience, but now that the show is over I
don’t mind letting that kegman get some rest.”
She sent him up and went to tell Dorrick she’d see him
either at breakfast or at the site. She gave Wahly a thrill by
passing across his shoulder on her way to Dorrick’s face.
“Sit,” she said, “I’m going upstairs.” He took her nipples out
and kissed them good-by for the evening, again, more to
amuse Wahly than anything.
They were soon up in Rendrak’s room, one much like
their own not quite as far around the tree and more open.
They lost no time in undressing each other and getting it on.
“Do you ever think of settling in one place?” Rendrak asked
as he stroked her long and slow.
She had been prattling about their travels hadn’t she? “We
spent some years on the ground in Trenst. My girl also went
to seed on a farm I bought outside of Bordzvek.”
“How was that?”
“More like home than home. Dorrick said it was more
like Centorin. We have an underground mansion with our
own screen and data connection. He talked to people on
Centorin every day from there. The Bordzvevk data system
has phosphor cells so it works in the dark. It wasn’t even a
day’s walk to the tube from our farm.” But she’d never had
sex with a man like this when she was there. Dorrick was the
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only other one she could convince to take the top, that wizard
from out beyond Trenst was the only other one who could
adjust his member to exactly fill her.
Rendrak could hold himself above her effortlessly and
slide his length with little more than a roll of his hips. “They
were starting to put in tubes in Zhlindu when I left,” he said,
“and that was more than two centuries ago.”
She wondered how much he could make professionally at
this. She wondered how much she would pay. With her
weight in aluminum on deposit in one of the most respected
vaults of the Yakhan, it might be too much. She tried to keep
her mind on the conversation. “I’ve been on them,” TongSu
said, “I brought some negatives to a publisher, he took me on
them. That was at least forty decades before the stargate
opened.”
“If I were still there, I doubt I could afford them.” He
thrust more urgently then, shooting sparks from her cervix.
She clamped her legs around him and let loose, losing their
idle conversation in mutual orgasm.
Rendrak had gone to sleep easily, his hand splayed on her
chest, his shoulder over hers. She tingled and thumped for a
long time after. Even after cleaning up twice she was still
flowing. She had never been so perfectly and completely
filled, even by Dorrick. It was Dorrick’s size, strength,
courage and soul that she loved, his dick was barely better
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than average to be honest.
She wondered if this man could have a soul worthy of
love? He had not shied from heavy work, that was something
she liked about Dorrick. He had the strength, he had more
than good enough looks, perfect looks. He certainly had the
charm, he had the charm of a happy baby. Dorrick on the
other hand, often had the charm of a mathematics text, a
difficult mathematics text.
How could she think of leaving Dorrick? They had been
soul-mates for a decade and a half. True, it was mainly
because they had been thru a lot together and they had been
thru it mainly because of Dorrick’s assignments hadn’t they?
But then she wouldn’t have met Rendrak if it wasn’t for a
Centorin assignment.
She wondered what Dorrick was doing this sleep? Usually
a withdrawal attack took so much out of him that he wasn’t
up for sex on the sleep after. She worried about that most of
the sleep, and slept fitfully. Rendrak was a log that had rolled
down on top of her. He slept so well he would have made
them late, but she was not going to let the others attempt the
week’s work by themselves. Even so, she did dally for one
more, once she had him awake.
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14. In Search of the Eye
The dawn was chill so they could have a leisurely
breakfast. “What are you doing here again?” he asked when
he saw Tahkin getting the breakfast fire going. She had been
the cook for darkmeal also and they had told her to keep the
change from an iron. They had already spent so much time in
this plaza that Reeloi’s girl was almost like an old family
retainer.
“I always do breakfasts. It’s light duty because we get
only a few people a day.”
“But it’s every day while we’re here and we might be here
a year or two.”
“Great, you’re the most exotic people I’ve ever met. What
you’re doing is so interesting. Besides that, I have to cook for
the family anyway. It’s all the better to do it with the nice
stand-up stove down here.” She had a good bit of flame
coming out of it now, in spite of the fact that firewood was
expensive because it had to be brought from the mountains.
“And look what I’ve got, dewdrops. Leshail brought them
over from the mountain thru the dark.” They were big ones
too, at least six inches long and a couple inches thick at the
fat end. They were a beautiful sky blue and looked nice and
juicy. He’d been introduced to about a thousand kinds of fruit
in the eight Earth years he’d been here. These blueberry
bananas were one of his favorites. “We caught a few rock147

flats I can fry up with them, they look like pretty nice ones.”
Since they would be lugging thick sun hose and probably
not have much lunch he said, “Sure, two of us at least. I don’t
know when TongSu and Rendrak are coming down.”
“As early as they went up,” she said, a little pointedly,
“they should have been here when I came down.”
“When was that?”
“In the first grey. That’s my favorite time of the week.”
That was two hours ago. “The cold of dark often seems to
bite hardest just then,” Dorrick said.
“That’s part of the charm. But you are early to your feet
also, Kortrax still hasn’t showed.”
“Yeah, we’re off to drill for an artifact this week.”
Wahly was the next one down to breakfast. Tahkin put a
cup of tea in front of each of them. It was a family cup and
probably worth a lot to these people. She didn’t stay but took
the pot upstairs. “What’s this?” Wahly asked.
“Who knows?” Dorrick teased. “We once drank tea with
some tribesmen and went beyond the mushroom galaxy.”
“I did put in a good supply of rubber tea, I wonder if she
could make some up? Would you like some?”
“I’ll share a pot,” he took a sip from the cup in front of
them. It was pretty hot so he had to slurp it, but he got a taste.
“No, I’ll stay with this.”
“What’s it like?”
“Bark, honey and a dash of ground pepper.”
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While they prattled, Dorrick kept watching for TongSu.
He wondered if this would finally be the one. He had to
admit, she sat with him thru the attack, but she had been with
Rendrak since they met, sleeping together both sleeps and
working together half of Nightday. If she was to leave him
here, how long would it take him to get home? But what did
that matter? After a local decade and a half, did he have any
plan of going home? With the exchange rate the way it is, he
would find other women.
Would he ever go back to Centorin? Maybe, when the
exchange rate was figured out. If he hadn’t put down roots
here. His roots were in the tray hanging from the bottom of
that balloon right now. Waking up five hundred feet above the
streets has its charm. He would hate to give that up. Would he
like this planet as much when he had to walk? He wouldn’t,
he’d gotten nearly a ton of titanium deposited, his was one of
the largest fortunes on this planet. He would have to hire
another fine floater and another beautiful girl to drive and
tend it.
Even if she left him for Rendrak, she would take her
promise to Keithying seriously and be ready when Kortrax
showed to wrestle that drilling hose. For that alone he knew
she would be there. Kortrax was close to the horizon
however. They sky was light, there were a few straggly
clouds and mists remaining but they were illuminated only by
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the light of the sky, there was no sun showing above the peaks
that ringed this valley. TongSu came around the trunk with
the stairway and saw him, she was washed and dressed. She
came quickly over and embraced him. “How you feeling?”
she asked.
“Physically fine, a bit desolate.”
“It’s a desolate place for the most part. These crystal
shards have collected a bit of fertile soil and the mountain is
fertile, but the miles around here are desolate.”
“I’d hate to be abandoned here.”
“Me too,” she said. “But in two weeks my girl will be
ready for the nets again and we can be out of here and at least
spend the dark in Giliath. Until then I say let’s help where we
can and make the best of it.”
“Rendrak?...” he got as far as asking.
“Is the greatest sex toy I’ve ever had,” she said. “Thanks
for finding him in all these miles of nothing.”
He noticed Tahkin was back without the teapot and was
tending the stove. “Is that how you see him...”
“Shhh. He was a squirt and toothbrush behind me in the
bathroom,” TongSu said and looked up the stairs. “Don’t
worry about him, as soon as this assignment’s over and we
can net-up, you and me are flying out of here together.”
“Can I be sure of that?” he asked.
“You can be very sure of that. And you can be very sure
that I will play with him some more between now and then.
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But I got to get something cooking for us because here comes
Rendrak now.” They met at the trunk at the bottom of the
stairs, wrapped around each other again, and went arm-linked
and nuzzling toward the counter. “Look at those rock flats,”
TongSu said when she got there, “you sure grow ‘em big
around here.” Dorrick looked puzzled and she noticed. “The
ones you find in the Highlands are two, maybe three inches at
the most. These must have been eight inches across with the
scales?” she asked Tahkin.
“Yeah, about full grown,” she answered while Dorrick got
back into the seat beside Wahly.
Breakfast was leisurely while Kortrax disentangled
himself from the peaks. Tahkin listened as raptly to tales of
the Yakhan, Zhlindu, the Igjarmins, Hrrst, the Ttharmine, the
Pewpspway, Borlunth, Trenst, Zil, Traguzar, Bordzvek and
Knidola as she did to Dorrick’s tales of Centorin. In her mind
Kex was no further than Trenst and in time it wasn’t. Until the
floods wiping out the roads and canals in the Korstian
Piedmont, it was much quicker to get to the Yakhan, and
therefore the Empire, than many of the places they had been.
By the time it started to warm up, the band had come
down and had their breakfast and told them how proud they
were to play for someone all the way from Centorin. By now
Kortrax was starting to show thru the peaks and Dorrick
thought they had better go down and join Keithying and get
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those holes drilled.
Keithying was just closing the instrument case he had
carried himself when Dorrick got down to the site. “We’re
going to need plenty of tackle,” Keithying turned and told
him, “and some roller belts for the corners.” He closed the
last clasp on that case and went over. “We have four and a
half miles to go, but the stone we have to cut is only five
hundred feet down. We have enough hose to reach that.” He
picked up a smaller wooden case, its end was hinged and he
had printed out a stack of maps that nearly filled it. Dorrick
looked over his shoulder and saw the map he had out was
vertical, showing edge-on views of many floors.
The first big task was setting up the collector. It was in the
largest of the Kassikan’s chests. It was a tough but light
plastic, mirror on one side. Spreading it out was enough to
work up a sweat. He noticed TongSu and Rendrak found
many opportunities for contact and competition. He found
that Gaskai was already here and had already laid out four
hundred feet of sunhose on the marshaling room floor. The
sunhose lead to the balloon that they started inflating even
before it was fully laid out. Once Keithying made certain the
foot pump was working, he invited Rendrak to get the
collector inflated as soon as possible. The village leaves were
all in direct sunlight now, but down here at the base of the
tower, there were only a few sparkles twinkling thru the
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peaks. As the curve of the sun began to show above the
mountains that ringed this valley, the curve of the collector
started rising.
Also from that trunk, Keithying unfolded three tripods
with balls on the top and set them up about thirty feet apart.
There were fiber-optic connectors on the housings of those
balls that connected them together, and to the sunhose that
came out of the nose of the collector. Some fiber threads went
thru pulley’s under the ball housings. Keithing told Wahly to
make sure the balloon was freely resting on nothing but those
three tripods, “Not even a leaf should touch it.” He patted him
on the shoulder. “You stay here with the collector and make
sure it’s free to follow Kortrax,” he said, “and doesn’t blow
away before you can fill the ballast pouches with some of
these rocks.” Then he turned to Rendrak, “When you’re
finished here, we’ll need you below, I’ll have Gaskai wait for
you in the marshaling room.”
TongSu stayed behind, “I’ll spell him on this pump, that’s
going to take a lot of air.”
“In that case,” he turned to Dorrick, “I’ll show you what
we need you to do in the marshaling room and Gaskai can
come with us now.”
Keithying led Dorrick down a short hallway to a tight
staircase that went down many stories. They had to duck the
hose the whole way down. “I think the hose will slide down
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here,” Keithying said, “but there’s a place coming up where I
think we’ll have to station someone.” That was where the
stairway ended and in ancient times a hole had been chiseled
thru the floor underneath it. He probably meant to have
Rendrak or TongSu there. “The other passages to this area are
under the rubble pile,” Keithying said.
“This was put thru in the 34th century.” Dorrick held his
dating device to the cut and it read about 700bc, over a
thousand years after the war. The sunhose already passed over
a pulley as it made its way thru this opening. That pulley kept
it four and a half inches from the wall, so it was quite a
squeeze getting thru there and onto a ladder that looked like it
was made around 700bc.
“We’re in Dwarvish strata here,” Keithying narrated as
they walked a short distance down a hall. They went over a
balcony and down a three story ladder strapped to it. This put
them in a little patio. The patio had a fire pit it looked like,
but the fire pit was bottomless and the sunhose disappeared
down it. There was a natural rock passage down there sloped
at sixty degrees but too small to fall in. “We might have to put
someone with another pulley here.”
They stopped and set the pulley up anyway, he wasn’t
going to carry it farther. It just clipped to the friction side of
the hole and had a roller that fit the sunhose exactly to pass it
over. Gaskai gave up waiting for Keithying to teach him how
to unpack and set up the pulley and had gone ahead. “You’ve
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taken it quite a ways already,” Dorrick said as they began to
climb thru the fissure.
“Up to the first cut.” Keithying replied. “I got Gaskai up
when I left dinner.” That natural fissure ended at a ladder that
brought them into what looked like a cavern at first, but it
was too rounded. As he was looking around wondering,
Keithying said, “It’s a keda tunnel in the old conclave.” A few
feet from the ladder, a shard of crystal falling from the tower
had been driven this deep into the ground and blocked the
tunnel like a gate.
The sunhose ended in a big shielded crystal that Gaskai
held. Keithying had a pocket-eye that connected to the
sunhose. He uncoiled a long length of fiber and plugged it
into the sunhose and the seed pod he held. He fingered that
seed pod. They must have been able to inflate the collector
while Keithying and Dorrick climbed down here and set up a
pulley. The blast of sunlight brought down here from the large
collector illuminated the whole room. The top level of the
scaffolding was suddenly the brightest thing in the room and
was in immediate danger of bursting into flame. Gaskai
quickly aimed the beam at the crystal shard and focused it.
The carbon fiber absorbed most of the light, but it still made a
spot too bright to look at and made the whole room
uncomfortably bright. It was still fifteen minutes before he
called Rendrak and TongSu down.
Rendrak and TongSu were laughing and holding onto
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each other when they came down the ladder into the conclave
tunnel. TongSu did disengage herself and come give him a
hug, squeezing him hard and kissing his ear. “Missed you,”
she said.
By now Gaskai had cut thru the shard and an oval piece of
it clanged to the floor.
“While that cools,” Keithying said, “we can get set to
move the hose.”
Over the next hour they pulled all the extra length of fiber
optic cable down and laid it out in thousand foot lengths
down this tunnel.
He lead them all the way back up to the marshaling room
and opened another of those chests. There were just some
rollers in it with adjustable wooden legs. Rendrak was to be
stationed at the next hole farther on, Dorrick at the one
Gaskai had just cut. Gaskai, TongSu and Keithying began
dragging the sunhose down the ancient keda tunnel. Dorrick
and Rendrak stayed close to the rollers at those choke points
and helped drag the hose as much as they could. There was a
lot of hose to drag, and after awhile it had to be moved in
stages before they even got to the next cut. Once all the hose
was pulled thru, Keithying called them and their rollers in for
the next stage.
On one track after that, as they followed the sunhose
toward the second cut, he and Rendrak walked together for
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awhile. Dorrick actually was an inch taller, even with
Rendrak’s hair. Though Rendrak had bigger shoulders by far
and tight enough shorts that any woman could see he had
more to offer in them. He was still friendly and told a couple
jokes before he asked. “What do you think he’s got in that
other case?”
“Probably some Kassidorian device I’ll never
understand,” Dorrick answered. They were walking thru a
keda nursery warren because there were many branching
tunnels.
“I moved it to take some readings yesterday, there’s
something in it, he’s in better shape than he looks to carry
that.”
“He’s probably in better shape than either of us,” Dorrick
said. “He has all the biological science of your world at his
disposal.”
They walked in silence awhile, the tunnel sloped down
and the three of them had been able to drag the hose pretty
far. “You’ve been with TongSu awhile,” Rendrak said, “and
showed her many adventures.”
“Most of them, she wished she wasn’t on, especially the
ones where we crashed the floater and almost got eaten.”
“Yeah, she said those were the worst. She said the best
was the years you lived in Bordzvek.”
“She deliberately let her balloon take root there,” Dorrick
admitted. “I could have stayed there.”
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“Why’d you leave?”
“It’s a long story full of drugs and sex and lost women,”
he said. “One I wouldn’t have time to tell now.” Dorrick
wondered if he’d ever be able to tell Honshu’s story. He
wondered if he would ever forgive himself. He wondered
how many times he would go over all the places he could
have done something differently.
They could see the torch of the others up ahead, and soon
came to the loops of sunhose laid out in this tunnel. “TongSu
is an incredible woman,” Rendrak said, “and I’ve met many
fine ones.”
“Enjoy,” Dorrick said, believing her when she said they
would be leaving together when this mission was over, even
though she would play with him some more while the mission
continued.
They caught up with the others. “We’ll pull as much as
we can,” Keithying said. “When we slow, one of you grab on
and pull. When we slow again, the other. It’s less than three
hundred feet from here.”
Gaskai took longer at the second cut. It was piled rock,
but incredibly ancient, so it had almost compacted to a form
of conglomerate. Once he finally had a section of it out, it fell
with a gut-felt clack, and then crumbled into boulders
somewhere below.
“The Saggoths used these as their drainage tunnels,”
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Keithying began to lecture. “They are natural caves in most
cases that have been re-worked to drain the conclaves. This
one reaches a stream about eight miles from here. We have
about four miles to go, not in a direct route. No human being
has been in these passages for scores of centuries. Be aware
that there is life down here and not all of it is friendly.”
“We should have brought those crossbows,” TongSu said.
They had two with their stuff from the floater, packed
away in the barn they were renting. They hadn’t used them
since making the Obront vids in the East Bordzvek Basin.
“It’s a long way up to get them now.”
“We’ll be fine,” Keithying said, and lead the way thru the
opening.
The smell of keda urine was noticeable even after all
these centuries. It was a natural cave, for the most part,
probably formed as a lava tube a few hundred million years
ago. There was a ramp carved into it, so steep they had to go
on all fours, that lead down to the floor of the cave. Life was
sustained by what washed down from above. Trilobite-like
animals the size of mice fed on the dry sticks. Translucent
jointed snakes struck at them. The trilobites scurried from the
lights, the jointed snakes assumed a posture with their claws
spread and their mouths gaping. Even though they could
barely reach a human groin, no one wanted to challenge them
and they walked around any they met.
Keithying lead, followed by Gaskai, Rendrak, TongSu
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and Dorrick. He didn’t get to hear much of it but Keithying
continued to lecture on what they were encountering. They
were a little spread out before Dorrick reached it, but it was a
slot carved in the rock by artificial means that let the water
bypass a big room in this cave. It was work done by the
Saggothans, or kedas if you prefer, it was the same rough oval
shape. Once they were a little ways beyond it, he heard
something from back in that direction. He played his light in
that direction but saw nothing.
Keithying, Gaskai, Rendrak and TongSu carried lanterns.
They had handles and focusing reflectors but burned alcohol
on a catalyst. He and Wahly had solar-rechargable Centorin
flashlights. The flashlights were much lighter but they had to
stay on the solar pad a week for a couple hours light. The
lantern could be turned down to last thru the dark on a tank of
fuel.
The new cave was a narrow defile along the water course.
The stream-bed was the only level ground and it wasn’t very
level. It was winding and eroded down more than their height.
And as they walked along it, he was sure he heard something
behind them. But since he could only see one twist in the
stream’s course, he could see nothing.
“I hear something back here,” Dorrick yelled. He kept
moving, they all bunched up on one meander. There was
enough erosion for Dorrick to climb up and play his light
over the top of the formation. He wished he hadn’t.
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15. Cave Monster
TongSu saw from the look on Dorrick’s face that there
was something following them and that it wasn’t something
they wanted to see. “We should have gone back for the
crossbows,” he said.
They all turned their lanterns that way, “What is it?” they
all asked at once.
“Some kind of giant slug with teeth,” he said. “It’s
coming around this rock, we’ll all see it in a second.”
It was a mammot, a kind of legless lek. They can’t see at
all, but they have good senses of smell and hearing. This was
a pretty big one, but she had heard of bigger ones caught in
the canyons of the Yakhan. The problem was, they were
completely unarmed, not part of a highly trained urban animal
control team. Mammots aren’t very fast, but they are almost
as relentless as a quibarta.
They look like a giant maggot, but with a circlet of six
inch mobile fangs a little like a blike’s mouth. The two
tentacles were short, no more than six feet, and strong, able to
lift a full grown man if the animal was this big. The good
news is, they aren’t very fast since they can only wiggle along
on their bellies. They are very good at that however, faster
than a normal walk. The other good news, since they hunt by
smell, they don’t stink real bad themselves.
“We have to stay ahead of it,” she said.
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“You know what it is?” Dorrick asked.
“Anyone who’s ever ventured into the canyons had heard
of these,” Keithying said.
“Yeah,” TongSu said, “it’s called a mammot, and this is a
pretty big one. We need to move along until we find
something to use against it.”
“I know the way,” Kiethying said and lunged ahead.
They had four miles to go in this passage and they hadn’t
gone half of one yet. They only went one when they came to
a rockfall that stopped them.
“Why didn’t we see this on the GPN,” he asked Dorrick.
“You really need Wahly to answer that one,” Dorrick said.
Gaskai handed Dorrick a couple rocks, two in each hand,
each about sixty to one hundred pounds, “Here, hold him
back with these.”
“Ah,” he said, and tried to take them. She didn’t think he
could even keep them all off the ground, much less do
anything with them.
She grabbed one in each hand, that was all she could take
of them. “We need something we can throw,” she said.
It wasn’t that far behind them, but they had been moving
at a brisk walk or slow jog, depending on the surface they
were covering. It was a big one, the size of a keda without the
legs, twenty feet, fifteen hundred pounds, shuffling forward in
waves of quivering blubber. The smallest rock was one she
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could probably fling twenty feet but without any accuracy.
The next one Dorrick could lift with one hand but might not
throw ten.
Gaskai was furiously flinging rocks off the fall, one of
them, much larger than the ones he gave them, bounced all
the way to the mammot and startled it, making it pause for a
few seconds. Keithying was trying to work with him getting
some of the smaller rubble out of the way. Rendrak brought
over a handful of ten pound stones and the three of them
began pelting it with those while it was still thirty feet away.
They hit and broke one of the teeth, and made the whole
creature quiver. It let out a roar that sounded more like a fart,
and the smell was so bad that they thought the fumes would
burst into flame when they reached the lantern. It began
quivering and then lurched forward like an angry waterbed
rolling down a steep hill.
Rendrak turned and grabbed more stones, a couple more
ten pounders, a couple twenties, but by then it was close
enough to use bigger arms. She heaved a sixty pound boulder
at it. That made it pause. Dorrick dropped an eighty pound
boulder on it and with a groan that echoed like a cathedral in
this cavern, Rendrak managed to heave one of the hundred
pound stones right in its mouth, breaking two more of its
teeth.
Its head heaved and the boulder went flying, narrowly
missing Gaskai and Keithying, bouncing off the wall, off
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Gaskai’s shoulder and onto Keithying’s leg. The ancient
wizard went down, landing on the other boulder Gaskai had
pushed their way. The boulder Dorrick had landed on the
mammot also bounced off the beast and headed down the
wall straight toward Keithying. TongSu grabbed his arm and
snatched him up so close to the rock that some of his hair was
pulled out by it and his tall, pointed hat was ruined.
He howled in pain, she hoped she hadn’t pulled his arm
out, but it was about where the rock had banged and scraped
his leg. She immediately tried to check the bone, but he
kicked at her so she figured it wasn’t broken. He pushed
down his tall socks and she saw a big patch of raw meat but
no deep lacerations. TongSu always kept a jar of salve in her
shoulderpocket any time she was around Dorrick or anyone
Dorrick knew. She got that out and gave it to him before the
mammot charged again.
It lifted its head and waved the bristles around its mouth,
meaning it was sniffing the air. In between sniffs it roared,
polluting the air so bad that she wondered if this was really a
gas attack and it was really just smelling to see if the gas was
thick enough to kill them yet. This was a pretty big chamber,
so it had its work cut out for it if it thought it would subdue
them that way.
Its head was pretty banged up, two tooth sockets were
leaking pistachio green blood all over its face, the top of its
head was lopsided. Because it had no bones, there was
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nothing broken, and it didn’t have much brain anyway. About
all that big dent seemed to do was immobilize its upper left
fang so it remained sticking all the way out. The two teeth
that still worked were both on its right side.
Gaskai pulled a few more rocks from the cave-in before
the mammot started shuffling forward again. Rendrak lifted
another hundred pound boulder and heaved it at it. It bounded
off, mashed the broken side of its face some more so gore
started leaking out, but still it kept coming forward. She and
Dorrick simultaneously picked up hundred pounders and
heaved them onto its face, resulting in a little more gore and
another broken tooth, but no slowing of its charge.
By now they were pushed back into Gaskai and
Keithying. With a roar that echoed thru the cavern, Gaskai
picked up a rock that must have been all of five hundred
pounds. He heaved it up against his chest, rolled it up his
shoulder and up the side of his face, giving himself almost as
much rock rash as Keithying. He charged the two steps that
remained between himself and the beast, the rock was in its
face before Gaskai’s hands were off it. Rendrak added a
hundred and fifty pounder, even though the beast was
stopped. She and Dorrick each took an end and heaved
another two hundred pound chunk of jagged rock into the
still-quivering mass of flesh.
A great flop passed along its length and it lay still at last.
“Well, he’ll learn to leave humans alone after this,”
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Keithying said as he rolled his sock back up.
After a few minutes rest, they all helped Gaskai clear the
rock fall. They had to roll the rocks back farther down the
cave. There was one slab of forty or fifty tons that he wasn’t
going to move, but he was able to clear a crawl space
underneath. They were making such a pile of rocks that it
would be hard to climb over the mammot on the way back.
She wondered how they intended to drag a large crystal back
this way. If it was like the one in the Kassikan, she’d heard it
was six feet wide and eight feet high. Not that she or anyone
she knew had ever seen it.
Eventually the space was too small for Gaskai to work,
and he was too tired. He still hadn’t gotten any salve on his
face. TongSu was the smallest of them with any chance of
moving any more of the boulders out of the way. A lot of it
was gravel here anyway, and Gaskai’s hands were worn.
She used a shard of rock to scrape the gravel out of the
way. She wondered how it came to be here, but there were so
many layers and epochs of tunneling down here that it was
idle speculation. The gravel got coarser as she dug and before
long she was removing rocks again. She was far enough
down the hole that her feet were no longer on the other side.
Dorrick was partly beside her pushing the detritus onward.
She was using his chip-powered light or she’d burn
herself. There was enough light to notice that she still heard
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rocks moving when she and Dorrick weren’t moving them.
She figured it was the guys outside the hole tossing them
farther back. The second time however, there was no
mistaking the fact that it was coming from in front of them.
“There’s someone digging from the other side,” she told
Dorrick.
“What?”
“Listen.”
He told the guys outside to be quiet. There were definitely
rocks moving, clattering in waves.
“Hello,” TongSu shouted, “who’s there?”
There was no answer but the clattering sped up.
“Who could be down here?” she asked. Dorrick relayed
the question to Keithying. She could hear his answer well
enough, “Someone coming up from the conclave looking for
treasure,” he guessed. All the metal had been mined out
during the Energy Age, the only way it could be produced
since then was by digging in ancient ruins.
She yelled again, “Yo, answer up please,” but the
clattering only continued. It had been bigger boulders on top,
it was getting to smaller ones now, close to the size they were
finding on this side. They were getting thrown pretty far.
“What could be down here?” she asked, Dorrick relayed
that.
“Since the Instinct the only thing to fear is the animals,”
Keithying said, “does she think it’s one of them?”
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Big piles of head-sized rocks were being tossed around on
the other side. “Yes I do,” she said, “and I don’t think I want
to meet it. I’m coming out.”
Dorrick slithered out of the hole, she started backing out
before he was even out, keeping the light on the pile. A
tongue came probing in between the rocks, at least it was wet
like a tongue, but long like a tentacle and fringed like a lumin
tail. She probably did let out some kind of a yelp when she
saw it.
Someone grabbed her feet and yanked her out, then she
really did yell. The bottom of the passage was rough rock and
it pulled her top right up and gave her tits a case of rock rash.
The last thing she saw in there looked like a big flipper
sliding in and flipping the last dozen or so boulders aside.
She was out of the hole, but still on the ground when the
head came out of the hole. Everyone else scrambled back and
she did too, they stumbled over each other on the pile of
rocks that had buried the mammot. It was the head of a
spheelunge, just as long and with just as many long, crooked
teeth. It was on a long flexible neck that coiled out of the
hole.
“Well guys,” she said, “I guess we’re not going this way
unless we get the crossbows and those exploding arrows.”
“Which are all back in Bordzvek,” Dorrick said.
“That’s an elasmus,” Rendrak said. “You know what that
means?”
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“The tunnel ahead is flooded,” Keithying muttered.
Meanwhile the thing was pushing thru the pile on the far
side, getting its head and neck farther in the hole. She had
seen a crude drawing of an elasmus once, in a zoology book
when she was young. If the picture was to scale, the body on
the far side was the size of an obront. She hadn’t heard of
them since, so she guessed they weren’t that common.
“We’re not going to get by here unless we get some kind
of heavy weapon,” Dorrick said.
“We’ll have to wait it out and be very careful once we
press on,” Keithying said.
“I don’t know about that,” TongSu said.
“They don’t have very long attention spans...” he started
to say when he noticed she meant that they might not get the
chance to wait it out.
The multi-ton block at the top of the cave-in was moving.
The beast could get its shoulders under it and its flippers were
thick and powerful, at least that was how she remembered
them from the kid’s book, and the way they flipped forty
pound stones like a handful of sand let her believe it. It was
near an end of the massive stone slab and it was definitely
shifting it.
“We have to fall back!” Keithying yelled and began
scrambling over the rocks. He got over them but fell on the
tail of the mammot that lay under them.
“It’s useless, how far can we get?” Rendrak howled. If the
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tunnel was big enough for the beast, they were half a mile
from a space to small for it.
“We should have brought the crossbows,” Dorrick said as
he began scrambling to catch up with her.
“And those exploding arrows,” she added.
They couldn’t talk, the klacks of the falling boulders were
deafening. The massive slab ground and groaned as it slid.
They worried that more of the roof would cave in as massive
boulders fell out of the space above the fallen slab. The
elasmus regrouped, pulled its neck back a little like it was
repositioning its shoulders. By then they were back on the
path, single file and that was the last she saw. The massive
grind of the rock told her she was right. A rumble made her
look up, but the roof was holding. She kept running, almost
keeping up with Rendrak who was almost keeping up with
Keithying, who had the torch. It was dark back here, she
missed a step and went sprawling painfully on the rocks.
Dorrick went down on top of her and Gaskai jumped over
them and landed on the path in front of them, ready to help
them up.
As they tried to untangle themselves and get up, they
noticed that the din had subsided to the clatter of a few rocks
falling. While they wondered at that, it fell to silence. Critters
in the sheelunge family have no calls, but there should be
some noise of its passage. This cavern was barely big enough
for it, but they didn’t see it. Maybe it had given up when the
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roof started coming down. But the roof held and the rock slab
had slid out of the way so there was now a ramp of smooth
rock and other boulders leading up to a large opening in the
tunnel.
They had to come back to see what happened to the
elasmus. The huge slab had slid down the boulders and sliced
off its head, which now lay like one of the boulders in the pile
leading up to the top of the slab. The back and tail of the
elasmus made a ramp down the other side of the stone slab.
Beyond the tunnel was flooded, but only partially, never
deeper than her tits. There was plenty of elasmus dung in the
water and clintons and limps to feed on it. They were all
bitten by limps numerous times, but because human blood is
poisonous to them, they didn’t stay on. Wading over two
miles like that is exhausting and painful.
From there, they were in a tunnel like a mine shaft but
with crystal pillars, it soon connected with another keda
tunnel, which soon entered a chamber. The chamber was
pretty big, round, and with a sloping floor and ceiling so it
was highest and deepest in the middle. A small tunnel led
steeply down from an opening below a raised area in the very
center of the room.
It was the object on the decomposed pallet on that raised
area that claimed their attention. All their lights were on it but
no one said a word. It was a huge, smooth crystal, six feet in
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diameter, eight feet high and pointed on the top. A thick
bundle of Fiber-optic cables ran from the top, up thru the top
of the chamber. It was surrounded by the decayed and
corroded remnants of lots of stuff, but none of it was
recognizable.
“The Eye of the Dark Lord,” Keithying said.
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16. Alternate Route
The three of them were sitting at the only tap in Barat.
The only music here tonight was recorded, but it was thru the
same speakers they used for the band so it was easy enough to
hear and MUCH better music, what Keithying called Tower.
He’d heard it before, it was associated with the Zhlindu basin
but popular in many parts of the planet.
TongSu and Rendrak were upstairs, but he, Keithying and
Wahly were still at the tap. The attempt to hire some help to
move the crystal had not gone as well as they had hoped.
Instead of strong backs eager for good wages they’d met
resistance and suspicion. Since this was where the events had
happened, everyone was familiar with the tale, if only from
the last re-make of the movie. They brought up some details
of what had happened in those days, a little matter of
breeding and arming an army of Orcs or something like that.
No one had signed on and Keithying had had a few cups of
ale since.
“Superstitious fools!” he said.
“Well you know,” Dorrick said, hoping he was wasted
enough that a lowly Centorin could speak to a founder of the
Kassikan, that’s sort-of the Alpha of one of the five largest
Houses, Speaker of the Senate and commander of the Second
Space Guard. “In all this time, and with all your resources,
you could have changed your look.”
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Keithying snorted out a laugh, Dorrick was afraid he was
going to have ale coming out his nose, but it was just one
snort. “Oh I have,” he said. “I looked more like you when this
actually happened. My hair was dark and it was shorter than
yours, I wore trench coats and a deer stalker for the dark,
blouse and pantaloons in the light. I had a Leshronson lowrider carriage and a team of whites.
“But the damn cinematographers have to infiltrate our
space and seduce the staff to find out what we all look like
when the movie is made.”
“You should have had the Kassikan make a movie of it as
it was.”
“We did!” he said, thumping his cup on the table.
“So?”
He paused, then sighed, “It was an embarrassing flop.
Nobody liked it, the critics panned it, the audience stayed
away, some said it was the worst re-make to date.”
“What was wrong?”
“What wasn’t? Too much detail, uninteresting characters,
lost sight of the fundamental issue of right and wrong, blah,
blah, blah. Some fool was even stupid enough to question the
historical accuracy.”
“Beliefs die hard,” Dorrick said.
“Yeah, and sometimes take a while to germinate too. It’s
been a while since I was far enough from home to encounter
some one who doesn’t believe in the Kassikan.”
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That had happened on the flight in, the last dark before
they got here. “It’s a big planet,” Dorrick said.
“Hardly the biggest, there are two bigger at Naiho and
one at Bea that Centorin has the technology to make
habitable. We could modify the human body to withstand
gravity like that, the codon count isn’t ten percent of the
Hotblood conversion. The human body has evolved to
tolerate the gravity of Kinunde without our help,”
“This is like no other planet. The Elven Highlands alone
is the biggest planet. It is bigger in population than any other
planet but Earth, it has the highest average standard of living
in all ways but energy. Its population is the healthiest and best
educated,” he paused a beat, “and best looking I will add.
“But in addition to the Elven Highlands this planet has
dozens of other basins, large and small. The Trenst and Korst
basins are huge, Bordzvek is the most advanced city in
human space, Borlunth has more history than anywhere on
Earth. Most of your students are older than my planet.”
“What Centorin has done is impressive too,” Keithying
said. “Even more impressive is the short time it’s taken.
You’ve gone from barely receiving radio to building stargates
in two and a half centuries. We went from starting a dam at
the Yakhan, to starting one at Zharvai in two and a half
centuries. The tunnel of Cys Ungor took thirteen and a half
centuries, the lake took twenty centuries to fill.”
“The time here is more impressive than anything else,”
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Keithying looked at him strange, “well, no, some of the
women are.”
That one snort chuckle again. He took a deep breath and
said, “We’re going to have to come up with a new plan to
move that crystal,” Keithying said, “but I’ll let that wait until
tomorrow.” He lurched to his feet, “I’ll leave you to your
Noonsleep,” he said, and drifted off across the plaza.
“The stairs are that way,” he said.
“I know,” he said and took the alley that Gzattek lived on.
When he woke for Afternoonday he was surprised to find
TongSu beside him. “What happened?” he asked.
“Ah, nothing, it’s just one can’t live on candy alone.”
“Why thanks,” he said. “So I’m not as sweet?”
“But a lot more nutritious.”
He didn’t know what to say about that, so they let their
bodies do the talking for awhile.
“Did you have a spat?” he asked when they were done.
“No, not really, he must have drank too much or found me
so boring that he fell asleep before we finished.”
Dorrick couldn’t help laughing, she clearly wanted to slap
him for it. “Don’t gloat,” she said, “or I won’t be back til we
head back toward Bordzvek.”
“I’m not gloating,” he said. “I’m just amused.”
“You shouldn’t be, he’s just a toy. I have to make up for
Knidola.”
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“Wish I could.”
“You had your chance in Korst.”
“Toemahsee hardly made up for that trip, not that I needed
to make up for anything, I had you the whole time.”
“It’s not healthy,” she said. He stretched and thought
about getting up, but she had more to say, “Speaking of
healthy,” she said, “I thought we were done with all the
adventuring around. I thought we were going to confine our
trips to nice, relaxing, fun-filled vacations like we were
having in Knidola.”
“I did too,” he said. “You can be sure no one told me we
were going to need the crossbows.”
“And the exploding arrows,” she added. “You know my
new kidney’s barely finished growing back from the last trip
like this.”
“I know, I’m sorry.”
“Let’s be more careful from now on, let’s research where
we’re going a little better than we did last Nightday.”
“We researched the East Basin as well as we could.”
“But didn’t act on what we learned,” she said.
When they got back to the site, they found Wahly already
there, “I think I found something,” was his greeting.
“Oh?” Dorrick asked.
“Yeah, look at this.” He showed them a screen full of
overlapping shapes. “Here’s Keithying’s crystal,” it was a
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darker spot, “and here’s the path you guys took yesterday,” he
pointed at some lighter squiggles. “But if you look down
here,” he pointed to another lighter line, “you can see that this
tunnel runs all the way down here,” he kept pointing, “and
appears to come out somewhere down in the city below.”
“And?” Dorrick asked.
“You should be able to lower the crystal down thru this
passage and into that one. You might be able to get a cart into
there.”
“We’ll show it to Keithying as soon as he gets here.”
“Yes,” he said when he finally saw it. “I should have
thought of that.”
“What is it?” Dorrick asked.
Keithying winced a little, no doubt he wasn’t feeling his
best today, probably hung over and looked like he hadn’t
gotten a lot of sleep. “The main drain of the conclave. We’ll
have to find where it comes out today, can you tell where it
goes once it’s thru the mountains?”
“We’ll have to move the GPN,” Wahly said. “That won’t
be easy.”
Gaskai had put the door to the excavation back together as
soon as the GPN was inside. He groaned, but then said, “I
think I know where it might be.”
Keithying was not about to hike down to the outskirts of
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Giliath and even if TongSu agreed to put the nets back on her
balloon it would take most of the day. With some difficulty
they managed to hire a ride. It certainly wasn’t the coach one
would normally expect to see a founder of the Kassikan
carried in. Instead it was a farm wagon, with a driver that
looked to be half Orc, half Goblin, who was only too glad to
get the Dark Lord’s servant out of the village.
“Damn cinematographers,” Keithying muttered as they
got under way. The keda would only pull the cart with three
more aboard, so Gaskai, Keithying and Dorrick made the trip.
They brought a crossbow, but the bow was dismounted and it
was in a case that would normally be used for a handheld
yandrille. After yesterday, Dorrick figured the population
would run screaming if they saw one of them armed.
It was an hour to the outskirts of the city, Gaskai tried to
fill him in on what to expect. “It’s not the best part of the city
where we’re going. Many call it Little Mordor because it’s
mostly Orc.”
“They do have the Instinct don’t they?” Dorrick asked.
“Yes, but they may not be cooperative.”
It was the very edge of the city, smaller and smaller
smallholds clung to the side of the mountains. Even Dorrick
had seen a Centorin version of the movie, and the mountains
that were used as the backdrop were nothing like these. These
were so steep they looked like teeth biting thru the ground,
the ones in the Centorin version were just part of the Spine in
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the upper Navorken Valley. He presumed they would have
come here to shoot, but it wasn’t the same today with the
rickety animal pens climbing to the base of the cliffs with
sapling and tent shanties leaning over the narrow, crooked
paths.
“I’m not going no farther than this,” their driver said, “the
Instinct don’t protect Old Blue Eyes,” waving at his keda,
“and my kind ain’t welcome much farther down this road.”
“No problem,” Gaskai growled and tossed him a couple
of tens and they scrambled from the cart. With a surly smile
he waved Old Blue Eyes into a turn. They stood and stretched
out the kinks and rubbed the bruises they had picked up from
the hard cart on the rocky track.
The road ahead of them was more built up, and if
anything, narrower. The shanties were sapling, plank, mud
brick and what Dorrick was afraid was dried dung. The street
was mud with a bigger share of offal than he had seen since
the Pewpspway. They went thru what must have been a
thieves market, as well as a shop openly advertizing fake
pennies, forty cents a gross. Big jaws and peg teeth or fangs
were common, clothing was rough, there were jostling
crowds, most of them smelly. Gaskai lead the way, grunting
and shouldering his way thru, Keithying was in the middle
and Dorrick brought up the rear, looking behind them often.
Gaskai led them down an even narrower alley, passing
huts so flimsy it was hard not to knock them down. The
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footing was a runnel and it was leading back up the hill.
There was no second floor, soon they were passing between
crowded, noisy feedlots and stepping thru rivulets of animal
urine. The smell was nothing compared to a blike or even a
chuff for that matter, but it was still enough to make breathing
difficult.
They followed that path til it was quite steep, then Gaskai
pointed to a series of stepping stones on top of a rough
retaining wall. “I think it’s over this way.”
They picked their way along, getting into an argument
with someone coming the other way and having to squeeze by
holding a feedlot fence. Karga’s blupped at them. The guy
going by was as big as Gaskai but nowhere near as good
looking. There was a small, terraced field of vegetables on
one side, then a few more huts. The third was larger and
continued behind.
The man who opened the door had the biggest head
Dorrick had ever seen, and most of it was jaw. His mouth and
teeth were those of a hippopotamus, he slouched, his knees
were bent and his hairy knuckles could easily reach the
ground. “Gaskai!” he exclaimed and took him in a hug,
thumping his back hard enough to injure someone like he or
Keithying. “What brings you here?” He had a voice like two
forty ton boulders rubbing together a few feet underground.
“Your tunnel, we think it goes much further than you
think in the back.”
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“Oh it did,” he rumbled as he lead them inside.
The inside of the hovel was nothing like the outside. It
was finished in near oriental splendor. A very exotic but
pretty goblin girl was lounging with a big waterpipe burning
something Dorrick couldn’t identify. She was nearly
immobile from its influence. There were introductions, then
Rumbluk brought them back thru the house, passing a few
luxurious bedrooms, then a kitchen with its own garden and
garden shed, a series of workshops, each sunk deeper into the
mountainside than the one before until the last one was
underground. A couple small Orcs were sharpening blades at
a small furnace as they came thru, but the last room was
empty.
The walls showed some evidence of Saggothan
manufacture, crudely resurfaced by Dwarves at some point,
and then remodeled again for utilitarian ends. The end of the
shed was closed with a very thick double door, bolted with a
four by twelve timber set into the rock.
“Too much stuff kept coming out of there,” Rumbluk
growled. “We had to close it up. If you want to go in there
you’re going to need firepower. I can lend you a couple old
swords, but they’re plain swords, no magic in them.”
Dorrick began unsnapping the yandrille case. He put the
bow back on the stock and locked it in place.
“Ah,” Rumbluk said, “cute, and those arrows should sting
a bit.”
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It was the Rikrath one twenty with adjustable ratchet and
scope. “We had a two fifty,” Dorrick told him, “but I lost it
escaping from the East Basin.”
“Huuuuh,” Rumbluk inhaled. People here might not
believe in the Kassikan, had barely heard of Bordzvek, but
they believed in and feared the East Basin. And well they
should.
“Yeah, fun place to visit, but I could never live there.”
They all laughed.
Rumbluk left the room and returned with the promised
swords. Somehow he expected something like the movie, but
the version he saw was filmed on a planet with abundant
metal. These were glass with a crystal core. The handle was a
little shabby and there were a couple, maybe four good nicks
on each edge, but they were still serviceable. Gaskai took the
larger one, whooshed it thru the air as few times. He looked
to be a better swordsman than the Orcs in the movie.
Keithying took the smaller one, he could also wield it with
some confidence.
Dorrick lead with the crossbow and the electric light that
he could strap to his forehead. Rumbluk lifted the bolt on the
door, seemingly with no effort, and bid good luck to them.
They set up a code of knocks to get back out. They stepped in
and Rumbluk quickly closed the doors behind them and
dropped the heavy bolt back in place.
Dorrick remembered the conversation at wakeup, but here
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he was again carrying a loaded crossbow into a dark place
where dangerous critters were known to lurk. The tunnel was
about eight feet high in the center and about twelve feet wide,
way too small to fit that elasmus, but plenty big enough for
two mammots to come at them side by side.
Luck was with them in one regard, they didn’t encounter
anything big enough that it took more than the flat of a sword
to shoo it off, but they did get pretty well lost a few times,
even with copies of the GPN display. It was probably already
Dusksleep by the time they found the right spot. They were
hungry and thirsty and tired when they got back, and it took
some time of pounding on the door before Rumbluk unbolted
it again. The cute little Goblin was holding a crossbow on
them as they came thru, but lowered it as soon as she saw it
was them.
“How big a cart can you get here for tomorrow,”
Keithying asked.
“Tomorrow?” Rumbluk asked. “I need notice, it has to be
disassembled and carried in.”
“We’ll need the balloon to get the eye back to the site,”
Gaskai rumbled.
“True,” Keithying said, “when can she lift?”
“By Dawn at the earliest, if we can get the nets on her
tomorrow. TongSu wanted to get her plenty of rest, she says
the net rubs are deep.”
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“It’s just this one trip,” he said, “she can get them back off
as soon as we return. What will it take to convince her?”
“We already gave her her weight in aluminum to take us
to Borlunth, so she’d have to do it just for a chance to help
out.”
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17. Raising the Eye
TongSu really didn’t like the look of the area they were
passing over. She wished the ladder were longer so she could
keep the balloon uphill of where they were landing. She and
Dorrick had worked most of Nightday on the nets, Gaskai and
Keithying had gone and found a cart. She suspected Gaskai
didn’t take no for an answer. At least there was no open
hostility when they took off, just a lot of suspicious or hostile
looks.
The breeze was a little frisky and she had to be careful
getting the cart down in the tiny lot next to the rambling
house. It was one of the biggest houses in the area, but it
blended in well with the local décor on the outside. That
décor was strap-up and plank up, hanging off scrawny
saplings and narrow alleys. Patched roofs were everywhere,
there was a neighborhood of smelly crowded feed lots next
door and a big tenement-tree right across that she had to be
careful not to get her girl’s tails tangled in.
Once the cart and the guys were down, she let the balloon
go up enough to be out of the way of casual thrown objects.
She had all the weight she could handle today, there were six
of them, Gzattek had come to join them. They had only two
crossbows and the men took the swords, leaving Gzattek and
Wahly to pull the cart. She had a feeling Gzattek would soon
put Wahly in the cart so he wouldn’t slow her down.
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She was encouraged by Dorrick’s account of yesterday’s
trip down here, a walk in the dark. She hoped today’s would
be as uneventful. Most of the time the tunnel was wide
enough to walk two abreast, so she and Dorrick were in front,
then the cart, Gaskai and Keithying in the rear. Where there
were intersecting tunnels, Dorrick shown his light down it at
full brightness.
A couple moolrups were prowling down here, they’re big
as nyobbas go, and long-legged and fast, but not big enough
to waste an arrow on unless they charged. They didn’t, they
slunk quietly away from the large gang of humans.
She was glad Gaskai had marked the way, there were four
turns. She could see the passage that went up to next level
when Dorrick’s light showed a couple of moving shapes
ahead. Then it showed a couple more, and a bunch of them.
They made a noise that sounded like the deepest, most evil
gloating laugh, the way the Dark Lord would have laughed
had he conquered the region. They bunched up at the edge of
darkness.
They were some form of giant wevn, three feet long and
standing at least a foot at the back of the neck, their highest
point. They had teeth that said that, unlike their smaller
cousins, they weren’t afraid of taking live prey.
“Everyone in the cart,” Keithying yelled. “They can’t
climb and we don’t have enough arrows.”
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They could only fit on the cart standing, Wahly and
Gzattek had to link arms and hold them all. The things were
at them in seconds, and they could climb the tongue of the
cart. Gaskai stood at that end with the sword, cutting thru
three or four with each forehand and two or three with each
back hand. Keithying took a couple chops and downed one,
but another was starting to get its head up against the back of
the cart and push itself up. He chopped at that, but not before
another had started climbing up its fallen comrade. They are
clumsy and it fell off, but made a wider ramp for the next one.
Keithying began hacking at that but another took its place.
Gzattek had TongSu hold them for a second and reached
out her hand to Keithying, “Sir, may I?” she said about the
sword.
Sheepishly but quickly he handed it over and wrapped his
arms around them to grip Wahly’s hands. “You’re so
sweaty?” he said.
“Don’t you find this a little frightening?” Wahly croaked.
“Reminds me of the old days,” Kiethying said.
Meanwhile Gzattek was hacking one or two with each
swing, the pile of meat was getting too steep for the live ones
to climb. “Reminds me of the Caribe,” Dorrick told her.
TongSu got sick of that story at times. Both she and Dorrick
were stabbing them with arrows. They were over the wheels
and thus a little more protected. These critters are not very
smart or nimble, but they do have numbers.
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“Have you seen these things before?” Gzattek asked
Keithying.
“Oh yes, they were used against us in the second Gnome
War in the canyon tunnels.”
“How many do you think could be down here?” she
asked.
“Surely not more than a million, two million at most.”
“Ahhh,” she said, and renewed hacking with greater
intensity.
“All the carrion washes down into here,” Kiethying said,
“and the wevasaurs will multiply til they eat it all.”
They couldn’t have been just conversing a few seconds
ago. It didn’t seem that all million of them were in this pack.
The Tiris Conclave was pretty big, at least a million members,
the plains of Gorgoroth and Giliath were both theirs at the
time. It was the slag of war that made Gorgoroth barren today.
It was surprising how few of the pack finally took off, at
least two thirds of their number had been lost. It took them
almost half an hour to drag the bodies far enough down the
tunnel to get by. Wevn are the most advanced of the mukalage
worms. They are warm blooded and their skin is thick and
stiff enough to act as an exoskeleton. They have the most
amazingly fine fur, very soft and plush. They don’t bleed a
lot, so at least she didn’t get covered with it.
“Remember yesterday,” she said as she walked with
Dorrick carrying another, “when I reminded you that I barely
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finished growing back the kidney I left in the East Basin?”
“Compared to that, this is just a pest problem.”
“Like that elasmus?” she asked.
“That could have been serious,” he had to admit.
They had to climb up two levels of tunnels, Dorrick
hadn’t mentioned that. The only way Wahly was getting up
there was to lift him in the net. He was heavy, heavier than
Dorrick by far. She let Gaskai take over.
Even after seeing it last Nightday, the crystal was still
mesmerizing. “Is this an exact duplicate of the one at the
Kassikan?” she asked Keithying.
“We don’t officially admit that the crystal is ours, only
that we use it. I contemplate telling you I will divulge that
only on the pillow, but that would be unfair. You have made
this endeavor possible, so I will say that as near as I can tell,
they are identical. All three of Feanor’s stones were said to be
perfect, but differing in what was stored on them. We have the
one with ancient media, news, economics, popular press. We
hope that this one contains the technical data, mathematics,
astronomy of that age. We did fly in space you know, we
launched four expeditions to the stars, one to YingolNeerie. I
orbited Cynd for several weeks and made it back to tell of it.”
She nodded politely and ‘ooo’d and ‘ahhh’d but she
wasn’t sure she believed that one. She was thinking he just
wanted some of her and was trying to impress. She would try
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and make time, but it wouldn’t be now. Now they had to get
that thing off the dust of the scaffolding that once held it, and
into the cargo net.
“Slowly, very slowly,” Keithying said. “We don’t know
what stresses it’s been under. He was pacing tensely beside
the net. They put a padding quilt over the net, Dorrick and
Gaskai were rolling it into the net. Its refraction seemed to
enhance movement, making it look like there was movement
within the crystal sphere itself.
Keithying directed building the hoist and pulley so they
could lower the crystal another level. It was a project finding
three tree trunks to tie together. Gaskai took the stump end,
Dorrick the other. Dorrick was clearly straining harder.
TongSu took the end of the next one. He seemed like he could
almost carry it in one hand.
“Your strength and stamina is amazing,” she said.
“Keithying made me well,” was his reply.
After Gzattek climbed up and tied the tops together, it
took some time and some grunting by the guys holding the
ropes and pulleys to lower the crystal sphere to the next level.
She knew it had to be mostly hollow or it would weigh so
much they would never budge it, but it still weighed at least a
ton. The passage was not straight down, a keda can climb a
sixty degree slope with ease, and that was what this passage
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was. They had to roll the crystal back and forth to walk it
down. There wasn’t much room in there. Keithying fidgeted
the whole time, checking the ropes and nets like a nervous
aunt.
There was a scary moment when they were bringing the
logs down to the next level. One got loose and it was only
luck that kept it from sailing thru the crystal. Keithying
explained that its engine was atom-thick photon guides with
spin-state memory holding fourteen bits per atom. She said
‘yeah?’ to that.
The second ramp was longer and narrower than the first.
There was no way to walk it down, it was going to have to
slide. Keithying felt every granule in that tunnel the way she
felt every tree branch her balloon passed thru. Gaskai stayed
in front of it and chipped away any potentially damaging
protrusions with the point of the larger sword.
They had to set up the hoist one more time to get the
crystal into the cart. The cart was very heavily laden with it.
She wondered if her balloon could lift it. It took four of them
to push it and two more to clear any pebbles from in front of
the wheels.
It took a lot longer getting back. They had to help each
wheel over a few spots, once with two men on each wheel.
TongSu was sure it was going to shatter or the cart’s bed was
going to crack, but they made it.
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It was right after that they began to hear slithering and
skittering just out of sight behind them. They were very aware
that another wevnasaur attack would be a lot worse with no
cart to get on. They wondered if it was the remainder of the
pack, or if they had gone for reinforcements. She wondered if
it was even them, it didn’t sound like that, it sounded more
like something bigger.
For the next hour they thought they saw motion in the
depths of the darkness, and they knew they heard something
sliding or slithering. It or they stayed well back, but followed
along. They were especially careful at intersections, they
couldn’t afford to get surrounded. It was still hard to move the
cart and sometimes it took five of them. They gave Wahly the
light at those spots. He was shaking so much the light flashed
around.
The tunnel was roughest on the home stretch, and
whatever it was that was following them, it was coming
closer. That was because the light was growing dimmer. A lot
of the roughness was loose, Gzattek kicked it out of the way.
Just in case it might be wevnasaur, they didn’t dare pass a
sword to the front.
They heard a crack in the cart bed, Keithying sucked air
with big eyes. Gaskai came to hold the cart-bed, and nearly
lifted the cart over the bumps. Wahly took Honshu’s
crossbow, TongSu took a sword, Keithying had the other. The
light was growing dimmer.
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It was pretty dark by the time they got to the door. Wahly
ran ahead and start pounding out the code on it. He did it fast
and repeated it over and over. The slithering was definitely
slithering now, and it must have smelled the panic because it
seemed to be closing in. Gaskai bellowed loud enough to
cause a quake, “Rumbluk, open the door now.”
He kept pushing the cart, Dorrick wasted an arrow, Wahly
pounded harder and faster and the slithering got closer. The
light failed altogether before they heard the bolt move in the
door. The door was flung open and both he and the Goblin
girl stood there with crossbows. The slithering got more
distant. Gaskai and Gzattek pushed the cart thru the door,
Dorrick, TongSu and Kiethying filed out backwards, eyes and
weapons aimed down the tunnel. Blinded by the brightness in
the room, they could see nothing in the tunnel. The slithering
died away with the background noise of the city in the room.
“What’s the problem?” Rumbluk asked.
“The light ran out,” Dorrick said.
Getting the cart into the yard was hard enough, but when
they tried to lift it to fly it back, they encountered another
problem.
“She can’t lift it,” TongSu said. “We can try it without the
cart.”
“We need to get that back too,” Keithying said.
“We might have to make two trips.”
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They untied the cart from the net, and with only TongSu
on the balloon, it was able to make the stone pretty light. She
tried a little more up and found she could just get it off the
ground.
“I’ll take it to the main road, then come back for the cart.”
“You can’t leave it unattended,” Keithying said. He was
probably right, this activity had attracted a lot of spectators.
“I’ll have to bring someone to the spot first,” she said.
Doing that took time. Keithying and Gzattek got into the
front net with her. She swam nose down, but the main net was
around the crystal and they didn’t bother to put the rear one
on for this trip.
Next they came back for the crystal itself. Kortrax was
very low by then, and the temperature was coming down. The
denser air helped a little as long as she held her heat. She was
able to get the net and its cargo over most of the branches of
the nearby houses. A few times TongSu had to hand an upper
branch thru the net, but she got thru, ripping only one house
frond.
Kortrax was gone when she came back for the cart, along
with Dorrick, Gaskai and Wahly. She was still digesting
Gaskai’s claim that Keithying had made him. In what sense?
Coded up the breed of Orc that he was? She had to admit, he
was a lot more comely than the usual Orc. He called himself
and Gzattek ‘Yrokwoi,’ not Orc, and she couldn’t blame the
guy for wanting to be something different, but though she
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didn’t say anything, she thought it was splitting hairs.
Next she had to lift the crystal once more to get it on the
cart. Then they discovered that they could not move the cart,
and she could not lift the crystal any higher up the mountain.
Gaskai came to the rescue again, hiring a sturdy wagon
and a keda to go with it. It took over an hour, the light was
growing dim by the time they got back. She had to lift the
crystal once more to get it into the freight wagon, and her
balloon was already starting to get a bit sluggish.
She took Wahly and the cart back. Keithying, Dorrick,
Gaskai and Gzattek stayed with the stone. As she started to
pull away toward Barat, she saw that there was quite a crowd
around them. She also saw that the keda would move only the
stone and driver, the others had to jog alongside.
It was over half an hour back to Barat because the cooler
temps and lack of sunlight were already slowing her balloon.
This was the first time she had ever been alone with Wahly
and wondered what to say to him.
“Are you having fun on this side of the stargate?” she
asked.
“No,” he answered. “The yaag scares me, most of the
women won’t touch me and the wildlife wants to eat me. I
still can’t believe I’m still alive after whatever it was that was
chasing us today. No thank you.”
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“You could get an appestat adjustment that will slim you
down, and another to give you a little more shoulder and I’m
sure plenty of girls will be interested.”
“No thanks,” he said. “Most of them scare me.”
“Do I scare you?”
“Almost as much as Gzattek,” he replied.
She didn’t try to make any more conversation after that.
There was still enough light to see a little of the ground, he
asked a few questions about what they were seeing. He
wanted to see the Black Gates and had to be informed that
those few chunks of cement were all that remained of the
second reproduction.
The cart owner was there to greet them. He looked it over
as soon as she let it down. Even in the deep twilight he saw
the crack in the frame. She made good on it for him, he asked
for two irons, though the whole cart was doubtfully worth
one. She gave him three just because it didn’t matter to them.
“Thank you, good lady,” he said, “and thank you even
more for not bringing the Dark Lord’s Eye back to our
village.”
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18. The Gates of Barat
Dorrick continued toiling across the plain of Gorgoroth
along with the others. The driver was superstitious enough
that he would not pass the Goblin who sat by the remains of
the Black Gate without paying the toll. Either that or they
knew each other and were just soaking them for an extra iron.
He didn’t trust the driver, a skinny and scruffy guy, more Orc
than Elf, who muttered to himself constantly. They let him
know, as politely as possible, that if he tried taking off with
the crystal, they would put arrows in his keda.
It was full dark as they began to approach the village. It
seemed like someone had rode ahead at some point, or
someone had spotted them with a scope before dark was total.
For whatever reason, there was a welcoming committee
outside the door to the Kassikan’s excavation. Dorrick hadn’t
guessed there were this many people in the village. He
wondered if they had recruited others.
They were standing in the path and all around it, holding
torches, garden tools, other weapons. They were shouting and
chanting. Torchlight on their scraggly faces, rough clothing,
deformed faces and teeth and weapons reminded him of
scenes from the movie. The Instinct might protect their
bodies, but it wouldn’t protect the great crystal or the keda.
The driver, of course, refused to go on.
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A spokesman came forward, tall and gaunt with a dark
cloak and crooked teeth. Dorrick wondered if they were
bloody. “The Dark Lord’s Eye must be destroyed,” he
shouted.
“Never,” Keithying shouted back, “it is a treasure beyond
worth.”
“So says his servant,” the Orc shouted. There was a roar
from the crowd behind him.
“This is property of the Kassikan,” Keithying shouted,
“this ground is property of the Kassikan, properly bought and
recognized by your village council.”
There was a barrage of shouts, most of them shouting that
the Kassikan was the new force of darkness, or that the
village council could rescind their right of ownership.
“We do not recognize the Kassikan,” their spokesman
shouted, “our business was with Gaskai, not some fictitious
cabal of ancient wizards.”
“And I am here,” Gaskai strode forward, “and I claim my
rights of property. You are trespassing.”
There was just a roar in response. Torches waved up and
down. The spokesman waited until he had some chance of
being heard. “We overrule your property rights for the safety
of our village.”
“Your village is safe,” Keithying shouted back. The
crystal is inert, we seek only the knowledge stored inside.”
“Knowledge of war and oppression,” he said.
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“You people have learned your history from a stinking
movie!” Keithying shouted. “A movie that shows SOME of
the action and none of the background,” he kept going. “The
movie never mentions the starvation in Mordor brought about
by alliance trade policies. It says damn little about the
prejudice of the day, or of the atrocities committed by both
sides.
“You take a legend that’s been prettied up to have ‘good
guys’ and ‘bad guys’ that entirely misses the complexities of
the time. Well it wasn’t that simple. We all made mistakes in
those days, and we all regretted the lives that were lost and
property destroyed when passions were so inflamed.”
There was a general derision of disbelief.
“It’s so simple to see everything as black and white, and
yes there were wrongs, but it was your own ancestors who
suffered the worst. In his mind, the Dark Lord was trying to
save and protect his people, your ancestors.”
A cloud passed over some of the stars. Nothing but the
stars were in the sky. Only the torches of the crowd lit the
scene.
“The time for words has passed,” their spokesman said.
“The Eye of the Dark Lord must be destroyed.” He raised his
torch and began to stride forward. The keda, which had been
fairly calm til now, began to shuffle. The mob made an ugly
noise and began to move toward them.
As the crowd began to surge forward, they were suddenly
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blinded by a searing light from the sky. They all looked up
and saw the balloon descending over the cart. TongSu had
rigged up their work lamp, five hundred watts of high
intensity LED, light blue and shimmering.
Many screamed and fell back. A voice rang out, amplified
by what must have been Reeloi’s sound system. It took him a
while to recognized Wahly’s voice, amplified and distorted
the way it was.
“Fall back, all of you,” he bellowed. He was making his
voice as deep as he could, the amplifier added to the effect. “I
am Centorin and as you all know, the Instinct doesn’t work on
Centorins. He had his technician blues on, and Jason’s old
gamer’s helmet. He was holding that toy blaster they’d picked
up back in Borlunth.
He heard TongSu’s voice but could not tell what she said.
Wahly raised the blaster and aimed in front of the crowd.
Small explosions happened in front of them. Dorrick was
shocked at first, wondering if somehow he had managed to
sneak an ancient McAllister past the Kassikan’s security, but
neither the laser nor the discharge had been visible.
He looked up, and saw TongSu was tossing something.
The crowd couldn’t see it thru the glare of the work light, but
from here he could see it. She was tossing pop pebbles at
them.
There was pandemonium in the ranks of the Orcs, grunts
and shouts, many fell down as they tripped over each other
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and the uneven ground beside the path in their haste to retreat.
“That’s right,” Wahly shouted, voice cracking when he
forgot to use a deep voice. He gathered himself and spoke
deeply again, “Clear the area, Kassikan business only.”
TongSu whipped a string of pop pebbles at them for good
measure. They scrambled back up to the village, shouting,
snarling and yelping the whole way.
“I’m so glad they’re superstitious fools,” Keithying said.
It was a little uneasy coming back up to Reeloi’s tap after
the Crystal was secured in the main room of the dig. They
received plenty of stares, but no eyes would linger on them if
they stared back.
Tahkin was there again, “You missed Duskmeal,” she
said, “but I can heat something up.”
“We would greatly appreciate that,” Keithying said.
“What went on out there?” she asked.
“Well,” Dorrick said, “let’s just say that this heroic
Centorin soldier,” he patted Wahly on the shoulder, who
beamed, “faced down a mob of Orcs single handedly and
saved the Kassikan’s crystal.”
“Wow,” she said, and looked at him with new eyes.
“Calls for a celebration I’d say,” Keithying said. “A cup
of your best for everyone here,” he shouted.
A few got up to leave, but most came forward to the tap,
still not meeting their eyes, staying as distant as possible, but
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not about to pass up a free cup of yaag or ale. In the crowd,
Dorrick got to move next to TongSu, who was already reunited with her boy toy.
“Someday I have to get a message back to Winkly in
Borlunth telling him what a great idea he had when he picked
up that toy blaster for us.”
But they celebrated, had a late duskmeal, and retired to
their quarters late. Dorrick was one of the last of their group
left at the taps. He was glad he wasn’t stuck with Wahly
again, but there was no one else at this celebration he wanted
to be stuck with. TongSu had left with Rendrak again, and he
was going to have to admit that he was more than a toy to her
sooner or later. He went up to his space alone. On the way he
noticed that Wahly was not in his.
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19. Secret Science
She was curled, she was inside out in her ecstasy. She had
never had her cervix teased like that before in her life, and
then finally pushed firmly over the top. She arched her back
and flounced with it, not caring that she looked like a fish in
the bottom of a boat.
It was probably well into Noonsleep by now. They
weren’t in the room, they were out in a little hollow among
the tower fragments out on the hard-wort padded gravel plain.
She cleared off the bigger rocks before she lay here, but now
that she was done, there were pebbles digging into her ass and
shoulders that she hadn’t noticed a minute or two ago.
She lifted Rendrak off of her, it still shocked him when
she did that, but having a little less than half the weight
pressing her into the gravel would be nice. My but hers was
throbbing! It wished she hadn’t picked him off.
If that tower was still up, the people above the fortieth
floor would have had a lot to look at. As it was there was no
one more than twenty five floors above this gravel plain
littered with chunks of severely weathered black crystal,
nothing higher than six floors above the roots of the
archwood. She lay on her back and said. “My MY was that
good.”
“I never came any harder than that, ever,” Rendrak said.
“We are so good together.”
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“We make fine body music,” she said. She wondered how
much more it was than that. He was so good, and so beautiful,
but there was so little else. As her orgasm wound down she
saw more of that. His goal in life was probably to be kept as a
sex pet by a successful woman. Not an evil occupation, in and
of itself, but she didn’t need a sex pet for much longer. But
there was no doubt she was someone he considered a
successful woman. She’d tapped only one bead of her weight
in aluminum since buying the farm, and that was to invest in
the farm. She earned plenty at that to live how they wanted.
But she had to admit that she was getting seriously distracted
by this bionic prick.
There was no water out here to use to clean up with, she
had to sacrifice her wrapskirt. Now it would have to be
washed for sure. The sun was pretty hot, they were only three
thousand feet below sea level by Dorrick’s Centorin pocketeye and they weren’t in the deeps by any means. The sun was
noticeably to the south at high noon in winter, so they are a
thousand miles or two from the equator here. She didn’t put
her pull-over back on, but sat up on the flat, grainy side of the
crystal. Here she could stretch out in the sun as that amazing
orgasm finally wound down. “You certainly did get my
innards rocking,” she said.
He was using the skirt now. He did not have a towel of his
own, but had to air dry outside the public shower. It had
become a weekly ritual for the village women to be in that
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area or, if they were at all attractive, taking their shower at the
same time. A few of the rich had private heated showers in
their homes, but most of the hundred or so residents of the
area shared the village free shower that was on the second
floor behind the soap shop. There was a room with six shower
heads with pull cords. The water was pretty hot, over a
hundred degrees. The good families of the village contributed
to this as a means to keep the air around them fresher.
There were about nine women in the village that were
actually quite attractive. A couple were strong like her and
Gzattek. Several of these women didn’t own towels, a few
more pretended they didn’t and stood in the sun with him to
dry. She had joined them a few times, but the humor here was
crude and the guys who liked to hang out there liked to show
off their boners. TongSu had always liked the surprise of
finding out what a guys wang could do. But then each enjoys
different aspects of social interaction.
She was thinking about taking her shower before
Noonsleep. She would have to sun-dry, but so would her
towel. Sometimes she was tempted by the trap that Dorrick
was in. As a person where money was no object, he owned
three towels, so he would ‘always have one clean’ but it was
usually exactly that, Dorrick had one clean and two dirty
towels, just about any time you checked. Often when he had
three dirty towels, he only took the time to wash one. So,
although she had the money on deposit to buy a shipload of
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towels, she knew she only used one, and the remainder would
be baggage.
“Getting on into Noonsleep,” TongSu said when their
conversation lapsed, “and I don’t want to spend the sleep
here.”
“Where will you spend it?”
“I would guess back at the room.”
“With Dorrick?” he asked, “but not in mine?”
“Actually I was thinking of taking a shower before going
to bed. I have to tell you, after that one, I’m not going to be
ready for another round til after a good long sleep.”
“That’s fine,” he said, “but he does seem to spend a lot of
time with Gzattek.”
“That might be because I’m spending a lot of time with
you. She idolizes him...”
“So do you.”
“I do not,” she said and sat up.
“Pretty touchy about it,” he said.
“It’s not often I come across a man big enough for me,
and we’ve been thru a lot together. For what it’s worth, most
of the wounds on that balloon have happened since I started
carrying Centorins around. Actually, that’s her third bag since
I first met a Centorin.”
“There have been more than one?”
“There were three to start, but one went back to Centorin
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with Professor Viosaign from Borlunth, another stayed in
Borlunth. Dorrick got a job filming for a tourist agency back
on Centorin and I became his pilot.”
“How was that?”
“Scary at times, we got involved with some very
dangerous animals and some very dangerous rescue
attempts.”
“So you’re glad that’s over?”
“Well, we were just commenting that we were trying to
give this shit up. Like during the time we had that elasmus
after us and when the wevnasaur swarmed us, and whatever
was following us when we brought the crystal out.”
“It’s been quite interesting any time I’ve been around, but
not as interesting as having you around.”
He had certainly learned to throw flowers over the years,
she wished she wasn’t falling for it. “You’re the most
interesting ride I can remember,” she said.
Did he really understand what she had just said. He
paused, and a parade of emotions crossed his face, resignation
being the most prominent. He didn’t take that up with her, but
stayed closer to the surface. “How long are you going to stay
here?” Rendrak asked her, “I should think with that blimp
lying out there, you’d be anxious to leave this has-been
tourist trap behind.”
“I owe Dorrick better than that. He wouldn’t have come
out here without my balloon. I’ve got a nice career flying him
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around.”
“And where do I fit into your life?” he asked.
“Someone to do while I’m stuck here.”
“So you intend to wait for him here, use me for
entertainment, then go off with him to his next assignment?”
“What were you planning on doing with me?” she asked.
“You use me for financial support, I use him. We all feel it
goes deeper than that, all the way around, but that’s only
because our glands get involved.”
“You’ve told me you have never been so fulfilled as you
have with me.”
“I said, I have never been ‘filled so full,’ not ‘so fulfilled.’
I was not speaking of the totality of life.”
“What part of life am I missing,” he asked.
“I think most of the remainder.”
Rendrak was still glowering at her when they heard
someone coming down toward the dig. They made sure they
were out of sight, then got so they could see who it was.
As they watched, Keithying came down the path to the
entry to the dig, carrying a large case with a roll of thick
armored fiber in his other arm. He was obviously looking
around for watchers, but because they were so distant and
still, he didn’t spot them, even in the noontime sun.
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20. Rogue Zombie
It was easy enough to get into the door to the site when he
had the key. TongSu probably didn’t know she had told him
where Dorrick kept it, he had never asked directly, never
made a point of it when she mentioned it. Dorrick and
TongSu were still asleep, it wasn’t really Afternoonday yet. It
was easy to reach the key from the unoccupied room below
and their cook hadn’t been down when he went thru the
village court.
He looked around the room. The smaller collector was set
up and it appeared that it had been connected to the great
crystal. But there was something else still connected to the
crystal that drew his attention, undoubtedly what had been in
that smaller case, an ancient mind-link helmet.
He was never sure he really believed there was such a
thing. He once had a friend who said she had seen one during
a trip to the Yakhan, but he had never seen one. He had seen
photos, but they can be faked. The photos looked just like this
device, and this did not look like it was fake. It had the air of
dozens of centuries about it, even though it had been
meticulously cared for and kept spotless. The dozens of
adjustments had a patina, the surface of the crystal had a
slight haze.
He was sweating, almost shaking, as he lifted the helmet.
During his centuries of life he had traversed a fissure in thin
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air, slain a theirops as it pounced on his woman, faced down a
mob calling him a thief and crossed the Ttharmine in a
refrigerated capsule, but he never knew more fear than when
he raised that helmet to his head. He knew Keithying had it
on, he had spied thru the window. TongSu had balked at
joining him in watching, but he had dallied over an hour
watching Keithying working with the helmet and taking
notes.
There had been no, ‘Yes, my master’ scene, so he had
every reason to believe it was safe. But it would be insane to
try to tell anyone he’d had helmet experience, his hair was
still more bronze than gold, not the snow and chrome of a
helmet user.
He lowered it onto his head. Tiny combs picked at the
roots of his hair as he set it into place. It settled onto his head,
surprisingly comfortable for so large a helmet, once he had all
the adjustments set to the exact size and shape of his head. He
could feel the weight if he tried to move his head, but it
seemed to float on his head if he kept still. He stilled himself
more, wondering what he was supposed to feel. He couldn’t
detect any effect of the helmet so far. The only magic was that
it sat so lightly.
He figured it had to be energized. He took the fiber from
the small collector and inserted that in the center of the froth
of holes for optical fibers on the small end of the teardropshaped crystal. He had to climb up on a table to do so because
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the thing was so big. As soon as it connected, in it appeared a
shape like a cat’s eye made of flame. He jumped back, falling
off the table and sprawling on the ground in front of it so it
looked like an eight foot, burning, lidless eye staring right at
him. “The Eye of the Dark Lord,” Rendrak said to himself as
he beheld it. There was a split second when Rendrak still had
control of his limbs, and started to get up, knowing he had
better yank that fiber back out. It took too long and by the
time he was back to the table, his limbs were no longer his to
command.
Instead his limbs immediately began to stretch and pose
under some external control. His face and eyes were forced to
observe his limbs stretching and posing. As soon as the
helmet was sure it had complete control of his body, his body
began to set up and connect the big collector to the crystal. As
soon as his body had connected that, the image of the flaming
eye brightened til it heated the room, like Kortrax was sitting
there on the floor of this lab.
Then his body began ransacking the dig site for anything
that could be used as a weapon. There were several swords
and clubs from the period in the room, he’d seen Gaskai
practicing with a few of them. His body seemed more
practiced with weapons than Gaskai’s when under control of
this helmet.
Rendrak could do absolutely nothing about this. He was
still in here observing, but his will had no effect on his body,
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no more than if he were an observer of a movie. He could not
make a sound, blink an eye, wiggle a finger or even push out
a fart. It simply wasn’t his.
His body went on to inspect all the other ancient artifacts
in the room. He was the most interested in an ancient crystal
candle holder. He picked it up and put the candle aside. It was
intricately carved and decorated with one large jewel and a
few smaller ones. The jewels were loose in their sockets, the
more the Dark Lord played with them, the more he was
convinced they were knobs. He cleaned the hole where the
candle had been, scraping off all the wax from the bottom of
the hole. Rendrak thought the bottom looked a little like a
lens.
His hands took the fiber from the smaller collector and
pushed it into a hole in the base of the candle holder. Slowly
one of the jewels began to glow. He looked around the room
for awhile, and stood up four books on the shelf across the
room. When he returned, the gem on the candle holder had
gone from a dull green to a pale yellow. He looked at it from
time to time. When it was bright red, he picked up the candle
holder.
He pointed it across the room, pressed the large jewel.
Rendrak could still feel everything, he just could not effect
anything. If this mind from the crystal decided to make his
hands cut his heart out, he would feel every bit of it, but he
wouldn’t be able to stop it. He wondered if the mind in the
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crystal could feel his pain. He doubted the Dark Lord could
feel anyone’s pain. But the jewel pressed in and a ray shot
from the candle holder. His hand swept it over the top of the
shelf and the books he’d just stood up were burned in half and
a smoking line was burned onto the wall behind them. His
throat emitted a gloating chuckle. It was terrifying to think his
throat could make that sound.
His body went about inspecting everything else in the lab,
spending the most time on the Centorin instruments. Rendrak
was pretty sure it was the Dark Lord himself that was
controlling him. Parts of the legend implied that his soul was
contained in the crystal, especially the line ‘he cannot take
physical form’ that had been in most versions of the history.
He’d heard about the Angels of the Starship Age who’s souls
had also been imprisoned in crystal, but they were Yingolian
crystals in the depths of space. Still, if the laws of physics
allowed such a thing, it should work in these crystals as well
as those in space.
His body was still inspecting and testing the Centorin
instruments when the door to the site opened. It was TongSu.
Usually Keithying was the first to the site, but he had spent
most of Noonsleep here and might be late. TongSu had
probably woke up and tried his room and found him gone.
When he wasn’t at breakfast, she probably decided to try
here. He didn’t look for her yesterday when he woke up
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alone, but he knew she had another bed to go to, while he did
not.
“Rendrak, what are you doing?” TongSu yelled when she
came in the door.
He couldn’t warn her in any way, neither pinkie nor
eyebrow was under his control. He couldn’t control his own
voice, he couldn’t even make it sound funny. “I’m checking
out how this apparatus works,” he heard himself say.
“I wouldn’t be playing around with that if I was you,” she
said, “and it looks like a mind link helmet that you’ve got on,
not that I’ve seen one.”
“I had a friend who saw one,” his mouth said. That meant
that whatever was controlling him had access to all of his
memories, as well as control of his body. “It lets you
remember everything in this crystal.”
“I still wouldn’t be playing with it without Keithying
here,” she said to him.
“He was the servant of the Dark Lord,” Rendrak’s mouth
said, “I don’t see why we should have to get approval from
him.”
“This is Kassikan gear,” she said.
“Not this,” he pointed to the GPN, “it’s labeled in an old
Nordic tongue.”
“You know that’s Centish,” she said. “That helmet might
be messing with your head, you better take that off...” she
reached for it.
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Rendrak’s arms, those arms and shoulders he had built
over a lifetime thru hard work and genetic intervention,
reached up and batted her arms aside, roughly, much more
roughly than the Instinct allowed. “You will not be removing
this helmet,” his voice pronounced tersely.
“What’s up with you?” TongSu said. “Did our
conversation yesterday piss you off enough to do that, and
what about the Instinct? That hurt.”
“With the helmet, I am no longer subject to the Instinct,”
he said. “I can walk up to you and slap you,” he did, bringing
a look of shock to her eyes, “as much as I want,” he
backhanded her other cheek. Rendrak helplessly watched his
hand come out and grab her by the chin. “This helmet
changes everything, you can’t hurt me, but I can hurt you as
much as I want. You will now follow my orders.”
TongSu got big eyes and she bolted, and Rendrak prayed
she would at least get out the door, but his body was faster,
maybe faster than it was when it was his body. He grabbed
her ankle and she went down. He pulled her, she struggled to
get away. He roughly picked her up, but wasn’t used to
Rendrak’s body and TongSu’s dense weight, and he fell on
top of her.
She was screaming, Rendrak’s fist under helmet control
punched her in the mouth, and Rendrak’s mind got the
Instinct, he could feel it, but it couldn’t get thru to his body.
He was so overcome by doing such a thing that he needed to
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throw up, but he could not even do that.
“Silence,” his mouth hissed, “or you die this minute.”
“Ahhh, damn it,” she went to punch him back and was
paralyzed. “What’s come over you? That helmet’s really
fucking with you.” She made another grab for it, he hit her
again at the base of the ribs, as hard as Rendrak’s body was
able to punch, using boxing skills Rendrak never had. TongSu
wasn’t ready for it, no one could be because they had all lived
twenty centuries with the Instinct. She gasped and fell to the
floor, face down.
Rendrak’s body jumped on top of her, pulling her arms
back and pinning them. He slammed her head into the floor
and she went inert. He got up and then bound her wrists
behind her just as she was coming to. As soon as she did, she
started screaming again and he hit her again, then again until
all she could do was whimper. He turned her over and
dragged her into a corner, complaining, “You are too heavy
for a woman with such a figure.”
He wanted to go to her and comfort her, he felt like that
was the least he could do after the way she had been beaten,
but he couldn’t even write her a note. Thru all this, she would
think he was the one that had done it. However this ended, he
didn’t doubt this body would die in the process, so he would
probably never get to tell his side of the story.
That pained him. He cared for TongSu, he could have
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come to love her even. He knew she was just using him for
sex and would leave with her Centorin when the time came,
might even get tired of him before that. He suspected she was
already starting to get tired of him, and he suspected it was
because she knew what he was. She was a fine woman, and
certainly wanted more in her life than he could offer. He
respected her for that, and was grateful for the time they’d
had.
As soon as his body had regained its breath, his body
began gathering up a massive roll of optical fiber. As that was
happening, he heard more voices at the door of the dig site.
His body turned and picked up the candle holder, aimed it at
the door as it opened.
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21. Empowered
Dorrick was late getting up that Afternoonday. Maybe he
was short of sleep, maybe it was the heat, because it was a hot
day once he got up. On his way to the bathroom he saw that
he was the last one up. Keithying’s, Wahly’s and Rendrak’s
rooms were already empty. He got down to breakfast to find
that Tahkin was there again, along with Wahly. Wahly had
himself a big cup of rubber tea and was hanging onto it for
dear life.
“Late night?” Dorrick asked in Kassidorian.
“Yeah,” he answered in Kassidorian.
“First time?” he asked in Centish.
“In this village,” he said with insulted eyes, “and second
and third and fourth,” he replied.
“She’s actually kind of cute,” Dorrick said, in Kassidorian
again, looking at Tahkin. Once you got past the over long
nose and the big buck teeth, her body had some shape to it
and her hair was clean, if stringy. Her joints weren’t too
knobby and it was only in profile that her overbite was that
noticeable.
“But her sisters, not so much,” Wahly answered in
Centish.
They didn’t really hurry down to the site, they were kind
of waiting for TongSu and Rendrak. He didn’t think they
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would have gone down to the site without breakfast. They
figured they were doing their wakeup thing outdoors
somewhere. They could get vigorous and shake this whole
trunk of the village. After Wahly’s second cup of rubber tea
and his plea to have Tahkin come to his place, alone, for
Dusksleep was granted, they started down toward the dig.
Wahly was talking about how all the hard labor and higher
gravity was giving him a harder body.
They found Keithying outside the lab door, peering inside.
There was a bright light coming from inside the room and his
first thought was the place was on fire. A few steps closer and
he could see the crystal was blazing with light, the light
coming from flames arranged in the shape of a cat’s eye.
Then he first noticed a bad burn across Keithying’s face, and
big burns on the front of his robes.
“I guess it didn’t go so well when you powered it up?”
Dorrick said and they came up to the door. Wahly tried to
look in and shielded his eyes.
“I did investigate this late last evening, but I did not leave
it this way,” Keithying said, and strode to the door, shielding
his face with his hands. The fierce flames from the eye made
the room too hot to enter. “We need to get the fiber from the
collector,” he said and tried to get into the room. Before he
could get within three feet of the crystal the front of his robes
burst into flame again and he had to jump back and roll on the
ground outside the door. “I just can’t get to it.”
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“Where’s the collector?” Dorrick asked
“I left it folded and stowed just inside that door next to the
steps.”
“We have to find it...”
“Or the fiber,” Keithying said.
“The main collector must be hooked up to it.”
“I’m amazed that the crystal wasn’t shattered.”
They looked up high on the village and couldn’t see it,
they looked around the immediate area and didn’t see it. “He
must have it set up on the other side of the balloon,” Dorrick
said.
Keithying started over the rocks in that direction, dodging
the sharp crystal shards, Dorrick right behind him. The rocks
were slippery with the huge lichens called rockwort.
Keithying was bounding over the rocks, Dorrick didn’t dare
go quite that recklessly, because a slip into a big crystal shard
could be fatal. Wahly labored over them, keeping well away
from even the smaller shards of crystal. That probably made
sense, even a small fragment eighteen inches long could open
quite a gash. Any nanotubes that had eroded out of the glass
were sharp as razors, so just brushing the ancient crystal
could abrade off the skin. The villagers usually ground them
off where they pass often, but one couldn’t be sure down
here.
“I’ll catch up,” Wahly said, and began picking his way.
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Once past the largest shards, Dorrick bounded over the
rocks. He saw Keithying go down, but it appeared that he
ducked, not fell. Dorrick proceeded cautiously.
“He’s got a sunsword,” Keithying said as Dorrick caught
up to him. “We left one at the site disguised as a candle
holder.”
As he ducked down with Keithying beside this rock he
saw the main collector, it was right behind the balloon. If he
had looked out from the room when he got up, he probably
would have seen it. “Why?” he asked about the sunsword.
They were basically a blaster, but aimed at the air in front of
them, generating a wand of charged plasma. Dorrick didn’t
know it at the time but they would be in common use in the
Empire in another thousand years.
“We were afraid to transport it. It was found here. With
this crystal, that door, and Gaskai, I thought it was secure.”
“Where was it found?” Dorrick asked.
“In the rubble of the tower, in an upper pancake.”
“So that very well could have been his own sunsword.”
“The thought has crossed my mind,” Keithying said, “and
that was one of the reasons I was afraid to transport it. I know
I can trust Gaskai.”
“Where is he now?” Dorrick asked.
“He’s gone to rouse a few men we can trust, he should be
back soon.”
“There’s something about that voice.”
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“That’s his voice, as well as the body he’s taken can
render it.”
“Come over here,” the Dark Lord bellowed. “There is
something you will want to see, especially the one called
Dorrick.”
“What is it,” he yelled back, still trying to place
something about that voice. It was a little like a fake accent,
but it wasn’t. Maybe it was more formal than normal.
“Come look.”
“It’s a trap,” Keithying said.
“I don’t know where TongSu is, or Rendrak for that
matter. She sometimes sleeps on the balloon for Noonsleep.”
“You couldn’t help her...” Keithying started.
Dorrick looked Keithying in the eye, “You don’t say that
to a Centorin when his women is in danger unless you mean it
as a challenge,” and he slipped away from the rock. He stayed
low, almost crawled.
He knew it was working because the Dark Lord called out
again. “I’m not going to save this for you very much longer, I
have a kingdom to rebuild.”
“Oh no you don’t,” Keithying called, distracting him. “If
we have to destroy the crystal of energy, we will.”
“You would never dare,” the Dark Lord thundered, “I
know you, your lust for power is second only to my own. You
would guard that crystal with your life.”
Just then Gaskai came up with two more big men. One
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had fangs like his, but rough, hairy skin and a huge head
growing right out of his shoulders. The other was tall and
gangly with knobby joints and a big jaw but with peg teeth.
He was gangly only because his bones looked like the
adaptation for two and a half gravities that Keithying was
talking about the other evening.
Keithying turned to Gaskai, but included the others in his
glance. “Go back to the site,” he said loudly enough for the
Dark Lord to hear. “If he harms anyone, we will yell and you
smash the crystal.” He lowered his voice when he said,
“You’ll have to throw rocks thru the door because you can’t
get inside, but I mean it. Smash that crystal and he is gone
once and for all.”
If he said anything more to them, Dorrick couldn’t hear
because he had moved much closer while the Dark Lord was
distracted. From here he could see what he had to show him.
It was TongSu, she was alive and semi-conscious, moaning
and moving her head slowly from side to side. It looked like
she had been beaten. There were bruises on her forehead and
jaw. She was sun burned over much of her body, like she had
been in the room with that crystal. Her hands and feet were
bound and she was laying against a rock.
Dorrick immediately ran to her but he was transfixed with
an awful ray that immediately set his clothes smoldering. He
jumped back behind the crystal fragment, carrying burns that
would sting for some time. It was like the welt on Keithying’s
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face or the sting of a cop’s Barringer, but nowhere near as
much charge was delivered as in Centorin weaponry.
She was at the Dark Lord’s mercy. He expected her to be
incinerated, but instead an evil cackle sounded. Keithying had
just caught up with him as the breathy, rattling cackle settled
over this patch of sand. “That is the Dark Lord’s voice.”
But it was Rendrak who appeared from behind the
collector, the huge helmet on his head, his face showing an
evil rictus of gloat. “The Instinct does not command those
with crystal power,” Rendrak appeared to say, but the voice
that came out was no longer Rendrak’s. “This body is mine to
command. I have my puppet’s memories, I know when I am
and I’m not scared or impressed. I may have slept too long,
but you are even less prepared.”
Rendrak lurched toward them with a shimmering band of
light flashing into the sky from a fiber and wand in his hand.
“The woman will stay with me,” the voice bubbled with
triumphant laughter from Rendrak’s throat. “She will insure
that my collector isn’t disturbed.”
They could crawl backward, or stay there. They were at
his mercy, they crawled back to a point where they were safer.
“I fear we must smash the crystal,” Keithying said. “We
have two lives to consider.”
“What happened to Rendrak?” Dorrick asked, not quite
understanding yet, maybe needing confirmation.
“He really shouldn’t have messed with that helmet,”
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Keithying said, shaking his head and compressing his lips.
“Is it some kind of mind control?” Dorrick asked.
“It’s worse than that, with it he can control the body. If he
only controlled Rendrak’s mind with it, he would still be
subject to the Instinct, but because he can control the body
directly, he is not subject to it. He is not even subject to the
withering of the alpha male we did prior to that.”
“But he is connected to that crystal by a helmet isn’t he?”
“Yes, he has the helmet on.”
“If we could jam that channel.”
“We can use the GPN,” Wahly said. “If we bounced it off
a metal plate we could get a wide beam.”
We’re unlikely to find a metal plate kicking around these
parts,” Dorrick said.
“The helmet will be connected by a big trunk fiber that’s
trailing somewhere along the ground,” Kiethying said, “but if
we cut the fiber to the helmet, the helmet will be disabled, it
is beyond our technology to replace it.”
“Would you rather smash the crystal or cut the fiber?”
Dorrick asked.
He had to go back to the balloon to get something that
should be able to cut the fiber. He got the hatchet and the
rigging snips, and started at the end where the fiber bundle
came out of the lab. He tried the hatchet first, but that just
bounced off. After only two swings they saw Rendrak come
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staggering over the ridge of crystal shards. He was still
wearing the helmet and still carrying the sunsword. He rolled
a huge coil of fiber from the helmet. When he got close to the
lab he put the coil of fiber down and raised the sunsword.
Dorrick bolted for the nearest pile of rubble and got
behind it. Rendrak, under the Dark Lord’s control, was just
starting to lay about with the sunsword. Dorrick ducked
behind whatever was available for cover and began circling
around behind. The Dark Lord was late to understand what he
was up to, by the time he turned Rendrak’s body around,
Dorrick was already past him. He had a clear field of gravel
before him and he ran. He wasn’t aiming for the closest place
he could get to the fiber. He wanted to go way up the fiber to
a spot with cover.
Once he was a hundred yards away, he dropped and
started on the small cable with the snips. This was much
harder than rope, but these were ratcheted and the fiber
carrying power to the sunsword was thin. Long before
Rendrak could get here, it had cut thru. He would need to get
TongSu a new pair of rigging snips, but the sunsword would
now be unable to recharge.
Keithying had freed TongSu by now, and was going
toward the big collector. Rendrak’s body ran after him,
intending to use whatever charge was in the sunsword to
defend the collector from Keithying. Dorrick went back to the
lab door again, began chopping at the thick bundle again.
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In just a few seconds, Rendrak/Dark Lord was back here,
but the fiber was still holding out, though he had chopped
well into it by now. He worked even closer to the handle of
the hatchet where there was a little more edge. He chopped
even faster as he approached. Keithying should now be able
to do something about the collector, just turning it should
help.
He wondered how much was left in that sunsword, he was
trying to raise it. As the fibers parted, Rendrak slowed and his
motions grew jerkier. His face became an ever greater mask
of hate, the grimace so extreme his lips began to bleed.
Seething slobbering sounds came from his throat. One leg
began to drag and blood began to trickle from his nose.
Dorrick chopped at the fiber with everything he and the
hatchet had left.
A huge gurgle welled from Rendrak’s throat, then
stopped. He went rigid, then collapsed limp. Dorrick went to
him cautiously. He was unconscious. Dorrick toed his balls to
make sure. The Dark Lord had driven his body nearly to its
death, but he had lived, and one of Gaskai’s friends
immediately started binding his wounds.
Panting, Dorrick got up and stumbled toward the place
TongSu had been. She was up, stumbling down this way,
holding her jaw and seeing if it still worked. He went to hug
her and she screamed.
“I’m too burned, thank God my jaw’s not broke. That shit
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head beat me, after all the times...”
“It was the Dark Lord using Rendrak’s body. Blame
Rendrak for playing with the helmet, but not for the rest of
it.”
“He’s indirectly responsible then. I hope he’ll understand
that our playtime is over, even if I don’t blame him. I’m going
to peel, look at this.”
“I’m glad you’re alive, without the Instinct he could have
killed you.”
“No shit. I have to tell you, after this, I have a much,
much greater appreciation for the Instinct.”
“I’m not surprised,” Dorrick said, “but where’s
Keithing?”
“He should be over there,” she pointed toward the
collector, “but where’s Wahly?”
“He’s back near the door to the lab, watching that flaming
eye char all the paperwork in the room.”
Dorrick went over toward the collector. It was still
tracking, he shut it off and closed it, but didn’t see Keithying
until after he’d done that. TongSu found him first and
screamed, Dorrick came running with the rest of them. The
skin of his face and chest were burned thru, his clothes were
burned off, third degree burns covered the rest of him.
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22. Ancient Fallen
There was nothing to do but bathe the dressings.
Keithying hadn’t woken when they carried him to the balloon
or lifted him into the nets. They put the mattress in the cargo
net, they lifted off no more than twenty minutes from the time
he was found. Gaskai had the wrappings and salve on quickly,
and would not leave his side. He had been silent, but lines of
tears flowed down his cheeks as he watched over his charge.
Neither of them had yet been told that the townspeople
had destroyed the Dark Lord’s eye while they settled
Keithying into the balloon. It had not been as delicate as
Keithying feared, Gaskai’s ‘friends’ started stoning it as soon
as he left the area of the doorway to tend to Keithying. It was
all they could do to finally break it, and when they did, its
heart exploded to powder, its shell to stiletto shards. They left
Wahly and Gzattek to salvage the GPN, townsfolk had
already made off with the now useless helmet. Gaskai knew
that much.
“He told me Keithying made him,” TongSu said, speaking
of the care Gaskai was taking.
“Maybe his ancestors,” Dorrick said. “Even I know
enough Kassidorian history now to know it was twelve
hundred Earth years from the Wars of Magic til the cure for
aging.”
“But you know Keithying is older than that, twenty
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centuries older than that.”
Dorrick knew that, but hadn’t really thought much about
what that meant. He couldn’t sort thru it now and that subject
lapsed. “I’m sorry this trip turned out this way,” he finally
said.
“Me too, that vacation in Knidola was my idea of going
away together.”
“I’ll have to give up the idea of taking on any projects that
have anything to do with Centorin.”
“Sounds like a plan. I don’t like the idea of all our trips
away from home ending with a mad dash to advanced trauma
care.”
“I just hope they have that in Eridor,” Dorrick said.
It was a mad dash. Eridor was seven hundred and fifty
miles from Mordor and they were rugged miles with tricky
winds. The land was dotted with mountain ranges above her
ceiling, sucking reverse winds up their faces. There were
crazy thermals and unexpected tall clouds. They didn’t dare
set down for any of that.
The good news was, the great equatorial tail wind was
with them again. It was spotty and erratic as they threaded
their way between the hills, but it generally helped a little and
in one case pushed them along at three times her balloon’s top
speed.
They didn’t stop for meals, and Keithying woke once.
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They went back to the main net where he lay, but he spoke
only to Gaskai. “You’ve always been a dutiful son,” he
wheezed, “you are always there when I need you.”
“It’s my pleasure,” Gaskai said. “You’ve always been the
best father a man could have.”
“Thank you,” he said and lost consciousness again.
“He’s like a father to you,” TongSu said.
“He is my father,” Gaskai said. “He provided the seed as
well as the science that made me. Even though my form has
no real advantage today, I’ve kept it. The breakthroughs that
made me superior to earlier Orcs have gone on to aid
mankind in many other ways. The pressure of military
necessity advanced biology far more than would have ever
happened without the war. We might not have eternal youth
today if it wasn’t for that war.”
“But eternal youth wasn’t developed for centuries after
the war, how did you survive til now?” Dorrick asked.
“There was the dust of life,” he said, all the ancient Elves
had laid in a supply. “A father shared his with his son.”
Eridor is a closely packed city of about twenty million. It
was a seaport at the time of the Wars of Magic, and it does
have a little historic district, but at the time this nation was so
distant that they hardly knew about the war that would
‘destroy the world’ less than a thousand miles away. There
were news reports and some people talked about the distant
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war with alarm, but the main way the war affected Eridor was
the constant stream of Elvish emigrants who took ship in this
port. It was only one of a half dozen ports the Elves sailed
from in their great migration back to the Old Lands. A quay
and two taverns have been preserved, but the quay is on a two
acre pond today, with a rotting replica of an Elvish sailing
ship of that day tied up. There were some stands selling
kiddie treats over next to the ship, and a burn-out who would
lecture loud enough to be heard across the pond when a
school group showed up.
The medical facilities in Eridor were at least as good as
those in Borlunth. They had never used a medical facility in
Borlunth for anything more serious than a hammered knuckle
but Dorrick swore they were superior to any on Centorin that
they could afford. No one actually knew who Keithying was
and Gaskai insisted it stay that way. The facility was shown
enough copper that there would be no question about taking
the patient.
They stayed a week to follow Keithying’s recovery.
Though they wanted to go home, neither of them was anxious
to tackle those thousands of miles along the Pewpspways. It
was on a Morningday that they were greeted by Gaskai and
one of the physicians on the way in to see him. He had been
conscious yesterday, but still required intensive care.
“We have him stabilized,” the doctor said, “but to make a
complete recovery he will have to go to the laboratories at the
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Kassikan.”
“We were wondering if...” Gaskai started to say.
“Fly you to the Yakhan?” TongSu asked.
“An overland journey...” Gaskai said.
“Will likely kill him,” TongSu said.
“His care would be much more difficult if he were being
moved all the time,” the doctor added.
“It’s a year,” TongSu said, “and we’re already more than a
year from home.”
“The gratitude of a founder of the Kassikan might be a
nice thing to have,” Dorrick added.
“We need to go around the Ttharmine, we’re running low
on arrows again, my girl really needs a longer rest, I wasn’t
ready to put the nets back on yet.” Gaskai and the doctor lead
them into the room where Keithying lay. Gaskai took his
good hand and Keithying opened an eye. He smiled at
Gaskai, then turned to her as she got to the side of the bed.
She knew she hadn’t gotten on his good side so far. “They tell
me you need a ride to the Yakhan.”

